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visit here since.—Ellsteam will come up with
t he farmers of Maine, said to have been made c ay with the following results: Doubles: In and this was his first
Charles L. Wilde,
mountains and across the desert by automobile
#
worth American.
fcor,b a
as the series is decided.
City Clerk Los Angeles.
t y Dr. Harvey W. Wiley on a recent visit to ! t he semi-finals Burgess and Lothrop beat
and on foot. The exposure and fatigue which
Los Angeles, Calif., August 10,1914.
the same as at present— he was obliged to encounter on these expediHe said he could speak of no great I Hojd and Gilchrest, 6-2, 6-4. Russell and
^ his State.
Mrs. Charles Lockett of Brooklyn, N. Y., is
The Los Angeles Board of Public Works also
tofo- ear: round and the third to be
the the
tions together with the improperly cooked
^ iroblems; it was those common to all sections I !ird beat Burgess and Lothrop 6-2 6-3. In
guest of Mrs, Harvey Self at the.Elwell
dopted resolutions of condolence and ordered ^ f the country that were of vital interest. The f nals Gurgan and Folwell beat Russell and ! cottage, Northport. Mrs. Lockett is the cona with the regular teams,
iood doubtless were contributory causes of his
r
he flag on the City Hall placed at half-mast
ichedult-ij games.
IIIU
U-U,
UUBU1I/W..DUIJ/
v.wjywj
U-6,
disease. In addition to the supervision of the
tralto and Mrs. Self the soprano in a ladies'
^ •hilanthropic movements to elevate the Amer^ or three days.
le^Urr'
the third straight"game work in the field, which involved the
ican farmer were all bosh. He could look after
ingles. In the semi-finals Madden beat Jones, quartette in Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. Lockett is i
expendi*
beat
Chadbourne
'■ itn
3-6*
He referred to the curse
Brewer last Saturday ture of twenty-four millions of dollars, he had
-6, 6-3, 6-4. Burgess
1 iis own interests.
expected this week.
A LIGHT AND POWER DEAL.
rL,
■:
at with only five hits and
< f foreign wars,whose effect is near.as distance
-1, 6-3. Madden beat Burgess, 5-7, 6-0, 6,2.
under him an office force of from seventy-five
Judge E. P. Spofford^with a nurse from the
^eight «-rr<
Jeff beat Macomber by default. In the finals
But Belfast made only
The announcement that the Penobscot Bay I as been eliminated, and said that the Grange
to one hundred draughtsmen and clerks.
the Massachusetts General Hospital, accompa6-4 for the cup.
Madden
beat
6-2,
5-7,
■toatcly •: ;F McLellan, the same chap
stand
for
The
Jeff
will
and
the
s
a
leased
t
had
peace.
body
Grange
1
light
llectric
Co.
power
For a period of a little over a year, it had
nied by Mrs. Spofford and his sister, Mrs. J. H.
;tUie
The sports opened with the greased pig McGorrill, of Portland, arrived home Tuesday.
1 ias always taken its position on all important
game against Old Town the been difficult for him to carry on his work ow- \ rires of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad in
We are glad to report that Judge Spofford is
ace and on the first run four men each had a
He
touched up for 14 hits.And ing to ill-health, though he did not call a halt 1 5 earsport and Stockton Springs was made last j ssues £.nd never been obliged to retract.
making fine progress toward recovery of his ,
!‘In
the
a
tie.
second
declared
or
it
was
on
State
and
himself
National
s-p; osed he a better hitting team until last November, when after consulting \ reek and at noon Aug. 12th this company be- c id not commit
ag
health.—Deer Isle Messenger,
'Bti'- Hie Kcore
said that his hearers might put him
ace C. O. Dickey made a clean catch and beby innings:
the best physicians in Los Angeles he passed j £ an supplying electricity to the concerns which ] lolitics but
Among the passengers on the Mauretania
the
of
William
the
ame
pig.
as
“a Rational-Progressive-Conserva< own
proprietor
.0 4000001 x— 5 several months alternating between rest and 1 ad been furnished by the railroad. The B. &
which put into Halifax last week rather than
Miss
Heloise
Kentub
race.
.0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0-3
jennon won the
As a Granger he should advocate
t ive.”
risk capture by going on to New York were ;
i. has a complete power plant in Searsport
work, and tried without relief various forms
and valet, and Mrs.
from Old Town, 7 to 5, in
were right. He had been
edy of New York second. The mile swim Mr. and A. H. Chatfield and
In £ nd has supplied light and power to the various J leasures because they
of treatment there and in San Diego.
and Miss Gilbert
maid,who were on
Gilbert
Mcseries for $200 a side, on
ms won by Walter Dickey, with Walter
was recently in Colorado and
and
n
the
West
i
Great
the
Northern
for
and
March he came to New York and Boston,where 1 ertilizer plants
their way to their summer homes here after a
the girl’s swimming race, half
the
lullen
second;
extended
day afternoon,
had
both
an annoying and
rith
fraternal
greetings
feeling
as
abroad.
at
They
Cape Jellison.
1 'aper Co.'s store house
trip
he consulted the most eminent stomach specfa,,.
All indi1 i’seball
« f that State to its sister in the East.
lile, by Polly Goodwin, who was awarded a CALmug CA^v..w.v»..
game to have been
rell as lighting all the railroad property in
ialists and diagnosticians, all of whom agreed
Jfi
who came in second
1 iduali
and individual Granges cannot think
'ou-.h Brewer grounds, Tuesday
up. Miss Catherine Lynch
Willis G. Haseltine, local agent of the Amerthat his trouble was not a serious one. In £ earsport and Stockton Springs. The lease of
a
eceiving a $5 gold piece. William Redmond ican Express Co., is having his annual vacacrowd was on hand to
it is understood, in- 1 like, but they can act together in common
big
lines
does
not,
t
&
f.
he
their
he
B.
A.
of
versuffering
accepted
great
spite
"y 11J
fon the 100 yards swimming race and was
settle disputes and build up and
*
*
the Easterns play the “rubtion and with Mrs. Haseltine and their childiet, and in May returned to Los Angeles, took c lude the power plant. The Penobscot Bay nterests, help
warded a camera, and Charles Mahoney dren is in Dexter for two weeks. His place in
J'O a side.
It is not decided up the burden of his work and struggled on ] Electric Co. brings its power from East Orland, 1 ,ot tear down our public institutions, standing
and
the
will
and
quickest
limbed the greased pole
i or education, moral integrity, good
W,’U be played.
the express office is taken by clerk S. S. L.Shute;
with it for a little over a month.
Early in \ rhere it has a large development.
He reron
$7. In the nail driving contest Mrsw Allie Knowlton takes Shute’s place, and Lee
to
espect for the rights of others.
play the Easterns in South July, however, his disease took a sudden and
tf
in
a
,ake Smith of Northport drove six nails
THE WAR NEWS.
, gards our emigrant laws as too lax. Among
Robinson substitutes for Knowlton.
J"'cr'iay> and again today, and Friday decided turn for the worse, and he went to
^
ardwood plank in 1 minute and 50 seconds,
he public benefits with which the Grange is
play the Old Towns on the Rochester, Minn., to consult Dr. William Mayo,
M. C. Dilworth. a Civil War veteran and a
war
news
censored
the
is
^
At this writing
o be credited is rural delivery, a commissioner
3treet grounds.
rinning $2, and Miss Grace Clark, who was veteran
An exa surgeon of international reputation.
printer, who is rusticating in North- ;
ortentious rather than positive. Various enwere
There
cnmmisslower
commerce
inter-State
6
seconds
$1.
•f
got
Agriculture,
nly
ploratory operation made by the latter led to gagements are reported as preliminary to
port, was in the city last Saturday and met
over
a
boat
race
motor
the
for
1 ioner,parcels post,postal savings banka,and the
our entries
belief that the trouble was incurable, and his
Family Reunions.
many of his old friends. He says he wouid j
rhat may prove the greatest battle in history.
The Tango, Norarmers’ credit system is near at hand. He critourse of about six miles.
like to visit Machias, where he was a compositor
family were told that he could nofbe expected iittle Belgium is holding her own. France is
I*,
of
the
20
out
Grange lan White owner, won first prize, time,
cised the farmer who stayed
on the Machias Union and helped to get out
{wenty-first annual reunion to live more than a month longer,which proved dvancing her armies. Russia is putting a
ferj; .ikle
the
of what
Grange linutes and 35 secs.; Allie, P. C. Blaisdell,
k
fam,|y will be held Labor Day, to be the fact. With the advice of his physi- million soldiers into the field. There are no •ut gladly availed himself
the first issue, May 25, 1853, but does not fee]
the
middle*
He censured
^ tad accomplished.
econd; Ariel, Capt. Paul Goodwin, third, and as
L ,,tl- at the home of George D. cians he was brought to Belfast, where he arthough he could undertake the journey. His
adications of the expected great naval battle,
1 aen as a class because of the increased cost of
'apt. Daggett, fourth.
home for some years has been with a daughter
* v ^almond Street, Belfast, Maine, rived on July 19th, in the hope that the Maine
ut Great Britain declares the Atlantic routes
l? dishes and
baseball game between the Baysides and
>roduce from 35 per cent to 65 per cent before
The
in Florence, Mass.
silver.
climate *and the surroundings of his j outh
pen to traffic and the ocean liners are resum- !1 t reached the consumer from the farmer. July
W, tk
)ark Harbors was close and interesting, the
it,“e knight reunion will be Sep- might aid in making his last days comfortable. ng their schedules. Last Saturday night st the wheat crop was estimated at $597,- ormex winning by a score of 2 to 0. The
Marian, young daughter of Mr. and Mrs...
dle spacious and beautiful home During the first two weeks after his arrival
It
hpan sent an ultimatum to Germany demand•00.00 and when this was prepared and sold to
atteries were McCarthy and Ryder; Roques Charles Millhouse of South Bend, Ind., who is
rs
the
into
of
from
hands
German
was
carried
withdrawal
0t»s. E. Robbins in Searsmont. he
daily by loving
warships
it ^
ng the
he consumer it had increased 500 per cent or
spending the summer here, Betty, little daughnd Pendleton. Umpire, Allen.
otl *be
beautiful garden of “The Homestead”, where
lawn. Every one bring a
he Orient and the evacuation of Kiauchau
biy
then gave an interesting
The carnival closed with a concert by the ter of Mrs. Jerome Hanshue of Boston, Ruth
0r*t. and plate. If stormy it will during the intervals frem pain he enjoyed the nd giving Germany until Sunday, Aug. 23d, to 13,116,661.00. He
1 iccount of carrying on a farm f Aim a business
telfa9t band, a display of fireworks and a ball Dinsmore and Helen Wescott, spent the past
flowers and the sunshine. The newspaper acomply with the demand. Otherwise, the ultiand in this Connection said that a
week at The Hermitage, Pitcher's Pond, the
r^otices of1
t the Northport Inn.
itandpoint,
other reunion, ,ee 2d page.
counts of the present war in Europe also afford*
latum states, Japan will take action. There
summer* home of Mr. and Mrs. William M.
'woman was worth more on the farm than a
di
and
ed him some diversion, and he read with
no expectation that Germany will yield and
have
To
good
appetite
strong,
feel
Randall, who returned to this city with them
In many cases the farmer helps to pay
: nan,”
soundly and enjoy life, use Buryou’ll mseh finger or, deep interest every newspaper that could be
sleep
;estion,
rar in the East will follow. Japan gives asMr. Randall after a vacation of two
the other fellow.
burn or ecald- BeJlre'
ock Blood Bitters, thefcfamily system tonic, Monday.
interests of ;he State tax that protects
the
in
that
that
event
i*
and
on every
commented
urance
in
Belfast,
bought
weeks has resumed his duties on the road.
'rice,! $1.00.
VSI.:<ifc rely on Dr. Thom,, Elec- move
9e prophesied that the farmer would solve the
be
will
f
his
country
safeguarded.
made by the powers involved.
'tC,ist sell, it. 2Ec and 60c.
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PERSONAL.
Mrs. Isaac L. Wilband of East Boston is visit-

ing friends in this city.
E. Q. Frost of Pittsfield
Tuesday on business.

j

1

J

Jerry Ferguson, Jr, New York, N. Y.. is
visiting John and Talford Durham.
Mrs, Clarence Adams of Camden, formerly
of Belfast, spent last Friday here with friends.
Mrs. N. L. Rollerson of Montello, Mass., is
at the S. G. Norton farm in South
Belfast.

visiting

Misses Alberta Farnham and Louise Brown
guests over Sunday of Miss Esther Evans
of Waldo.
were

Mrs. Leslie Wellman

Rumtord Falls
A. Webber.

me

?

j

Jtrea

--

_

J

ItnJ,

j

^
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;tl('Vrll»hen

and daughter Velma of
Mr. and Mrs. L.

guests of

are

Miss Eda Woodbury is spending a few days
her mother, Mrs. E. G. Woodbury, in

with

Northport.
Mrs. Hattie Pike of Auburn is visiting Mrs.
C. S. Webber and other relatives in Belfast and

Northport.
Miss Abbie Batchelder of Boston is visiting

hpr parents, Capt. and Mrs.

Batchelder,

A. C.

Court street.
Charles Parson and Elvin Ward of Thorndike
spent Tuesday with Mr, and Mrs. W. F. Maffit
in

Northport.

John F. Holmes and family of Boston are
visiting his mother, Mrs. George O. Holmes,and
Dr.

other relatives.

J. E. Darling of Winterport, who represents
Queen City Printing Ink Co., was in the
city Tuesday on business.
the

Warren Gordon of Thorndike attended the
the 13th Maine Regimental association in Portland last week.
reunion of

Mrs. E. M. Dolloff and Mr. and Mrs
Dollotf of Gardiner attended a family reunion in Mcnroe last week.
Mr. and

Fred

Miss Velma «S. Mitchell left

the

on

boat#

Wednesday night for a visit with friends
Boston and Franklin, Mass.

in

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney P. Young and three sons
Greenville from a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Emery O. Pendleton.
have returned to

A, Pattershall and son Harland have
a two months’ trip to Augusta.
Booihbay Harbor, and Portland.
Mrs. M.

returned from

and Mrs.George Severance ofSomerville,
were recent guests of Mrs. Sidney P,
Young at her bungalow on Patterson’s Point.
Mr.

Mass.,

Charles W. Lancaster returned last Sunday
morning from a trip to Massachusetts during
which he visited Charles E. Knowlion in Rutland.
Mrs.

Hayes,

Jennie

Erlden, Mark,

sons

bummer, Haroia,

daughter Helen,

and

of

guests

ire

her

of

Bath*

Eugene L

sister, Mrs.

Spear.
and Mrs. Levi Black and daughter Mar
of Providence, R. I., are visiting Mr. and
VIrs. C. S. Webber in this city and Mrs. Abbie
Jackson in Northport.
Mr.

;ha

Richard Foster Crocker, U. of M. ’14. will
today for Fort Kent, where he has a postion as Instructor in Agriculture at the Madaaraska Training School.
eave

Miss Lana Pendleton has returned to Norwood, Mass., where she has employment, after
spending a vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Pendleton.

Frank B. Condon, who is spending the sumin Smithfield, and Harry Condon of Pittsfield, were in Belfast last week visiting their
sister. Miss Alice Condon.
mer

Mrs. Millard Moore and son Howard of
Haverhill, Mass, are guests of Mrs. S. H.
Gillum, Union street. Mrs. Moore will visit
relatives in Ellsworth, later.
Mrs. Emma K.

Florida, and

Kochersperger ot Sea Breeze,
Thomas B. Gregory and

Mrs.

laughter Ruth of New York are in Belfast to
spend a few weeks with relatives.
Miss Inez E. Crawford returned Tuesday
evening from a visit at the summer home of
her brother, Prof. William C. Crawford of
Allston, Mass., at LaKe Side, Maine.
Misses Gladys and Bessie Smith returned
Wednesday night to their home in Frannkin,
Mass., after a ten days’ visit with Mr. and Mrs.

Mitchell, Congress street.

M. L.

Burke returned Saturday from
where she bad been
of the C. S. Gowens,
of t lorida, at their cottage, Cedarcroft.
Mrs. Eva A.

Ryder's Cove, Islesboro,
the guests since Tuesday

Hon. Byron Boyd of Augusta was at Camp
Quantabacook last Sunday to bring one of his
boys and take home another. He met with a
slight accident to his auto which detained him
at the camp until Monday.
J. S. Fitzgerald of Augusta, Me., gunner's
on the U. S. S. Nebraska, is visiting his

■■

lui

in this city last

Fred A. Seward is spending his vacation
from Mathews’ Mills in Houlton.

|

^

was

mate

shipmate,WalterH. Mitchell.who is
the same ship, at the home of

on

parents

gun pointer
the latter's

Congress street.

on

Isaphine E. Patterson and Mr. Charles
White of Worcester, Mass., arrived on last
Sunday morning’s boat and are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. James F. Sheldon, Poor’s Mills. They
will spend a wreek at Peak's Ic-lar.d before reMiss

turning to Worcester.
Miss

Ethel L. Burr of Bangor, formerly

as-

superintendent of the Waldo County
Hospital, spent Sunday at the Hurd farm,
Northport, the guest of Miss Maude B. Stew-

sistant

ourr,

miss

aru.

cation

at

a

wuu uas ueeu

Bayside, returned

to

Bangor Mon-

day.
Chester

B.

Frost,

firm of

who

Baeder, Adamson
the past fewr years, was
to the Boston office of
spent the week-end in
is

expected

mer

to be

a

has

been with the

Co., in New York for
recently transferred
the

same

firm.

He

Belfast

recently and
frequent visitor in his for

home.

and Mrs. D. Faunce Woodcock, who have
spending the season at Chase Pond
Camps, are in Belfast for a few weeks but
will return there for the fall fishing and shooting. Mr. Woodcock reports the fishing never
better, and in proof thereof left at this office
Mr.

been

two handsome trout.

Reginald Hazeltine arrived by Sunday’s boat,
joining Mrs. Hazeltine and children at the
of his mother, Mrs. B. P. Hazeltine,
Court street, for a vacation visit. Mr. Hazeltine, who has been in Wheeling, West Va„ tor
several years, will now be located in Springhome

field,

Mass.

Miss Helen Morrill, graduate nurse, of Amesbury. Mass., is the guest for two weeks of Mr.
and Mrs. M. C. Hill, Miller street. Miss Morrill is well remembered in Belfast, having had
her early hospital training in the W aldo County
hospital. She was afterwards graduated from
a hospital in Amesbury and has been very successful.

FOR GOVERNOR,

Washington Whisperings.

WILLIAM T. HAINES,

Washington, Aug. 17. For the third
time aince it became the residence of the
chief executive of the United States, the
Angel of Death has knocked at the door
of the White House and Called away the
wife of the President. The first occasion was on September 10, 1842, when
Mrs. Letitia Tyler passed away; the second was on October 25, 1892, when the
death of Mrs. Caroline Scott Harrison
occurred; and the third was on August 6,
1914, when Mrs. Ellen Louise Wilson
closed her eyes in the sleep that knows

;WATERVILLE.
FOR STATE AUDITOR,

TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN,
LEWISTON.
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS,

JOHN A. PETERS.
ELLSWORTH.

WALDO COLIN1 Y NOMINATIONS

no

For Senator,

CHARLES M. CONANT,
For County Attorney,

Winterport

WALTER A COWAN,
For Clerk oftCourta,

J OSEPH

H.

Thorndike

SAYWARD,

For Register of Deeds,
Waldo

JSDWARD EVANS,
For

Sheriff.
Montville

FRANK A. CUSHMAN,

For County Commissioner,
Searsport
FRANK I. MORTLAND,
For County Treasurer,
Belfast

waking.

CLIFFORD J. PATTEE,
For Representatives to the Legislature,
Belfast
FRANK R. KEENE,
Montville there came the
CLEMENT,
prompt assurance that the
JAMES J.
Jackson
bill will soon become a law. And her
JOHN H. McKINLEY,
Liberty
CHARLES M. HOWES,
last words to Dr. Grayson were: “promStockton Springs ise me that you will take care of WoodALBERT M AMES,
row’.”
THE FARMER STANDS THE LOSST
The whole nation extends its sympathy
to the President and his daughters in
(Extracts from Speech of Congressman Hamtheir sorrow.
ilton in the House.)
Shortly before it became known that
Canadian
of
bushel
imported
Every
Mrs. Wilson was dangerously ill it was
American
of
oats,
oats displaces a bushel
whispered around that a new honor is to
and the importer and the dealer take the
come to the President in February next,
loss.
the
stands
farmer
profit and the
when the stork is expected to visit Mrs.
I
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BANGOR LINE—7 Trips

;;
■

(Round

Trip $6.50)

Belfast 5.00 p. m. daily for Boston.
WinterLeaves Belfast daily for Searsport, Bucksport
a. m. daily.
7.30
at
and
Bangor
port
MOUNT DESERT LINE
Boston,
on arrival of steamship from
Rockland
Leaves
landings.
daily, for Bar Harbor and intermediate

President.

lllOKHIlh

LINE

from Boston,
Leaves Rockland on arrival of steamship
daily, for Bluehill and intermediate landings.

SEDGWICK LINE

daily,

for

on arrival of steamship from Boston,
Sedgwick and intermediate landings.

ROCKI.AND

AND

PORTLAND

Senators and

The duty on corn was 15 cents per
bushel. You made corn free. Argentina is the corn belt of the Southern
About 10,000,000 bushels

Congressmen

are

dis-

ON

pajo

nv/

*—

Dy

stands the loss. You have made the
American farmer poorer and the Argentine farmer richer and corn products are
But when you took the duty
no lower.
off corn, you kept a duty of $2.90 a gallon on whiskey and 40 cents a hundred
me;'l. Obviously you regard
on corn
whiskey and corn meal as legitimate and

cutting

the

off of certain countries

from our markets and the wholesale impoverishment of the nations now at one
another’s throats.

j

i

s

it may, it
conceded that the

Be this

generally
ripe for the

most

as

MOUNT

nation to put its best
j foot forward toward securing a larger
trade with South American countries,
corn as illegitimate.
now that Germany, which controls much
ANOTHER CONFEDERATE FLAG.
of the trade, is engaged in a titanic
; struggle for its very existence. On totE. D. Tasker of East Jackson writes
America may
to the Bangor Commercial: “I noticed tering thrones, therefore,
in a late issue of the Commercial a par- ; benefit immeasurably.
tial list of the Confederate battle flags
captured by the different Maine regiWashington society, what remains of
ments. There was one flag that was
overlooked. Co. F. of the 4th Mains it in Washington, is living an “al fresInfantry captured a confederate flag al co” life. There are cabinet hostesses,
the battle of Fort Magruder. The flap and
many congressional hostesses still
was removed from the poles and hac
the
sides of their distinguished husby
been put into a knapsack and was discovered by Corp. George M. Bragg, bands in spite of the reputation for the
color bearer, and was captured May 6,
boiling point in temperature which
1862 in the Peninsula campaign and senl
enjoys. And there are fesWashington
to Augusta. As the writer was a membei
as one hoBtess
of that company he recognized it anc tivities of course, for,
called the attention of Hon. E. C. Bur
puts it, “one must dine, and why dine
leigh to it, he being present at thai alone?” So there is scarcely an eventfme.”
ing when a merry party does not gather
on a porch, a picturesque lawn, or in a
protected arbor in'and around Washington for the forma^ meal of the day.
and Mrs. Daniels, who are livSecretary
Ycu Will Make No Mistake if You Follov
ing in a charming suburban home on a
time is

DON’T [XPERIMtNI
This Belfast Citizen's Advice.

Never neglect your kidneys.
If you have pain in the back, urinary dis
oiders, dizziness and nervousness, it's time t
These ar
act and no time to experiment.
frequently syir.pt, ml of kidney trouble, and
remedy which is recommended for the kidney ,
should be taken in time.
Doan’s Kidney Pills is a good remedy to use
No need to experiment. It has acted effective
ly in many cases m Belfast. Follow the advic !

j

■

of

a

Belfast citizen.

words in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills,” say
Mrs. G. L. Field of 2 Union street, Belfast
For seme time I had severe pain acro£S m;
kidneys and the kidney secretions were un
natural. I tried several remedies but got littl
or no relief.
Finally, I used Doan's Kidne;
Pills, getting them at the City Drug Store, an
1 soon noticed a change for the better. Afte
taking one box, the trouble left. Doan’s Kid
ney Pills still, have my hearty endorsement
They have given me relief on several occa
sions and I cannot say too much about then
I willingly verify all I said in their praise ii
rhy former statement.”
Mrs. Field is only one of many Belfae t
people who have gratefully endorsed Doan’
Kidney Pills. If your back aches—if you ^
kidneys bother you, don’t simply ask for a kid
ney remedy-ask DISTINCTLY FOR DOAN’i
KIDNEY PILLS, the same that Mrs. Fiel I
.had—the remedy backed by home testimony

[

all stores. Foster-Milburn Co., Props.
Buffalo, N. Y. “When YoUr Back is LameRemember the Name.”

50c at

\

among the
busiest of these hosts and Hostesses.
Others who are following in these lines
are Senator and Mrs. Key Pittman, the
hill

overlooking

the

city,

are

Senator being the original of the young
lawyer in Rex Beach’s novel, “The Bar-

rier,”

who

are

;_it,„

in

a

lovely

old

place

over-

___

side of the river: Senator Newlands.who
has a lovely suburban home and lives in
it the year round, and Secretary and

Mrs. Bryan, who are the real leaders in
t he garden party and porch party affairs,
are entertaining in this way almost con-

Waquoit,

~—---

Muskegat, Nantucket, Teaticket, Pocasset,
There’s Titicut, Sankaty Head, Cotocheset,
Mattakeset,
Squibnocket, Satucket and then
all NauSuccanesset and Mashpee, and laBt of
sett.

■

j
j

BLIEHII.L

SEDGWI

Sedgwi :k

3 00 p.

m.

K

dread disease may result. Get a
Sloan’s Liniment. It is antiseptic and a few
drops will neutralize the infection caused by
insect bites or rusty nails. Sloan’s Liniment
disinfects Cuts, Bruises and Sores. You cannot afford to be without it in your home.

at your

Druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Sores.

Constipation causes headache, indigestion,
dizziness, drowsiness. For a mild, opening
medicine, use Doan's Regulets. 26c a box at
all stores.

Figure

J

j

LINE

tive view was Frederick C. Stevens of
one of the ablest and most
respected members of the National
House. He is decidedly of New England interest, for Mr. Stevens lived his
early life in Maine and was graduated
from Bowdoin College before he went
into the West. Against him on many
Stevens
points was Representative R. B.
of New Hampshire, who demanded numAdamson
the
bill,
to
erous amendments
“the
as it was most often called,
or
general dam act.” The Minnesotan’s
order
arguments were of a very high word
He is a student and knows the last
much
on any subject he tackles. He was
was
complimented, but no more so than
a
won
who
the New Hampshire Stevens,
notable victory with the House in the
amendments which he supported. Many
the
Congressmen came to congratulate
Granite State representative. The measure was an abstract one, of no immediate
interest in Maine, New Hampshire or
Vermont. Greene of the last named
State was the only Northern New Englander who voted against it, but Guern-

Minnesota,

PORTLAND

AM)

ROCKLAND

in
a protest against what happened
the Chicago convention.
“There will be a slump from the Prothis
gressive to the Republican party who
fall and in 1916, not because those
voted the Progressive ticket in 1912 are
not just as progressive as ever, but because they will have no protest to make
and can vote with the psrty to which
as

they feel they belong.”

h

,c-

KEEPS YOUR HOME
FRESH <?/*/'CLEAN

1

SHERMAN, Supt.,
Rockland, Me.
THE

Slluni£ei/

BROOKS HIGH SCHOOL.

Combination Pneumatic

Sweeper

The

were

DUNTLE^

'T'HIS Swiftly-Sweeping, Easy-Running
^ cleans without
raising dust, and at the same time
pins, lint, ravelings, etc., in ONE OPERATION

j

;

j

j justable

j

_—\
^

Grange

placed

hall, where the school will be held until Dec.
24th, when the new school building is to be

Our Clubbing Offers
The following clubbing offers apply only to
tions paid in advance; ard when payment
should be stated what premium, if any, is d
is also necessary to say that none of thes.
tions are mailed with 1 he Journal or from

fast.
John H. Gordon, Brooks, to J. N. Walker*
Somerville; land in Brooks.
Archie L. Merithew, Searsport, to the Mount
Ephraim Cemetery Improvement Association,

FAMILY REUNIONS.

We have to pay for these piblications 01
advance, and they are then sent from their

offices

The

Grange

and Leslie N. Studley, Rockland,
Albert Gardner Norris, Cambridge,
Mass.; land and buildings in Searsport.
Frederick S. Walls, et al, Vinalhaven, to
Percy A. Ricker, et al, Hinckley; land in
to

ti_i_to

Lassell, do; land in Burnham.
Albert D. Gilley, et al, Bucksport, to Henrietta R, Southard, Northport; land in Northport,

Housewives

|

League Urging Economy.

j

227tn.

ii

sioriny,

me moi

Norton.

The annual reunion of the Nor-

family will be held at the home of
29,
Ripley, South MontVille. Saturday, August inO. W.

ton

The National Housewives league has
1914. Relatives and friends are cordially
sent all its members throughout the vited. Picnic dinner. Eva N. Ripley, secrean
that
tary. South MontVille, Me.
appeal urging
United States
as possible
every family live as simply
Summer Coughs are Dangerous.
while the war in Europe is in progress.
Summer colds are dangerous. They indiat
this
time,”
“Extravagant living
serious
cate low vitality and often lead to
the appeal asserts, “will inflate prices Throat and
Lung Troubles, including Consumpand cause great suffering among the tion. Dr. King’s New Discovery will relieve
poor.”
the cough or cold promptly and prevent comThe appeal is signed by the officers of
and
plications. It is soothing and antiseptic
the executive committee of the league.
makes you feel better at once. To delay is
dangerous—get a bottle of Dr. King’s New
Discovery at once. Money back if not satisChildren
fied. 50c. and $1.00 bottles at your Druggist.
FLETCHER’S

Ory

FOR

CASTORI A

Bucklen’c;Arnica Salve

for Piles.

included in

our

cIn

Republican Journal Publish
a

I

WAN'i

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE

um

Leadbetter, The annual reunion of the
Leadbetter family will be held Thursday, Aug.
27th, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
will
Crabtree, North Haven. A picnic dinner
be served. Each one bring his own dishes.

publications

may be sent to different addresses.

Hills The annual reunion of the Hills
August
family will be held on Wednesday,
in
26th, at the home of Mr. Frank Lenfest,
Union; if stormy then, first fair day following.
Hoffses. The 32nd annual reunion of the
Hoffses family will be held at the fraillee farm
of W. M. Hoffses, North Cushing, Thursday,
August
lowing.

v

clubbing of.
year’s subscription paid in

The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,

Boynton.

Herman L.

Mass.,

one

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,

Nickerson. The Nickerson family will hold
their reunion at Maple Grove, Searsport, Thursday, August 27, 1914.
The annual reunion of the
Crockett.
Crockett family will be held at Penobscot
hall
Tuesday, Aug. 25th.
View

colnville,

Our

subscribers.

to our

follows for

The 25th annual reunion of the
at Liberty on
Northport.
Boynton family will be held
7th.
Edgar T. Pillsbury, Lincolnville, to Maple- i Marshall’s shore on Monday, September
fair day.
wood Cemetery Corporation, do; land in Lin- If stormy, the next

|

that in my

j

OF

LINE

Portland 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays for Rockland and intermediate landings.

of the town have started a movement to raise
funds to buy furniture for the High school
room and the proceeds from the play, “The
Bank Cashier,” to be presented at Union hall,
Wednesday, August 19th, will be added to this
fund. Mr. Leslie Murch, a member of Colby
College Dramatic Club, will take the leading
part as the bank cashier.

paired against
Guernsey and McGillicuddy pair with Northport.
each other, which makes a convenient
___»»

kno r

\

LINE

Leaves

do; land in Searsport.
George C. Lower, Belfast, to Leroy H. Southard, et al, Northport; land and buildings in

sey, Peters and Hinds were

I

Castings,

Requirements

daily, for Rockland and in-

port. (Two deeds.)
O. B. Rhoades, Troy, to Truman Whitten,
Burnham; land in Burnham.
Simon S. Erskine, Morrill, to Ernest E.
Bowen, do; land and buildings in Morrill.
Lillian P. Chase, Newton, Mass., to La Forest
L. Robbins, Belfast; land and buildings in Bel-

it.

State of Kansas those who voted for
Roosevelt in 1912 did so, not because
but
they had left the Republican party,

Your

Urates of all Kinds, Shalting, Boxes, Collars, Coi pii
Pulleys and Uears. Hcge Rotary Mill Parts

|

Washington correspondent of the Mass.; land in Searsport.
dark room, supply room, kitchen and serving
Herald says: “The Stevenses in
Lucy A. Redman, Belfast, to The Coe-Morti- room for the class in domestic science. Many
enthe House have had hot and heavy
of the public spirited citizens are soon to put
mer Company, New York, N, Y.; land and
the water
the schoolhouse lot in condition for a play
buildings in Belfast.
gagements on opposite sides of
ground and as the lot contains about four acres
now been sent to
Albert D. and Minnie B. Gilley, Bucksport to there will be ample ground for base ball, foot
power bill, which has
the Senate. Championing the conserva- Abbie E. Greenlaw, Northport; land in North- ball, basket ball and tennis. The young people

ially Republican.

on

Joioit

:K

Grey Iron

JIASUFACTI KKRS

port.
completed, according to the contract. The
Etta C. Adams, Montville, to Simon S. Ers- j new school building is to have boys and girls
kine, Morrill; land in Montville.
playrooms, toilet and fuel rooms in the baseSarah F. Knight, Lincolnville, to John C. ment. On the first floor there will be two
in |
and
land
buildings
Island;
Johnson, Eagle
grade rooms, a supply room, teachers room,
Lincolnville.
coat rooms, and corridor. On the second floor
et
Warner C. T. Hamilton,
al, Hennepin, an
assembly hall, recitation rooms, coat rooms
Minn., to Charles C. Hamilton, Winchester, and corridor. On the third floor, laboratory,

The

“The
Washington, Aug. 17, 1914.
results of the Kansas senatorial primary
is record evidence that this will be a Republican year,” said Representative
Campbell of Kansas, when asaed what
“It is particuhe thought of the vote.
who voted
larly good evidence that those
bottle of the Progressive ticket in 1912 are nom-

ICO

Builders’ Supplies, Sled Castings, Wagon
Nuts and Brake Weeels.

Sash Weights,

Boston

KANSAS PRIMARY

up lo

1 Belfast Machine & Foundry Co, \

j

j

Maine,

Hall’s Slate

Ctrrfcsiti(n fastings

j

Bluehill 1.00 p. m. daily for Rockland and intermediate landings, connecting at Rockland with
steamship for Boston.

I Leaves

Ltwiston,

College,

^

Leaves

Albert D. and Minnie B. Gilley, Bucksport,
Garside, Northport; land in North-

STEVENS.

Infection aad Insect Bites Dangerous.
Mosquitoes, flies and, other insects, which
breed quickly in garbage pailB, ponds of stagnant water,barns.musty places,etc.,are carriers
of disease. Every time they bite you, they inject poison into your Bystem from which some

_

Let Us

I

Harbor at 2.00 p. m daily, for Rockland and
intermediate landings, connecting at Rockland
with steamship for Boston.

...

HON. FREDERICK C.

THE

Only 26c.

Business

Leaves Bar

to Thomas

Would you walk upon sands with such lingo
strewed
Then take a seat on the “Flying Dude.
Stan(Eva March Tappan in New Bedford
dard.)

stantly.

Money back if not satisfied.

Bliss

Jobbing, Repairs.

LINK

DESERT

TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 15, 1914

—

Monomoy, Siasconset and Nobska Light.
There’s Quemquamaguissett and Monohansett,
Menanhant, Cotuit, Cataumet and ’Gansett,
iuc»

handsome

I

Address

fall term of Brooks High school will beThe following transfers
gin Monday, Aug. 31st, with the following inrecorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds |
structors: Seth W. Norwood, Principal, scifor the two weeks ending August 19. 1914:
| ences,
mathematics, athletics; Ethel K. Rhinds,
James F. Sheldon, Belfast, to Richard Merri- j
(E, M. C. S. and U. of M.) English. Latin and
am and Francis A. Bunker, do; land and buildFrench; Marion L. Pratt, (Portland High
ings in Belfast.
school and Foxcroft Academy, Skidmore School
Albert
to
Anna M. Quimby, Laconia, in. H.,
of Art, Nasson Institute) Domestic Science,
G. Norris, Cambridge, Mass.; land in Searsport.
History and Drawing; Agnes O. Hersey (EmAlbert G. Norris, Cambridge, Mass to Ella erson
College of Expression) private courses
D. Norris, Milfoid, Mass.; land in Searsport.
in piano, violin, shorthand and tpyewritGeorge G. Dodge, Burnham, to Leander
ing. The school will offer four courses of
Young, do; land in Burnham.
study
College Preparatory, English SciL.
to
Rhodnah
William W. Lanpher, Monroe,
entific, Cjmmercial, and Domestic Science,
in
Monroe.
Haawell, do; land and buildings
Two periods
a
week will
be devoted to
Charles H, Elwell, Burnham, to Leon E. Ger- agricultural
subjects. It is intended in
ald, do; land in Burnham.
Brooks High school
to give
a
good fit
Leon E. Gerald, Burnham, to Chester Elwell, I for the
active duties of life and to Dredo; land in Burnham.
pare students for college, scientific or techMabel Conant Jordan, Lowell, Mass., to Eliznology schools. Elocution and rhetoricals will
in
Belfast.
land
abeth A. Smythe, Belfast;
be required of all students once a week in all
I
<->l_1-i.L.
T>
L'k_1
(n
QnvoVl I
the courses. Debate once a week. LaboraHubbard, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
j tory equipment for the study of biology and
Willis N. Briggs, Swanville, to Walter J, | chemistry has been provided. Sixty new adNjckerson, do; land and buildings in Swanville.
in the
desks are to be

THE CAPE.

Tuckernuck, cnppican,

receive our

STREET AND NO.

Brass and

LINE

BANGOR

in real estate

cussing war, its causes and effects, while i We drove the Indians out of the land.
redmen pianned.
bulletins are eagerly scanned for news But a dire revenge these
nook;
I
For they fasten a name to every
of a reliable chaiacter that will give the | And
a
spelling book
every boy with
1
turns gray
hair
his
till
toil
to
true situation as it exists in the great
have
Hemisphere.
Will
them the proper way.
of corn have come from Argentina in the tneatre oi conmct now raging, iviany \ Before he can spell
j
Buzzard’s Bay are these:
of
it
has
Jast eight months, and most
conflicting views obtain among the The islands in
Cuttyhunk, Penikese,
been confined to the Corn Products Re- nation’s statesmen as to the probable | Nashawena,
Pasquenese,
Oil
a
Standard
Corpora- i effect the war will have on the United Great Naushon, Nonamesset,
fining Company,
and
Uncatena
Weepecket.
tion. Every bushel of Argentine corn, States, the prevailing belief being that
j
not of your memory boast,
But
do
disland
on
labor
cheap
it will result in higher prices for Amerigrown by cheap
Take another look along our coast.
places a bushel of American corn, and c an products, especially food stuffs.
Katama,
the whiskey distillers, the glucose trust, There are those, however, who think j Chappaquiddick,
Menemsha Bight,
the
Ashumet,
the
take
Nobscosset,
trust
profits;
starch
the
and
t hey will be more than counterbalanced Siopiwisset,
•GUiiauinci

Shorthari

|

1FALL

Leaves Boston 5.00 p. m daily.
Leaves Bangor 2.00 p.m. daily for Belfast and intermediate landings.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

itch-

When baby suffers with
Ointment. A
ing skin trouble, use Doan’s
is safe for
little of it goes a long way and it
children. 50c a box at all stores.
ezcema or some

i

|

name.

1

of the United States.

Business and

in

course

teaching Stenotypy,

schooi in Maine

—

take care of any eventualities that might
arise to disturb the peace or the com! merre

A teacher’s normal training

Only

Holmes Stave Mill Parts

RETURNING

F S.

POTE, Agent,
Belfast Me.

dealing with the various phases of trust
; affairs will be out of the way and then,
should the European war still continue,
Congress would remain in session to

|

PRU\|{A1

STATE.

Steamship Corporation

Eastern
F. W.

BRANCHES

termediate landings.

LINE

arrival of steamship from Boston
Leaves Rockland
for Portland
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
4w34
and intermediate landings.
on

;

N,

CITY.

Turbine Steel Steamships Camden and Belfast

Leaves Rockland

;

cents per
by Canadian competition to 23
no cheaper, and the
is
butter
and
pound
farmer stands the loss.

■

Week.

a

Leaves

!

ACCOl VI

—^—

Equipped With Wireless Telegraph.

Belfast and Boston, $3.50

j

REPORTING
DUPLICATING

LAW

COMMERCIAL

*

TYPEWRITING

ACCOUNTING

Mail us this coupon and you will
;I
illustrated
catalog.
;;

j

Hamilton said:
Ex-Governor owns a creamery, and in
March, 1913, he was paying farmers 33
cents a pound for butter fat, but in
March, 1914, under the new tariff law,
the price of butter fat was forced down

BUSINESS GRAMMAR
LETTER WRITING

LETTER FILING
CIVIL SERVICE

Summer
Line from Boston to New
Bangor Line to Boston and the Metropolitan
Maine S. S. Line direct
the
of
York-or the splendid little sea voyage
Full information at local ticket office.
from Portland to New York.

It is not yet known
alight in the White

and it is confidently predicted
j surely,
that within the next six weeks the bills

WHOLESALE

!J

_”“““
the short sea-trip of the
tourists returning home will enjoy

|

profit
Quoting

COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
RAPID CALCULATION

<

for cruises among the islands along the coast.
Also connecting steamers in daily service

grandfather
You reduced the duty on barley and retained a duty of forty-five cents a hunIt begins to look as if Congress will
dred on barley malt? Is farming ‘‘ille- remain in session until there is a rift in
gitimate” and brewing “legitimate”?
the war clouds now encompassing the
You cut the duty on hay from $4.00 to whole of Europe, in which event much
$2.00 per ton, and the dealer and im- needed legislation will be enacted that
the farmer
porter take the profit and
would otherwise have been left until the
stands the loss.
short session of Congress in order that
and
off
from
rye,
You took the duty
legislators could go home and particithe importer and distiller take the profit 1
pate in their primaries, and later, in the
and the farmer stands the loss.
elections.
j
You took the duty off from potatoes
The President’s anti-trust legislation '<
and the importer and the dealer taae the
program is moving along slowly but
and the farmer stands the loss.
Ex-Governor Fernald of Maine

i

SHORT II ANI»|

£

t

_

All

I

I,

CORPORATION

NATIONAL

Turbine Steel

John and Boston.

j

(

PENMANSHIP

TRANSPORTATION

»

f

Now in Sorviro.

PUNCTUATION

BOOKKEEPING
BANKING
COMMISSION!

I

Z

securjj

profitablea,JB
I

|
|T
JI

Steamships PORTLAND-NEW YORK-Stee! Steamships North
Land and Old Colony.
Camden and Belfast.
PORTLAND
LUBEC
EASTPORT
ST.
JOHNBOSTON—Steel steamships Governor Cobb (tur- BOSTON-NEW YORK—Steel steamships Massaon the
bine), Governor Dingley, Calvin Austin
chusetts and Bunker Hill.
“nirect" and "Coastwise” routes between St- j

kota. The price of barley in Chicago
ranged from $1.20 to $1.30 a bushel in
Sayre will live next winter. It will be
April, 1912, and from 55 to 60 cents per remembered that Julia Dent Grant, now j
brewer
and
the
in
1914,
April,
bushel
the Princess Cantacuzene of Russia, was
takes the profit and the farmer stands
born in the White House while her
was

I imiriniis Steamshins

mi

Fact

BANCOR-BOSTON

or

the loss.

f the

the

Offers untold advantages to those interested in
PRACTICAL EDUCATION leading to
influential positions. Our Curriculum,
a

^ |

CorpoTaU^
Ma®
Eastern***%**
Z
and the Mantune
N
Vo*
B»W»Se»h°“'a
'“aine Pr^\ith —^

\

will
the modest cottage in Williamstown, Mass., where Mr. and Mrs.
whether

produces

aV,:*>

The

Ull

Canada
cents to 15 cents per bushel.
barley and so does North Da-

11

^

\

College!J

;; Maine’s Greatest School of Business, Lewiston,

\°*

Mrs. Wilson had artistic ability of no
mean order, and had many charming
traits of character which endeared her
to all who had the privilege of her acquaintance. The essential nobility of
her nature was best indicated by her interest in and work for others. She was
especially interested in the movement
for the education of the Southern mountain people, and in measures for the benefit of the poor of Washington.
On the morning of the day she died
Mrs. Wilson said that she would be happy
if she could be assured of the passage of
what is commonly called the “Washington Aliev bill”—and it is a pleasure to add
that from both the Senate and the House

Winterporl

[

Bliss

July 30, A. I). 1914.
Waldo ss.
We, the undersigned, having been duly apProbate
pointed by the Honorable Judge of
jwithin and for said County, Commissioners to
of the
^receive and decide upon the claims
ireditors of Warren J. Weymouth, late of
has
estate
whose
Prospect, in said County,
1 )een represented insolvent, hereby give public
of
said
Judge of
lotice agieeably to the order
the
Probate, that six months from and after
fourteeeth day of July, A. D. 1914, have been
and
prove
« illowed said creditors to present
Jieir claims, and> that we will attend to the
luty assigned us, at the office of Geo. E. Johnthe
jon in Belfast, in said County, on Tuesday,
irst day of September, A. D. 1914, and Thurs
1915
A. f).
<lay, the fourteenth day of January.
it ten of the clock in the forenoon of each of
3w32
laid days.

\

Tor

rIuELW0

\

Commoners.

Dr. W7 C. LIBBEY,
DENTIST,
13 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE

sale ok h

business keepirg me fr
part of the time I otl*
10 Elm street, Belfast, for

[[\

er

desirable party.
33tf
Tel. 72-14.

Belfast Savings

j

ROGERS.

i

Man and wife for a V.
Lion; wife as cook and
To ii <
direct patients.
work and good pay with
ADRES.'the year.

Ban*
>

Notice is hereby given
book No. 14,764, bsutd

.j

application

j

been lost and
a

duplicate book a.cording

ing issuing

books.
VVILMER I-

new

Belfast, August 5,1911
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Maine.

Some Interesting Statistics bom the
of the vaults.

B-~«-

According to the Report on Occuparecently issued by Director William
Charles A. Roberts, J. Harris, of the Bureau of the
( his son.
Census,
of Commeice, there were
1911iin Peoria, Illinois, par- Department
306,457 persons 10 years of age and
are given below from
career
over in Maine engaged in
gainful occuPeoria Star, and although
pations in 1910. The gainful workers
intereat
with
by
read

n, be

and
^ the Roberta tribe,
of Chaa. A. Roberta was

“““'""her
Tbe
Vasaalboro,
“'|ca|f of Northladies
and lead(.“active yung
valley when, nearly
one

[The AroMtook Republican ]
Aroostook, admittedly tbe "Garden
Spot of New England," where agriculture grows and flourishes as in no other
section, where more potatoes are grown
per acre than anywhere else, doubling
and trebling some sections, where more
tons of bay are produced on the same

F§F¥

an ar-

ptti"" <gynneus Roberts, with his por-

<»CI"‘rleB

Occupations

tions

thus formed 41.1 per cent of the total
population of the State (742,371) and
50.6 per cent of the population 10 years
of age and over (603,893). In 1900 the

amount of

t

Baby.

The Signature of

land than in any eastern

State, where the yield of oats and wheat
per acre is more than double tbe average
yield in the United States, forges one

more link in the ehain of wonderful productiveness when the full returns of last

276,777 gainful workers of the State

season’s crops are

analyzed.

■
formed 39.9 per cent of the total popuAccording to General Agent Snow’s
_MASONIC TEMPLE, BELFAST,
Roberta and lation and 48.9 per cent of the populaAroostook shipped out in June
figures,
of
tion
10
and
l/Otton mills—
over.
years
age
MAINE FUIAIU kasw
over the U. & A. 685,211 bushels of pojjri ago-. jnoj8j be t0 teach school
The male gainful workers in 1910 numWeavers. 1,780
tatoes, making the total of the season
I"'1" l,,r, v.»al and instrumental music. bered 242,175, or 78 8
Other occupations. 3,061
per cent of all
Maine, famous for her potatoes not which went out over that road 17,687,Paper and pulp mills.. 2,794
I* w1Th survived by hia wife and two males 10 years of age and over, as comStates
but 023 bushels. In addition to the B. & A.
Saw and planing mills. 1,537 only in all parts of the United
the Naval Academy at pared with 224,847, or 78.6
1S at
per cent in
Shoe factories. 4,131 all over the world, is in grave danger of road the shipments over the C. P. R.
The female gainful workers in
sisters; two married, the 1900.
now form quite an important factor in
Woolen and worsted mills—
in the cultivation of
1910 numbered 63,282, or 21.3 per cent of
schools.
Weavers. 1,469 loosing her prestige
out the county’s crops.
The
carrying
,n the Peoria
all females 10 years of age and over, as
Other occupations. 2,215 this much needed vegetable. Potatoes Aroostook Valley road hauled to WashL,earoe—
Servants..
1,916
compared with 51,930, or 18.6 per cent
countries threaten to bum junction with this road nearly a
_:n:__A
L.if
_l.
a
ii_n
n
Soldiers, sailors, and marines. 1,731 grown in foreign
in 1900.
Stonecutters. 1,579 make great inroads into the market that
DISTRIBUTION OF WORKERS.
R.
a few years ago carried out over 3.Teachers (school)...
860
would otherwise be supplied with Ameri- 000,000 bushels, and has since that time
The 305,457 gainful workers in 1910
FEMALES.
can-grown vegetables, and particularly increased its business in that line, and
were distributed among the main branches
Boarding and lodging house keepers. 1,316 with the State of Maine potatoes raised with the added link of the electric
road,
of occupations as follows: Agriculture, Bookkeepers, cashiers, and accountants. 1,929 in Aroostook
county. Already the farm* the total number of bushels of
potatoes
935
forestry, and animal husbandry, 82,247, Clerks (except clerks in stores).
ers of Maine have felt the effect of the
of
the
out
other
roads
966
Clerks
in
stores.
going
by
county
or 26.9 per cent; extraction of
minerals,
free importation of potatoes upon their than the B. & A. must be in the
seamstresses (not in
neighthe United
1,556, or 0.5 per cent; manufacturing and Dressmakers and
3,904 farming operations. In 1913,
borhood
of
or a total output
factory).
6,000,000,
mechanical industries, 115,794, or 37.9 Farmers and
bushels of
States
331,535,000
farmers.
produced
2,124
dairy
of nearly 24,000,000 bushels. The amount
Der cent: transportation. 20.079
nr
fi s
Housekeepers and st wardesses. 3,842 potatoes. Of these the State of Maine used for seed stock, home consumption
per cent; trade, 26.275, or s.6 per cent; Laundresses (notin laundry). 1,490 alone raised 28,160,000. She stood fourth
and starch factories would not come far
public service, 4,994, or 1.6 per cent; ! Mid wives and nurses ( not trained). 1,510 among all the States of the Nation and from
3,000,000, giving a grand total of
1,293 Droduced nracticallv one-twelfth ot all
professional service, 15,123, or 5 per Milliners and millinery dealers...
about 27,000,000 bushels of potatoes
of music.
785
cent; domestic and personal service, 28,- Musicians and teachers
that were grown in the country.
raised in Aroostook last year !
1,620
Saleswomen
694, or 9.4 per cent; and clerical occupa- Semiskilled (stores).
The duty of 25 cents a oushel has been
The financial end? Taking as a basis
operatives:
tions, 10,095, or 3.3 per cent.
off
They
potatoes.
mills—
t^ken
foreign-raised
Cotton
the 24,000,000 bushels sold, and well inare raised in greater quantities and at
1,296
Spinners.
SEX OF WORKERS.
formed potato dealers say the average
Weavers. 2;232 less expense per acre abroad than in the
1
has not been short of $1.35 per
Of the gainful workers in 1910, 242,United States. The result has been just price
Other occupations. 1,928 what those who knew the situation fore- barrel, and the gross returns to the hus175, or 79.3 per cent were males and 63,bandmen of Midas-touched >Aroostook
Shoe factories.... 2,041
282, or 20.7 per cent females. In agrisaw.
During the first seven months from their one crop, not to mention the
Woolen and worsted mills—
culture, forestry, and animal husbandry,
after the duty was removed, the impor1,137
Weavers.
the males numbered 79.619, or 96.8 per
times greater bay, oats, etc,, or the lumber industry,
j
ROBERTS.
A
Other occupations. 1,209 tation of potatoes was 20
is about $12,000,000. As the population
cent and the females, 2,628, or 3.2 per I
Servants. 10,785 than during the corresponding seven jf the
county is about 75,000 the above
cent. All persons (1,556) engaged in the Sewers and sewing-machine operators
Peoria, 111., Star.]
months the previous year when they had
Sgures would give to every man, woman
.914, of Charles A. Rob- extraction of minerals were males. In
1.122 been protected by the duty of 25 cents a
(factory).
F“c'
Peoria county and chair- manufacturing and mechanical industries
Stenographers and typewriters. 1,674 bushel. The following figures for 1912, md child an average gross income from
ity central committee, 93,343, or 80.6 per cent of the workers reachers (school). 6,013 the latest
product of about $320.
available, will show the im- jne
710
who always stood four
rrained nurses.
Of course there is an expense, an outwere males and 22,451, or 19.4 per cent
j Waitresses. 1,044 mense number that have been produced
And when the history of
for fertilizer, draft horses, etc., but
females.
Males constituted 96.4 per
in the countries of Europe, millions of ;o
no greater tribute can
;;,
when one season’s crop can produce so
For sixteen cent of the 20,679 persons engaged in j
bushels of which have been sent to tte
than this.
GATHERINGS.
FAMILY
nuch
wealth, is it any wonder that the
t>een intimately associatransportation, 87.4 per cent of the 26,United States:
farmers in this Ceres-kissed county can
275 persons engaged in trade, and 95.5 :
te of Peoria, He has been
000
683,779
Austria-Hungary.
with all con- I
BILLS. The Bills Association held its
r .'
..gaged in the strenuous per cent of the 4,994 persons engaged in
Russia.1,366,824,000 lave such modern homes,
ce, and yet no man will
In professional service 15th annual reunion Aug. 12th at the Germany.
service.
1,844,863,000 leniences, own automobiles and live in
public
did
a
dishonor- the females outnumbered the
in Thomaston, France. 552,074,000 :he lap of luxury, as it were? Is it any
rts ever
males, the | tome of Peter Aagerson
an unfair fight.
JLr.
females numbering 8,409, or 55.6 per ibout 40 being present. The program Great Britian. 213,783,000 vonder that the eyes of the commercial
e
fought for the success
and out- Belgium.
music
121,481,000 :enters are focussed upon us? Is it any
Included a picnic dinner,
friends. Many a man in cent (a large proportion being school
ioor sports. Officers were elected as Netherlands. 121,870,000 vonder that other agricultural sections
he holds, or has held, to teachers,) and the males 6,714, or 44.4 !
H. A. Thompson of Lowell,
The production of potatoes in the
?aze upon us with envious glances? Is
This was also true of domes- Follows:
jvancement of scores of per cent.
of United States for the same year was
t any wonder the county has been callu> his efforts, and yet in
tic and personal service, where the fe- Mass., president; Peter Aagerson
^
Ahing for himself and males numbered 20,863, of 72.7 per cent i rhomaston, vice president; Mrs. B. F.
120,647,000 and in Canada 84,885,000 ■ 'd the “Garden Spot of New England?’’
Zealous in behalf of and the males
bushels.
only 7,831, or 27.3 per Jones, secretary-treasurer.
■~
: tiident and backward in
The removal of the duty of 25 cents a
cent. Of the persons pursuing clerical
Automobile Registrations.
Simmons. The annual reunion of the
is to recognition. Politics
to the
occupations, 5 449, or 54 per cent, were Simmons family was held on the east bushels opened the United States
Charley Roberts.
countries of the world,
males and 4,646, or 46 per cent females.
potato-producing
12th.
was so acute and acOver 13000 automobiles have been regshore of Sennebec Lake, Aug.
fhe cost per bushel for freight from
generally accepted as. the
stered at the Secretary of State’s office
COLOR OR RACE OF WORKERS.
Boating and fishing were among the dithe
on
cities
to
;o judge passing events.
European shipping points
elected:
;o date and over 300 reregistrations, that
<kr
Of the 242,175 gainfully occupied males versions. These officers were
American Atlantic seaboard is less than s new cars
gree with the members of
bought by autoists who regin 1910, 160,038 were native whites of j Bharles Simmons of East Union, presi- the cost of
Aroosfrom
was likely to happen in a
shipping potatoes
jj,
of Appleton, B. F.
stered old ones earlier in the season.
native parentage, 31,886 native whites ient; E. G. Simmons
ver failed to forecast the
American
same
these
to
took
county
Meseristinct lor organization of foreign or mixed parentage, 49,251 ( Simmons of Appleton and Frank
farmer in Maine
vice presidents; ports. Naturally the
j.,touch with the trend of foreign-born whites, 591 negroes, and vey of North Appleton,
of
as little short of marvel.1
Appleton, will suffer. be a lessened demand and a
Mrs. Abbie A. Simmons
>iev
409 other colored. The proportion which
There will
'.ms
was an untiring en- j
B. F.
Simmons,
f.,.;
the gainfully occupied males formed of secretary-treasurer;
his product, but there
^med everything before
Frank Meservey and Mrs. Ber- reduced price for
tZ
ihaplain*,
of
all
males
10
and
over
the
years
age
will be no change in the price to the cusave exerted so wide and
•if
committee.
executive
:ha
Simmons,
in each principal class of the population
as he did, not only in the
tomer, for the “importer and the jobber
was:
For native whites of native par; arty, but oftimes in the
Thorndike. The 15th annual reunion will take the profit and the farmer stands
The public estimate entage, 77.9 per cent; for native whites
the loss.”
>f the Thorndike family was held Aug.
.pressed by E. F. Baldwin of foreign or mixed parentage, 70.3 per
John A. Roberts, Maine Commissioner
2th at Villa Ridge, the summer home of I
at the Grant Day banquet
ini
j cent; for foreign-born whites, 88.6 per j Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Pascal at Ballard )f Agriculture, who has thoroughly inlying in extremis, when 1 cent: and for negroes, 96.9
cent.
per
ver of good government
3ark, Rock port. Among the 40 present vestigated this matter, declares that the
Of the 63,282 gainfully occupied fe- j vas
Capt. Joseph Eells of Rockport, termers of Maine will this year have the
regret his passing.
g
in Peoria county owes males in 1910, 38,134 were native whites
nearly 90, who has attended nearly figgest crop of potatoes on record and i
iged
Officers were elected as ivet, as a result of the removal of proGey Roberts a debt it of native parentage, 11,628 native whites
:very reunion.
of foreign or mixed parentage; 13,140
*9
Allows: C. L. Pascal of Rockport, presi- action. they may find a lessened demand
i
of
c„
years
age. He was foreign-born whites, 206 negroes, and 174
lent; Given B. Thorrdike of Rockland, ind be forced to sell them at a loss. It
His par:.
August 10, 1862
otner colored. The proportion which the
tariff bill has
s the way the Underwood
nee presiueiii, imis. oaiau
s’
: a New England family
__1
__t-vAfn
Mrs.
at Luc laimci
igainfully occupied females formed of all tockport, secretary-treasurer;
.j
:
ong been prominent in
and
over
in
of age
ie
f Maine. His father the females 10 years
losephine Wooster of Rockport, Mrs. ;o raiser of the State of Maine.
PERFECT HEALTH
class
of
the
each
Hattie
population Deborah Nash of Camden, Mrs.
schoul teacher and reprincipal
§■ a body full of vim and vigor is He
wli.es of native param! in the schools of that was; For native
Jlmer and Mrs. Sarah Perrin of RoekA REMINISCENE.
AB every man's desire.
;fll;
tins sketch was educated.
itii
entage, 18.9 per cent; for native whites ; j and, executive committee.
When y<»u’re feeling fagged, and
-19 y ears of age, he went of foreign nr mixed narentaere. 26.3 Der
Pluck
and
women
Indomitable
the
won't
men
Wherein
mind
and
muscles
it
td Lli? occupation of a
H
Massachusetts
\
respond
Hall.
Voyage
|
cent; for foreign-born whites, 26.4 per
the Burlington railroad,
Ei
igured prominently August 12th at the
of Captain and Crew Alone Made It ! JH tone up on «
cent; and for negroes, 37.1 per cent.
went to Elmwood, where
fthannual reunion of the Hall family,
linth
H
Medicine
■
“L
F.”
Atwood’s
Successful.
AGE OF WORKERS.
.ear and a half, when he
mi
leld at Penobscot View Grange hall,
•ecarne superintendent of
wM —famous for over 60 years— K:
i,The gainfully occupied males in 1910
A subscriber referring to our recent menDlen Cove. About 125 were present,
•
that point. The railroad
It can’t be excelled.
to
were distributed according
age periods
rhe necrology report showed only two ;ion of hermaphrodite brigs says: “They J fS “I have taken‘L. F.’Atwood’s Medicine ^B
tr
he became station agent
J|B and find it can’t be excelled as a general B||
as follows: 10 to 13 years, 684: 14 to 15
Officers were would endure more and last longer than
leaths the past year.
:■ r. years.
S
jainoi.
^B
medicine and I
r.venfion in 1898 he was years, 3,026; 16 to 20 years, 23,342; 21
dected as follows: Orris Wooster of my other class of vessel, owing to their fB family remedy. It is a fineword
for it. You
shall always speak a good
and
jB
to
44
Rhodes
lie.
H.
ticket
for
^B
over-burdened
unknown,
127,683;
or
age
Leonard
j
years
publican
prorot being over-sparred
Bamden, president;
testi^B are welcome to make use ofO. this
ediately began to assume and 45 years and over, 87,440. The pro- if Boston and George E. Hall of Glou- with large sails, although they had plenty
Harrison
(signed)
■ monial.”
a
-.•ion in politics.
The kadwhich the gainfully occupied :ester, vice presidents; Frank H. Ingra- if canvas for their tonnage, but the head
Write us for FREE Sample NOW.
portion
'HH';
||||n
'•
the fact that the new males formed of all males in each
H The Rig Bottle—35c. AtYnur Dealer's. IS3)
age j iam of Rockland, secretary; Mrs. Parks square sails hadn’t so much hoist, their
markable judgment and
pe
Co.
Portland,
Medicine
F.”
was: For those 10 to 13 years of J Buker of
Rockland, treasurer; Mrs. Har- :opsail being double, while the drop of
and more to him.
It was period
j
age, 2.7 per cent; for those 14 to 15 years •iet West of Somerville, Mass., histor- the foresail was limited owing to the
Pian of this type should
for
those
to
20
16
of
23
a
The entertainment was under the shortness of the fore-mast, and the fore
per cent;
-me of the men displaced j
an.
age,
:r grievances at his door
|tf\
years of age, 71.1 per cent; for those 21 lirection of Mrs. Sarah Hall Herrick of and aft mainsail, the largest sail of the
ii him, but as each suc!•
to 44 years of age, 96.5 per cent—that
Fall River and included piano solos by outfit, didn’t extend but a few feet on iis
me around his majorities
THE
is, all but 4 men in every 100 had gainful Miss Beatrice Wood of Charlestown, ooom beyond the taffrail.”
and
gher
higher.
j
The writer made one voyage from
occupations; and for those 45 years of Mass; vocal solo by Mrs. Ross Hall Maytiie affairs of the office of
and over, 84.5 per cent.
lard of Boston and Mrs. Herrick of Fall Bangor, Me., to Port Morant, Jamaica,
Huberts betrayed special age
The gainfully occupied females in 1910 River; cornet soio by Miss Bernice Wood in mid-winter, just before the Civil War,
no reflection on other
j
;
is
were distributed according to age perio
if Charlestown; poem by Mrs. R. Anson in the brig Abner Taylor, loaded with
I
y that his office was a
,:'i
might copy with benefit as follows: 10 to 13 years, 172; 14 to 15 Brie of Rockland and a vocal duet by 100.000 feet of lumber in the hold and
!
to
21
to
20
16
years, 12,597;
Vlrs. Maynard and Mrs, Herrick. The 30.000 feet on deck. The second night
years, 1,544;
-Lirvivad by his widow and 44
years and age unknown, 34,492; and j family goes, August 26th, to Matinicus out in a northwest gale of wind she was
lberts, employed in the 45 years and over, 14,477. The proporthrown on her beam ends, but after cutto attend the dedication of the tablet
gi eer, and Wolcott Rob- ; tion which the
Light Draft,
gainfully occupied females erected in memory of Ebenezer Hall, who ting the lashings of our deck load she
l eoria High school. An
\
If
of all females in each age period was killed there by Indians in 1794.
righted, when it was found that she had
and was buried at Elni- formed
Good l Service,
r-'
that day is stormy the dedication will be sprung a lead, and it took 1,500 strokes
-d at Quincy in 1889 to ! was: Fcr those 10 to 13 years of age,
I bis marriage was a for- 0.7 per cent; for those 14 to 15 years of i neld the succeeding Friday.
of the pumps an hour to keep her free
to
16
20
and
for
those
borne life of the family
Nothing Better.
the rest of the passage. The captain
age, 12.1 per cent;
all his political fights he
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
mate relieved each other at the wheel,
years of age, 39 per cent; for those 21
t:
friend and helper in his ; to 44
years of age, 27.1 per cent; and
steering most of the trip to Jamaica,
which position I
for those 45 years of age and over, 14.7
Mr. and Mrs H. E. Condon arrived while the second mate,
rvive: Ellen and Georgia
(
held, and the crew of six men forward,
!
.Mrs. J. E. Bear of Farm- per cent.
home Friday from Ocean Park.
u
were kept busy pumping when we were
Lawrence of Yates City.
NUMBER OF CHILDREN AT WORK.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Crowell of Brooks not handling sails, notwithstanding which
mber of Baker camp M.
^
Brooks, Maine.
In Maine in 1910 there were 3,710 aave been calling on friends this week.
we made the passage in twenty-five days,
lodge Knights of Pyth- males and
|
females 10 to 15 years of
1,716
of
the
Peoria
member
(
Morant, and,
Harry Cornforth left last wtek to join delivering our cargo at Port
!
age engaged in gainful occupations; or,
and of the Marquette
and stopped the
his mother, who is occupying their cottage as we thought, found
al
Herts had recently erect- stated otherwise, 9.6 per cent of the
Tobacco Salesmen
was
out.
the
Proceeding
leak
after
cargo
scent avenue.
males and 4.5 per cent of the females 10 at Ocean Park.
to Kingston we chartered to load logwood
WANTED.
to 15 years of age were gainful workher
annua)
Miss Elsie Haskell is taking
and pimento at Black River for New
In 1900 there were 3,979 males and vacation from her duties at the postoffice
ers.
we reached after a 60
monthly. Expenses. Experience
$100
which
York,
port
Reckoning.
2,013 females 10 to 15 years of age en- and is at Ocean Park.
Advertise and take orders,
days passage, and that we ever reached from unnecessary.
merchants for Smoking and Chewing
gaged in gainful occupations, which was
i in New York Sun.]
was due to the nerve and persistence
were glad
Frost
E.
i
of
Clarence
port
Friends
10.8 per cent of all males and 5.7 per
Tobacco, Cigarettes, Cigars, etc. Send a 2c.
I.
who sit aloof on thrones,
him when he was of our skipper, who insisted that “he was
stamp for full particulars.
cent of all females 10 to 15 years of age. to received a call from
Old
red chancelleries apart,
not born to be drowned by
Neptune,
HEMET TOBACCO CO„
in town Saturday and Sunday.
PRINCIPAL OCCUPATIONS IN MAINE.
of State with subtle art,
New York, .N Y.
even if he did hold out mermaids as an
10w 27
in, what wretched groans
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cargill ind son of inducement to a sailor man to change surThe principal occupations followed by
what unrecorded bones
over
Sunday
Allston, Mass., were guests
the males and the females, respectively,
roundings.” This return trip was made
■llow graves, what bitter
in the home of William Cargill.
in Maine in 1910 were as follows:
in late winter. We had been on short alwater for several
w
MALES.
d or the orphaned heart—
Mrs. Betsey Woodward, who has been lowance of food and
in the Gulf Stream south of
Barbers, hairdressers,and manicurists... 1,?93 visiting at the home of her sor, Henry days. When
Hatteras, in a southeast gale with part
Woodward, in Camden, has returned.
and this might not be!AUTO SERVICE
of our sails gone, we sprung another leak
*r lust, festering jealousy,
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Haseltine and daugh- which gained on the pumps, and our only
carnage stalks abroad.
HaselBrick and stone masons.
1,608 ter, Miss Edith Haseltine, Frank
chance was to get rid of our deck load of
nous bugle on the wind!
Leave Belfast, Windsor Hotel, 8,00 a. m.;
866 tine, Walter Haseltine. and Mr. and Mrs.
contractors.
have stayed it, shall they Builders and building
logwood which took about six hours, re- 2 00 p. m.
Cuntain. masters, mates, and pilots.
1,246
of
Mass.,
Worcester,
E. Haseltine
the leak to less than the capacity
Ralph
3 30 p. m.
ducing
Rockland, d9 30 a.p.m.;
Arrive n_i.i_j
Carpenters. 9,221 j are enjoying an outing at Lake Sebastir>
i,in the courts of God?
The next day a passing
the
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Oliver

new

Typewriter,

direct
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used, and with all the latest improvements, will be sold
discount for cash.
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PRESTON’S
& Transient Stable

Livery, Boarding

Is situated on Washington street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

1867
V

They will tell

|\

in

the

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
& HALL BELFAST AGENTS.

you to use E.
Best Equipped
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American

Dairies.

’A

I

reduced duties of the
I tariff American dainsiderable part of their
wholesale price of cream
id to 22 cents.Milk has
l: A
per hundred to $1.35.
wholesale nrice of butter is
than

year ago. Canadian
benefit. Ambers are not buying cream,
(fcr any cheaper.—Nashua
A

a

Alining the

'ropriation For Bangor.

'A. D. C., Aug. 4. Through
1
Rep. Guernsey Bangor is
of a public building with
"oils. The House late Mona
liassed the Senate bill auWOU additional and it now
Resident for his signature.
*"ou|d be available within a

Ictren Cry

* FLETCHER’S

storia

946 I
2,882 i
2,542
1,239 I
1.592
3,629 i
1,042 j
Engineers (stationary). 1,996
Farm laborers... 24,290 I
Farmers and dairy farmers. 44,643
Firemen (except locomotive and fire department).—. 1,267
Fishermen and oysterroen... 4,499
Foremen and overseers (manufacturing) 1,880
717
Insurance agents and officials.....
Laborers:
Cotton mills.. 1,004
General and not specified. 14,235
Paper and pulp mills. 3,149
Saw and planing mills.
4,206
Steam railroad...
3,111
855
Lawyers, judges, and justices.
Lumbermen, raftsmen, and woodchop*
3,998
pere.
Machinists and millwrights. 3,419
824
Mail carriers...
Managers and superintendents (manu-

Clergymen.
Clerks (except clerks in stores).
Clerks in stores.
Commercial travelers.
Deliverymen..
Draymen, teamsters, and expressmen....
Electricians and electrical engineers.

facturing.

Manufacturers and officials.
Painters, glaziers, and varnisherB (build-

822

2,400

ing). 3.041
Physicians and surgeons. 1,212
Plumbers and gas and steam fitters. 1,163
Quarry operatives... 1,369
Retail dealers.. 9,836
Sailors and deck hands.
Salesmen (stores).

Sawyers...
Semi-skilled operatives:

1.515

4,000
1.166

of

pumps.

VCOOC1 IIU YC-IU

OAK HILL.

distress,
visions.

(Swanville.)

and

»**

furnished

---"O

us

with

—-

pro-

no.; 4 00 p.

m.
10,00 a.
Arrive Belfast, 11.30 a. m.; 5.30 p.

m.

ROUND TRIP, $2.50
$1 50
A less nervy man than our skipper FARE,
F. J. Webb sold a yoke of oxen to Roy would have abandoned the Abner Taylor SEATS MAY BE RESERVED IN ADVANCE
there and then, as he was begged to do by
Libby of Waterville Aug. 8th.
But there was no such word
all hands.
Miss Cecil Patterson of Lynn, Mass.,
as abandon in the language he was faMAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
is visiting her uncle, J. O. Patterson.
miliar with.
few days we

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Peavey of Belfast,
were Sunday guests of Mrs. W. R. Pea-

a

The result being that in

a

sighted the Highlands, took
Sandy Hook pilot, who when he came

board we could have kneeled down to
worshipped, as the strain of winter
Miss Ruth Quimby of Brooks was the
gales and mountainous seas endured for
Webster
the
James
Mrs.
!
of
past
guest
sixty days had completely worn us out.
week.
when New
the

|

and

Social

boyington.

Organized November,

1887.

Be fast Lodge, No. 140, was instituted in the
City of Belfast December 28, 1889, and extends a cordial invitation to those wishing protection at minimum cost to become members
of this lodge. Any'.person of good health and
habits between the ages of 18 and 45 will be
eligible. Certificates issued for $500, $1000 and
$2000. Information gladly given at all times.
EBEN M. SANBORN. Fin. Sec'y.
IDA A. MAHONEY, Cor. Sec’y.
6m 18

GENTLY ASSISTING NATURE

Those who find their breath bad in the
morning, a bad taste in the month,thea
coated tongue, a mean feeling in
head, will do well to try Pinklets, Hie
new laxative.
Constipation, which these symptoms
denote, is dangerous because it means
that poisonous materials which should
have been expelled from the body are
being retained. It is a condition winch,
if not corrected, becomes chronic.
Even chronic constipation can be corrected by carq in the diet and persistent
treatment with a gentle laxative.
fi

...I

1

X.11V3

„....

4

but

For Sale
At

Bargain Prices.

(15) houses, all in city limits,
centraily located, ranging in price
from $850 to $4,000, on easy terms.
Shore property and.several house lots from
$100 to $1,000, and cottage and shore
lots and one 5-acre lot with two cottages
with 500 feet frontage, a very desirable

FIFTEEN

location for

summer

residence. 2

miles

big bargains.
Also agent for the Fidelity Mutual Life
Ins. Co, of Philadelphia, one of the best
contracts and dividend paying policies written. Call and see me and talk these things
over. I am always glad to give prices. Buildings taken to rent and collections made on
commission.
Main street office in Howes’ block up one

flight of stairs and formerly occupied by3t30eow
Wyman & Knowlton.
M. R. KNOWLTON.

NOTICE

so

O. S.VICKERY, M.D.

in

nausea or
they act gently, causing no and
are a
griping. They aid digestion
when
good after-dinner pill, especially
the needs
more

a

from Belfast and 1 mile from campground
on shore road.
Several farms near city at

nnfnrfnn.

I

..1

common, gives temporary relict
the end aggravates constipation.
Pinklets are dainty, sugar-coated pills,
and
hardly larger than a mustard seed

ately

food has been taken than

of the body require. They clear away the
"With a
waste and prevent congestion.
little persistence, which the result is well
conworth, they really correct chronic

etipation.
Your druggist sells Pinklets or they will
2o
be sent, postpaid, on receipt of price,
'Williams
cents per bottle, by the IJr.
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. ^. bend
today for booklet and free sample.
...

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal oi all antiseptics is

PRACTICE LIMITED TO

Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat,
and Refracticn.
During t'ne months of July and August I
will be in my office, corner Church and
Hridge Streets, from 10 a. m. to 11.30 a.
m., 12 m. to 3.00 p. m., and by appointment.

Tel. 149-13.

From 4

p.

m.

until 9.

Quantabacook. Searsmont.

a.

m.

at Camp

Tel. 23-2.

"GEOrt. JOHNSON,
Attorney at Law,
BELFAST, MAINE.
| Practice in all Courts.

specaltv.
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
correspondence with
in their

private

women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is “worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co,. Bostons Mass.

Orders Solicited
For

hT

Insurance Order for Men and

Women.

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

e.

and Progressive Fraternal and

An Ideal

WILLIAM B. WILLIAMSON, Gen'l Manager

on

vey.

New England Order
of Protection

fitted stove wood, building sand and

gravel, and
lumber.

a

small

quantity

GILES G.

of hard wood

ABBOTT,

Probate practice
2tf

TRUCKING.
am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and CroB*
streets, and they will receive prompt attentn n.
Telephone connection
W. W. RLAZO,
126 Waldo Avenue, Beelfast
14

I

h. u.

noTises

CLEANING.
S7EAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLGTHES TO ORDER

At 52High Street.

Tel. 216-13

“notice.-

England
Those were
days
Lincolnville Avenue.
Tel 137-2
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thompson and ! furnished men for sea service, forward
26tf
to
Mills
be
Poor’s
were
could
of
and aft, that
depended upon
children of
guests
Guaranteed work in Chir.rody, ManlcurOF THE
James Webster Aug. 9th.
perform their duty promptly under the
ng and Shampooing. Also Facial Work.
without any talk
conditions
of
worst
kind
Capt. and Mrs. Edward Harvey and
BOYINGTON OPTICAL CO.,
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at uiy
George L. Norton in the
Mrs. Bullard of Bangor were guests of back.—Capt.
Marine Journal.
parlors over Shlro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
Maine
Mrs. Ann Webb Aug. 6th and called on
Main
Street.
Winterport.
44 South
other friends while here.
W.
and
Arthur
Sickness.
32uMISS EVIE HOLMES.
Carleton Doak of Belfast
Constipation Causes
OFFICE DAYS, MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS.
Don’t permit yourself to become constipated,
Patterson of Castine wish to announce that
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Toothaker and
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Toothaker and Mas- as your system immediately begins to absorb
they have formed a partnership for the genter Kendell Fifield, attended the centen- poison from the backed-up waste matter. Use
eral practice of law, under the firm name of
nial at Searsmont, Aug. 11th.
DOAK & PATTERSON, with offices at BelDr. King’s New Life Pills and keep well. There
and Castine.
Corner of Main and Nichols streets a twofarm
fast
Scott’s
Geo. W.
buildings were is no better safeguard against illness. Just
Second hand furniture suitable for
The Belfast office will be open on every busi- story nine-room house, an ideal summer resistruck- by lightning about 4 a. m. Aug, take one dose
on
at
will
be
26c.
your
Druggist.
office
Castine
open
to-night.
dence. Apply on the premises or to
ness day—the
cottage
Apply to
8th and totally destroyed by fire, with
A. F. WHITTIER.
Fridays and Saturdays and at other times by
the
contents.
a
all
was
There
8m27
nearly
No. 43 High Street.
31tf
4w33p
Searsport, Me., Aug. 11,1914.
Special appointment.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Skin Eruptions.
small insurance on the buildings.

Eye-Sight Specialist

DOAK & PATTERSON

FOR SALE

For Sale in Searsport

000,000 barrels for the entire United
States, a record breaker, and at the recent annual meeting of the International
Apple Shippers association in Boston no
contracts for shipments were reported.
Last year was a poor export year and
only 2,000,000 barrels of apples went
abroad. In 1912, when there was a big
crop, 3,000,000 barrels were exported.
Exporters had planned to send 4,000,000

Repuoucan journal

The

BELFAST. THURSDAY. AUGUST 20,1914
PUBLISHED EVERT THURSDAY BY

The

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

CHARLES A. PII^BURY.

\ ^“Aanager

barrels abroad this year. The Northwestern growers said that if early ending
of thewar did not reopen'the foreign markets they would be forced to leave much

ADVERTISING Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
for three
year; $1.00 for six months; 60 cents
months.

of their fruit on the trees and it was predicted that by Sept. 1st apples as fine
The honors of the European war thus as any ever grown will be offered on
far are with little Belgium.
pushcarts at one cent each. On the
other hand California and Florida lemon
While it may not be permissable or posgrowers may profit greatly by the clossible to “go behind the returns,” it
ing of the seas and there is SBid to be a
would be pertinent to enquire where Cythat lemons may sell for $20 a
possibility
rus W. Davis, the largest contributor to
box. They advanced last week $2.50 a
the Pattangall campaign fund last Sepbox, making a box of best cost $7.25 from
tember, got tbe money. Was it brewer first hands.
or distiller, or both?
The Boston American, a Democratic
The Republican campaign, held in
which claims the largest cirnewspaper
abeyance last week because of the death culation of any paper in New England,
in the White House, was opened this in a recent editorial
vigorously denounced
week and meetings all over the State
the Congressmen who voted for the bill
will be addressed by speakers of national
repealing the Panama canal free tolls,
reputation. We are not informed as to charging them with a “miserable bethe appointments for Waldo county.
trayal of party and country.” In conThe North American Review says of clusion it says:
We should rid ourselves of these men,
Roosevelt’s retirement from The Outcannot be trusted to preserve
for
look: “The alliance was formed upon a theirthey
country’s rights and interests at
was fated
and
in
false
the
Rjicpificp
nf a fpw nettv nnlitical iobs.
journalism
theory
from the beginning. Mr. Roosevelt has , The men whom the people of their disnot nrnfited from the use of a personal tricts ought to retire from public life are
of the
suffered ir- Congressman Thomas C. Thacher
organ, and the Outlook has
Cape Cod district of Massachusetts,
reparably.”
Congressman Daniel J. McGillicuddy of

Bradstreet’s of August

connection it may be recalled
Democratic platform of 1912

that, “We favor the exemptoll of American ships engaged
in the coastwise trade passing through

to popular ideas of war levels has caused
criticism and demand for legal regulation, but there is a growing feeling that
some of the advances,
particularly on
domestic products, have been vastly
reaction
a
natural
that
overdone, and
will come shortly.

While the

HEALTHY PEOPLE
Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

removes

scrofula sores, boils and other eruptions, because it drives out of the
blood the humors that cause them.
Eruptions cannot be successfully
treated with external applications,
because these cannot purify the
blood.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes rich,
red blood, perfects the digestion,
and builds up the whole system. Insist on having Hood’s^ Get it now.

OBITUARY.
Lindley H. Mosher died at 5 a. m„ Aug. 12th,
his home in Unity from heart failure. For
several days he had been affected at times,
although not confined to the bouse, and only
the day before his death he appeared upon the
street as active as ever. He was born in Unity
Sept. 23. 1838, the son of Elisha and Uartha
(Stephens) Mosher. His paternal grandfather,
Elisha Mosher, Sr, settled in the wilderness in
what is now the town of Belgrade, taking up a
tract of land near the site of the present railwith his
way station, and where he resided
family during his active life. His last days
at

nasso/1

mith

his

ann

Hliflhn

in TInitv.

where hp died at the age of 88 years. He had
a family of five sons and three daughters. Elisha Mosher, the younger, Mr. L. H. Mosher’s
father, was born in Belgrade in 1800. At the
of 26 he started in life with only 17 cents
pocket. He travelled on foot to Vassalboro, where he obtained work on a farm and
at the end of six years had saved $700. He
then came to Unity, bought a piece of land
and settled there as a farmer. One of the
kindest husbands and fathers, he was a friend
to all especially the poor, who always found in
him a kind and helpful friend. He was a leading spirit in local public affairs and held all of
He died in his
the important town offices.
80th year. His wife, Martha Stevens, was a
age

in .his

Maine and Congressmen E. E. Reed and
gives this R. E. Stevens of New Hampshire. Do
who are la- not forget them at the polls.
daughter

15th

crumb of comfort to those
In this
menting the increasing cost of the necthat the
cessaries of life:
What resembles a psychological move- declared
ment to advance prices of commodities tion from

canal,” and that in the campaign
Wilson, the Democratic candidate for president, specially advocated
free tolls for American shipping. Yet
when president he urged and secured
the repeal of the free tolls bill by Congress, although opposed by Speaker
Champ Clark and Underwood, the Demothe

Woodrow

receipts at New
reported as nearly
not from imports but

customs

York last week

The Reunion of the zoth Maine

PURE BLOOD MAKES

were

norma', they were
for withdrawals from bond, and the ad.
ministration at Washington is consider-

leader

cratic

in

the

House.

Maine, knowing

Johnson of

Senator

that he was

how to meet the inevitable deficiency
It is estimated that a “war
in revenue.
tax” of approximately $100,000,000 will

voting against

be necessary, and while no definite plans
have been determined on it is expected
that the tax will take the shape of a

voted for the Wilson-Underwood tariff,

the interests of his constituents, stood with the President for
repeal, and both he and McGillicuddy

ing

The 29th annual reunion of the 28th If nine

Regimental association waa held in Memorial
hail, Belfast, Tuesday, Aug. 11,1914. A business

session was held at 10.80 a. m.. called to order
by the President, D. O. Bowen. A report of
the Secretary- Treasurer was read and accepted.
The following officers were elected for the
H. M.
ensuing year: D. O. Bowen, President;
Chase, Secretary and Treasurer; executive
J. W. Black. L. C. Morse and J. W.
Ferguson; comm.ttee on resolutions, L. C.
Morse, J. W. Black, and I. A. Conant.
A bountiful dinner was served at 12 o’clock
by the ladies of Thos. H. Marshall Circle.
The afternoon session was opened with
"The Star
prayer by Comrade A. W. Hasaan.
Spangled Banner” was sung by the audience
with Miss Caroline G. Hatch at the piano. The
address of welcome was given by L. C. Putnam and the response by L. C. Morse. A fine
poem was rendered by Mrs. Belle J. Palmer.
Remarks were made by J. W. Black, Daniel

(//ud/el Z^add

///a/e

come.

The following resolutions

were

read and

ac-

cepted.
Resolutions of honor on the death of the
members of the 26th Maine Regiment since
last meeting in August, 1913:
Resolved, That this association extends

our

to all

comrades who have fallen
wayside during the year, our sincere
by
sympathy in their bereavements and that our
hearts and hands shall always be open to aid
the families of

our

the

and assist them in every way possible.
Resolved, That this association pledge anew
to each other that loyalty which is the bulwark of our country, and that we stand together as in days gone by, trusting in the hope
tnat we may all be honorably mustered out at
the end of a long and faithful service and receive that welcome plaudit, Well done good
and faithful servant.

and

be able to drive
competitors out of business.” The effect of this decision can only be to add
to the expense and inconveniences of
travel. This has also been brought about

not,

by

and would

I

MacARTHUR VISITS MAINE.

with Mrs
D«\
MacArthur,
MacArthur is on a vacation trip down the
Maine coast, stopped over in Rockland last
Robert Stuart

,

who

government on the ; week and was prevailed upon to give a free
in the Baptist church. His subhas compelled them to public lecture
was “Topics of the Hour”, but he conthousand employes and ject
to the work of the
fined himself

which

certainly

the “land of the

this time

can

hardly

This is

brave,”

but at

be called the “home

of the free.”
The army

>

DR.

worm

appeared

has invaded Maine and

in York

and

Sagadahoc
thej worm

Gilbert R. Ellis, formerly of this city, died
Aug. 14th at his home in Hingham, Mass..from
the effects of blood poisoning,9 He had recently bought a farm in Morrill and his household

goods

were on

the

car

when he

was

taken ill.

Baptist Alliance

His widow and their younger son are now in
Morrill on the place. He was born in Northport in 1855, the son of Randall W. and AmanHis parents came to Belda (Abbott) Ellis.
fast and bought the farm on P,elmont avenue,

iniscences of

now

principally

in Russia and Burma and remhis recent visits there, closing
with a brief review of the war conditions in
Europe. “Never before,” he said, “did I real-

wickedness and horrors of war
but its dreadful stupidity.” In his opening
remarks Dr. MacArthur said that the day was
a joyous cne, inasmuch as it marked the 44th
anniversary of his marriage with Mrs. MacArthur, who sat in the audience. Great applause greeted this announcement, and the

ize not

only

the

the George B. Dyer place. In early
manhood the deceased owned and carried on
the Elmbrook farm in West Belfast, now the
Horace Chenery place, and at one time owned
the well known trotting horse, Elmbrook.

registered during

the

day:

About twenty years ago he went to Hingham,
tiw tjurrin
In Bowdoinham
P S Staples
counties.
to take a position as superintendent of a large Fred S Walls
J B Craig
has played havoc with the oats on the
J F Thomas
stock-farm owned by Peter Bradley of the J W Ferguson
A F M Perry
farms of W. B. Kendall, R. D. PuringBradley Fertilizer Cc. Raising polo ponies H. M Chase
J Carr
L C Morse
From 45 to 10 bushels
ton and others.
was one branch of the extensive business carF Grant
D O Bowen
to the acre on the Kimball farm have speaker was frequently applauded through- ried on, and the stock included imported Arab- A W Hasson
E B Maddocks
rein
Courier-Gazette
The
A Fernald
out
the
L
Nickerson
evening.
Albert
to
the
ian stallions and mares. Mr. Ellis intended
been eaten off and fallen
ground,
J W Black
Isaac Cook
said: “The great speaker
and Mr. Purington says his crop is not porting this lecture
retiring from active business and had bought True P
H S Webber
Cilley
was in turn tender, witty, eloquent pnd superbthe place in Morrill, formerly the Silas Storer J E Knowlton
P S Holmes
worth harvesting. These worms work in
dramatic—the MacArthur in short that the
S Gilmore
J
ly
a
man
-Sholes
in
view.
He
was
that
end
with
farm,
the night and hide in the day time and
C F Knight
J A Dunton
world honors as one of her greatest platform
highly respected by all who knew him and de- Andrew
A poison mixture
are a dangerous pest.
Leander
Sargent
Hopkins
orators of his generation.” Those who heard
voted to his home and its interests. Many T S Ford
J C Townsend
f ed to the worms is said to be very ef- lt. MacArthur on the two occasions, many
Daniel Dickey
learned of his death with regret and extend Fairfield Cole
fective. It consists of 50 pounds of bran,
and
W S Grant
years ago, when he lectured in Belfast,
sympathy to the bereaved. He is survived by A I Conant
his
eloof
six
of
Paris
vivid
recollections
one
wun singing
have
closed
who
still
green,
The
juice
pound
meeting
his wife; by two sons, H. Milton Ellis, Ph. D.,
quence and the charm of his personality, will Instructor in English at Texas University,
oranges and diluted molasses to make a
My God to Thee.”
thick dough. It is scattered about and envy the Rockland people who heard him on Austin, Texas, and Gilbert R. Jr., who lived at
The Richmond Camp Meeting.
this occasion and regret that his itinerary did
t he worms seem to like it.
home; by a daughter, Mrs. James Douglass of
not include Belfast. He went to Castine from
HarThe
and
two
a
few
Rockland for
brothers,
New Britain, Conn,,
opening service on Friday evening,
by
days' stay.
The good old town of Searsport in the
old B. and Irvin H. Ellis of North Anson, August 21st. will be conducted by a Camsouthern part of Waldo county, Tuesday WINTERPORT,
Maine. All were present at the funeral,which bridge, Maas., evangelist, pastor of the largest
The leading merchants of this town met in
celebrated its 100th anniversary, etc.
was held at 3 p. m
August 17th at the home church in New England of'the Evangelical AsThus began a story of the Searsmont the free library rooms Wednesday evening, of Mrs. Alvesta Hatch in Morrill, Rev. Fred H. sociation, the Rev. H. S. Trueman. At the
a
centennial in the Kennebec Journal of Aug. 12th, and effected temporary organiza Morgan, officiating.
Saturday afternoon service a southern orator
tion looking to the forming of a Merchants’
will preach and a southern singing evangelist
last Thursday, and Searsport was subCharles G. Bryer was chosen
Association.
Lavina G widow of Capt. Andrew E. Clark and most effective soloist will lead the music,
stituted for Searsmont all through the
of
the
The
chairman of the meeting.
purpose
at hpr hnme no Cedar street at 9.30 o. m.
Mr. J. H. Chamberlain. For ten days a very
article. What is still more surprising is
organization is to place the credit business of
with all
from the effects of paralysis and a
strong
program will be rendered; and
17th,
Aug.
that this same story appeared in the the town
upon a ur.ifqrm basis so every credit
She
was
born
at the attractions for rest, recreation and inexroom.
in
her
fall
recent
Bangor Commercial of Thursday even- customer will be used alike by all the merSimonton's Corner, Camden, Oct. 3, 1831, the pensive living, now that no gate fees are
ing headed in bold black letters “Sears- chants, and to set a definite time as to how long
daughter of the late William and Elizabeth charged, it is expected that the cottages and
be
must
settlement
run
before
accounts
Now.”
Years
Old
Strange
may
port 100
Roberts Simonton and was the last of a family tenting spaces will be filled up and a great
there was not some one in these offices had. The association also proposed to have an
of ten children.
Capt. Clark died July 24, company of folks enjoy these unrivalled opto
committee
and
industrial
help
sufficiently acquainted with the geogra- advertising
and since that time Miss Ann, the daugh-^ portunities. Associated with the leader, the
1912,
roads
and
create new industries in town; good
phy of this section to know that SearsRev. J. M. Frost, D. D. will be every day an
ter of her late brother Thaddeus Simonton
good schools committees to work hand in hand
port is not in “the southern part of Wal- with the town authorities for greater efficiency has cared for her. Two sons and a grandson, able evangelist, a Bible expositor and lecturer,
William A., Harry W. and Donald Simonton a Deaconess and one special preacher.
do county,” and the Maine Register 1 n these
matters, and a committee on town imClark, who were always devoted to the deO AW A T o
would have informed them that Searsthe
work
for
town
In
upbuilding
provement.
L>A
survive to revere her memory. She
port was incorporated Feb. 3, 1845, and and improvement the association proposes to ceased,
as
as
and
long
was a
strong Spiritualist,
Mrs.
J. O. Whittemore and Russell A.
t ake in all citizens who are interested in makits centennial is crme ways off.
able spent the summer season at Temple Whittemore of Bangor, are the guests of
ing their home town bigger and busier, and a
were
pio- Mrs. M. H. Blackwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark
The department of journalism, Uni- 1 arge membership is expected. Among those Heights, where
She attended the Unineer cottage owners.
Miss Florence Cross of Morrill and Miss
versity of Oregon, recently sent out to a who are members of the association are Page & tarian church and was a woman of strong
Winnie Dodge of Freedom are guests of Mr.
hundred of the most prominent news- Bryer, West & Element, Treat & Lowe, A. W.
fond of society,
of
ability,
literary
character,
Shnw. C. R. Hill. C. C. Moody. Lillian M.
and Mrs. Loren Cross.
papers in the country (at least one in
one of the best of wives and mothers, and unCarleton. F. W. Haley, E. S.
Hon. and Mrs. Frederick S. Walls of VinalShe was
each of the forty-eight States) and to Wharff, Raymond
kind-hearted.
and
usually generous
Hopkins, W. F. Arey, Boyington Optical Co.;
haven are at their attractive cottage on the
cf the W. C.
e ach of the thirty Schools of Journalism,
a charter member and president
E.
H.
and
Kneeland,
W. T. Hall, J. W. Cyr,
and are entertaining A. B. Cneney
T. U. and %as interested in the Belfast Home water front
an enquiry as to what each editor or
Joshua Treat, Jr., was chosen secretary and C.
of Boston.
cause found in
teacher considered the best country R. Hill and Joshua Treat, Jr., committee on by- for A ged Women. Every good
Mrs. Frank B. Knowlton of Belfast.who with
her an active friend. The funeral will be held
The laws,
MiBS Louise Knowltoo,is at their
paper with which he was familiar.
at the Main street entrance to her late home her daughter,
replies, which registered the opinions of NORTH ISLESBORO
recently returned from Boston, where
Rev.
C.
cottage,
B,
10
at
o'clock,
morning
this, Thursday,
meet her sister-in-law, Mrs, Edcity newspapermen, in most cases the
Misses Ida and Edna Henderson of Dorches- Ames officiating, and the interment will be in she went to
editors or exchange editors of great me- ter, Mass., were recent guests of Mrs. Helen the family lot in Camden.
ward N. Winslow. They made the trip to Bayside in the latter’s touring car.- Mrs. Winslow
tropolitan dailies.concentrated on twenty- Ryder....Miss Marian Gurney gave a delight—a*will spend some weeks in Bayside and Belfast.
nine of the smaller papers from the At- ful party Aug. 13th in honor of her friend
a highly esteemed citizen, died
Chase,
Payson
The yonng
George Davis of California » also a guest at the
lantic to the Pacific, a number of these Helen Cherington of Atlantic.
He
in
East
Jaekson.
home
his
at
Aug. 10th
Knowlton cottage.
time playing games on the
the
folks
We
five
votes.
to
spent
two
cattle
and
from
his
to
tie
being
receiving
up
went to the barn
ice cream, cake and candy
which
after
W.
lawn,
for
Eric
to
look
from
wife
went
note
his
a
are advised by
SMITHTON (Freedom)
gone a long time
Those present were Elsa Bates,
were served.
Herbert Knowlton is quite ^sick with the tyhim and found him lying dead on the barn
Allen, the head of the department of
Emily Farrow, Ada Ladd, Jack Brewer, Harold floor. He had left the supper table apparent- phoid fever at Mrs. Wentworth’s. A trained
of
in
the
Oregon,
University
journalism
old nurse from Lewiston is caring for him.... Mr.
Gurney, Doris Coombs anjl Helen Coombs.
ly as well as usual. He was about 72 years
that The Journal was among the twentyJenkins from Boston is spending his vacation
been
a resident of Jackson, a
had
and
long
The Shoe Situation.
nine papers thus designated as best, and
at Jqs. Bartlett’s-Mrs. Perley Thurston’s
of the Congregational church for mother and aunt are visiting her....J. W.
member
we think we are justified in regarding
Quiet conditions prevail in footwear, sum- many years, a member of Archon Lodge, F. & Deane took hiB sisters, Mrs. Busher and Mrs.
The attention
this as s very marked compliment.
to Windermere in his new auto Aug.
mer business being about over.
A. M„ and of the board of selectmen. He Nutter,
Taylor spent Sunday with her
of retailers is now generally directed to mark
two sons, 13th_Myra
Growers and shippers of apples are down sales and until these are completed leaves to mourn their loss his wife,
brother, John Taylor—John Wentworth is
tf
fall
and
do not look for many orders for
one daughter and two brothers, all residents
visiting his mother, Florence Wentworthmuch concerned over the conditions jobbers lines.
Mrs. J. W. Libby of Unity called on
Manufacturers are reported to
winter
Jackson, besides many more distant relatives Mr, and
friends here Aug. 12th.
brought about by the European war. have sufficient business in hand to keep their
friends.
and
loth.
The crop this year is estimated at 60,- plants in operation.—Dun's Review Aug,
m
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The Churches.
Preaching service at North Belfast as usual
Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, followed
by Sunday school.

next

The Christian Scientiata hold service* in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o'clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.
The services next Sunday at Mason's Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
school.
■ t 2.30
p. m., folio ved bv Sunday
The Waldo County Sunday school convention
will meet in the Baptist church W ednesday.
Sept. 2nd. The State workers, Rev.J. J. Hull
of the adult department and Sec’y Wesley J.

Weir of Portland will be present.

tv,

home of Mr. and Mrs. George A. White at 39
Elm Street, Hingham Mass when their daughto
ter, Carrie Voadicia, was ifhiteJ in marriage
Doctor Harold Milton Ellis of Austin, Texas.
The bridal couple stood under an arch formed
of tall palms and banked with ferns, and the

parlor and adjoining
decorated with

rooms were

Dalms.

MONROE.
The News
Mr. and Mra. Ephraim
HMkelj
a cottage in
Northport fc.
Mrs. Walter H. Young has been quite seri- ing
.Mies March of'Bangor i6
ously inuisposed.
tion here with
her friend v
Mrs. Mittie Gowen has returned from a few
Spearin-Mrs. Lizzie Webber,
weeks' visit in Waterville.
ing house for Mr. and Mrs..
Mrs. A. B. Payson is recovering nicely from tooa a trip in their new auo t,
*
dren.... Mr. A. L. Durham
her recent surgical operation.
bath
room put in his house
Mrs. Susan Lord was with the E. C. Holbrook
who has been spending a fe«
«...
family at Bayside last week.
cousin, Mrs. Bertha Nealle;
Mrs. Mary Rose keeps about the house but
'*
her home in Hampden.. \t
her health is very poor this summer.
Jenkins and daughter a
,]It is hot and dusty in the country now and Belfast were in town
So:,.;:,
11
the springs and wells are going dry.
L. F. Simpson from Bdfa.-i
Ernest Gould and wife are preparing to make ter Maud last Sunday,
has been very poorly
meir nome at tne William Uouia nomesteaa.
|
Mrs. Lizzie Chase and daughter Marie are at friends are sorry to hear
the A. E. Chase homestead for a few week?. I Wildes has returned t.
Mrs. Marshall Rand ha
Electus Oakes and wife have settled down to
visit her mother... It
housekeeping at the John Dow Jones home- cir.ity. Many of the w.
stead.
Mrs. Razorotf and two i;,.
Miss Christine Lane is visiting her friend !
Island, who have been b
Mrs. Agnes Cunningham in Swanville this
ningham’s for the

of Brooks.

nuiu

the Flag to the Secretary of State
The following deaths of comrades reported
during the past year:
Wm. Emerson, Libertyville, Me., Co. B.
G. W. Ritchie, Winterport, Me., Co. D.
Josiah C. Durr, Winterport, Me., Co. D.
Odlin Clifford, Winterport, Me., Co. D.
Eli L. Carter, Winterport, Me., Honorary.
Orlando Bagley, Liberty, Me., Honorary.
John S. Morrill, Swanville, Me., Co. K.
John W. Nash, Belfast, Me., Co. I.
John F. Whitcomb. Ellsworth, Me., Co. C.
Chas. W, Coulliard, Hampden, Me,, Co. D.
M. J. Creasey, So. Montville, Me., Co. A.
Chas. E. Snow, No. Brooksville, Me., Co. H.
Co. A.
Daniel Gibbs,
Oliver Neal, Searsmont, Co. A.
Number of comrades present 38; comrades
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many
curtail their train service.
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the war of the
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discharge
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The services for the week at the Baptist
of Benjamin R. and Sally (Rich)
chun h will be as follows: prayer meeting this,
Stephens, both of whom were natives of GorThursday, evening: morning service, Sunday
ham, Me., and had accompanied their parents
at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday School at noon; Chrisand
Martha
Elisha
children.
when
to Unity
tian Endeavor meeting and evening service at
(Stephens) Mosher raised two children, name7.30 p. m.
L C. Morse,
ly: Lindley H. and Judith C., who married
J. W. Black,
The services for the week at the Methodist
I. A. Conant.
Alfred Clark. Lindley H. Mosher began his
will be as follows: This, Thursday,
church
studies in the district school, advanced in his
our
flag:
Resolutions in honor of
at
the prayer meeting; young people’s chorus
studies by attending Freedom Academy, and
Resolved, That we have heard and read of
n in
Friday* Sunday, at 10.45. morning
completed his education at Oak Grove Semi- the prof osition to change our old flag and to
he add to the stars the bars.
worship; Sunday school at 12; evening service
nary, Vassalboro. When a young man
Resolved, That we, members of the 26th
taught one term of school, but his principal oc- Maine Regiment Association, deplore this sit- at 7.30 p. m.
j
The First Congregational Church, Church
cupation up to 1873 was farming. In that year uation now being advanced by oar Southern
brethren, and with all the loyalty that we street, opposite Court House, Rev. Haraden
he opened a general store in Unity village,
now have or ever had, we oppose this change
Summer services: Sunday,
where he carried on a successful business up and
proclaim to all the patriotic citizens of S. Pearl, pastor.
to the time of his death. In 1860 Mr, Mosher this country that such a change would be trea- 10.45, morning worship and sermon, subject,
married Miss Emily S. Ranlett of Freedom,who son now as much as in 1861-5.
Prayer meeting thiB,
“Supreme Trifles.”
Resolved, That we pledge our united supto 8 o'clock.
survives him with their three children: Martha
all its Thursday, evening from 7.30
port to the old flag, unchanged, with
E George R. and Gorham C., all of Unity. splendor and all its glories for the past 137
The services of the Episcopal Mission will
Martha married Charles E. Stephens and years.
be held Sunday, Aug. 23d at 4 o’clock p. m in
Resolved, That we cherish none of those
Mr.
if pleasant. Rev.
George married Mary E. Wellington.
ideas that were tnrust upon us by the late the North church vestry,
Mosher displayed a deep interest in public af- Civil War, but hope and pray for peace and
officiate. If
Henry Jones of Camden, Me. will
fairs from early manhood, and in politics was good will.
come the following
will
Mr.
Jones
Rev.
stormy.
L. C. Morse,
a Republican, casting his first vote for AbraJ. W. Black.
Sunday. Aug. 30th.

a UUUUIUU1 uiimci

n

;

V

seriously affects the agricultural
manufacturing interests of this
he was *
I. A. Conant.
Pattargall, the Democratic can- ham Lincoln in 1860. For many years
stamp impost on malt and spirituous State.
The subject of the morning sermon by Rev.
town treasurer and a member of the board of
The following resolution of thanks to Thomnext
liquors, although an increased import didate for Congress in this district, if selectmen. He was a member of Star of the
Horace B. Sellers at the M. E. church
associLadies’
as H. Marshall Post and all the
duty on tea and coffee may be considered. elected will support these and like meas- UT
will be “The Present War, Its JustifiC
un/l
A
M
nf TTnifv
The
Sunday
connected with the same was unanibe
There is also talk of a stamp tax on ures framed by those hostile to New funeral services were held at the late residence ations
cation"; in the evening the subject will
to Himself.” There will be services
England. In Aug 1913, the Democratic at 10 a. m„ Saturday, and interment was in mously adopted:
bank checks, tobacco, etc.
“Coming
Resolved, That we, the members of the 26th
school house at 2.30 o clock.
editor of the Waldo County Herald gave Pleasant Hill cemetery, Freedom. Rev. James Maine
Regimental Association, extend to all at the Brainard
Commission
Commerce
not
vote
Interstate
the
above mentioned organizations our sincere
he
could
The young people’s chorus will be at (.15
The
twelve reasons why
Aiuslie of Unity was the officiating clergyman,
thanks for their kindness in giving to us on
has declared that if rail carriers were for Pattangall for Congress, and there and the bearers were his sons George and
Friday'.
this occasion,and on many other similar meet,,admitted tn choose narticular boat lines
are other reasons why he should not reClough Mosher and his grandsons, Lyle Stev- llJgb,
WEDDING BELLS.
L. C. Morse.
+1-,
nf
Pi
niKn Viatra tKo
There was a
ens and Lindley Paul Mosher.
to establish through routes and joint
I. A. CONANT,
J. W. Black.
rates, “they will be able to dictate who terests of the State and of the third con- profusion of flowers from kind friends and
Ellis.White. A very pretty ceremony was
neighbors and relatives.
shall operate on the water and who shall gressional district at heart.
Voted to send a copy of the Resolu lions on celebrated on Wednesday night, Aug.5th, at the
which

ey/ (d/ene

//e man/d

/jZ/uli-n^

Dickey, Comrades Maddocks, Wiley, Cook,
Conant, Bowen and H. W. Burrili, formerly of
Searsport, now of Hartford. Conn., in which
he told of the good work being done by the
Veterans ard Sons of Veterans in his present
home city.
J. W, Black read a poem (original) "Just
Keep a Post Office," which appeared in The
Journal last week. Some very interesting remarks were made by Capt. A. T. Gay of A. E.
Clark Camp, S. of V., Belfast, and Mra. Fletcher, President of the Circle, gave words of wel-

/deal annua/

announce

committee,

CT^omfiany,

handsomely

asparagus

fern

and

...

past

week,

The Congregational Church will be opened
Sunday, when we shall expect Rev. Mr.
Carne back from his vacation.
next

S. Atherton of Lowell, Mas?.,
children, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Albert Roberts, at the Austin farm.
Mrs. Charles

with her

M. J. Dow looks for

a car

is

Christine Jones has been substituting
in the telephone office for Gwyn ifoody, who
has been indisposed with a throat trouble.

charmingly attired in a gown of princess
and
lace, draped with pink crepe de chene,
carried an arm bouquet of pink sweet peas.
Mr. Gilbert Randall Ellis, Jr., of Hingham, the
best man, and the
Klein White, of
James
Chicago, brother of the bride, and Mr.
Earl Douglas, of New Britain, Conn. Miss
Sarah E. Bassett, of Taunton, cousin of the
The
bride, presided over the punch table.
E.
wedding march was played by Mrs. James
was furDouglas, the groom’s sister.Music
nished during the evening by Miss A. Eleanor
Woodside, assisted by Mr. Silas Rousseau,
violinist. The reception was largely attended
friends of the two families, several of

groom’s brother, acted
ushers

by

were

Mr.

as

Ernest

the

At the
came from outside the State.
close of the reception the newly wedded pair
left in an automobile for their honeymoom
of Lake
trip, which will be spent on the shores
White
Winnepesaukee, New Hampshire. Miss
she
has very many friends in Hingham, where
is
has lived for the past eleven years. She
and has been a
a graduate of Burdett College
in the Hingham Institution for
whom

stenographer

who is a
Savings since 1909. Doctor Ellis,
in
native of Belfast, Maine, is an instructor
He is a
English in the University of Texas.
class of
graduate of the Hingham High School
where he
1£09, and the University of Maine,
He
received his bachelor’s degree in 1909,
obtained the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
of gradat Harvard in 1913, after three years
Doctor
uate work in English. After Sept. 6th,
Grande
and Mrs. Ellis will reside 2814 Rio
street, Austin, Texas.

Ames-Allen. Miss Guida Allen and Mr.
in marriage
Maurice J. Ames were united
Rev.
Wednesday evening, August 12th, by
waa
Ambrore B. McAllister. The ceremcnj
at the Methodist parsonage in
and the single ring service was
used. The bride is one of the popular young
teachladies of Bucksport. She has been the
for the past few
er of the west side primary
and
efficient
very
popu
terms and proved an
She is the daughter of George
lar teacher.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Allen. Mr. Ames is the son of
men of
Harry Ames, and is one of the young
which the Bucksport people are justly proud.
Co.
He is in the employ of the R B. Dunning
were
of Bingor as bookkeeper. The couple
Alaunattended and left by automobile for
moosook lake, where they will spend their
home in
their
make
will
honeymoon. They

performed

The

a:

Haseltine family was h,the shore of Lake
bers attending. The h.
J. W. Haseltine of Pi
was served.
The mei.
w hom are singers <jf n
the lawrn

on

ex-

Miss

sister, Mrs

FAMILY C M

load of Rice Potato

Diggers at his place next week and he
picted to attend to the selling of them.

her

Haseltine.

Wrilliam Polleys of Baring, Maine, has returned home after a visit with his sister, Miss
Edna Polleys of the A. E. Chase Co.

1

j
|

Philbrook
The ar,
Philbrook family was

scot View Grange Ha!
bers present, the oldest
80 of Camden. The
included piano duet.ter and
Veda McKern

•B. G. Hussey and family of W'indsorville 1
motored across the country to Brooks last Sun- j Evelyn Philbrook, piaWooster and chorus
day morning and visited the family of M. J. ; were elected: Janies
Dow.
Thomaston,
pres id er
of
Rockland.
1 ham
We all regret the death of Payson Chase, F. H. Ingraham, se<
which occurred suddenly at his home in Jack- I Philbrook, treasurer.
He was as well known in this I
sun last week.
Mower. The 14th
village as at hi me. as this was his business Mower family was h*
of

Clarence Higgins
present. These office

point.

Mrs. Charles Rolfe of Philadelphia with Cole, president, John
Mrs. John M.
three children and maid are guests of Mr. and treasurer. A Katen,
picnic di:
Mrs. W. H. Rolfe, and you can just bet grand- lawn.
Prayer was offer
in
twins
after
which
nice
of
an a-i
There
is
a
Olds,
is
it.
Rolfe
|
pair
pa
made by Clarence 1.
the bunch.
I.
M. Rates. Read
by
The buildings of Fred H. Moulton were M. Louise Ellms, Mr.-.
j
V
struck and burned by lightning in the thunder ; Miss Eleanor Cole.
a piano solo and Miss M
shower last Saturday evening.
Hay, ma- itation.
chinery and other valuable property were destroyed. Loss $2,000, insured for $650.
NEWS OF 1 HI

J.

was

visiting

Willis Morse and wife of Lowell, Mass., have
passed a short vacation with Milton Leonard
and family at their Sprout Hill farm.

hydrangeas. The marriage was attended only
by the relatives of the bride and groom and the
bride’s assistants. The ceremony was performMrs. E. D. Bessey, with her sons John and
ed by the Kev. Doctor Archibald A. Forshee,
started on the return trip to Zanespastor of the Btrean Temple Baptist church, Charles,
Dorchester, assisted by the Reverend Mr. Vine, \JlllU, lOOb
a few
Allan Bissell of the First Baptist church, them in Cleveland and they will spend
at a lake resort before returning home.
Hingham. The bride’s dress was ot white days
charmeuse with duchesse lace and pearl trimmings, cut with square court train, and she
carried a shower bouquet of white roses and
sweet peas. She wore a gold pendant set
with sapphire and pearls, the gift of the groom.
The maid of honor was Miss Eunice Seabury
Hamlen of Taunton, the bride’s cousin. She

extensive repairs on
Fogg is building a new
has raised the main h.
Samuel White have rtlavisiting at Mel Grant’Mrs. John McKeen ar
John McKeen.... Miss ihome for her vacation

Fred Moulton and family, who recently lost
their buildings by fire, are living in the Sharon
Roberts’ house temporarily.

UCSJ.

.....

mi.

|
|

|
|

The Granges in Ma
latest to be organize
Grange, instituted J:,
Libby.

Nearly 300 attend*
day in Warren Aug !
represented. The ad

SWANVILLt
livered by J. S. Mel'
Wm. W. Wilson, who has been a guest at J. !
Grange, and the
Boston
W. Nickerson’s, returned to
Sunday | Payson, master of k
nii?ht. His family will remain a while longer. | presided, Charles M
master of the Massa-.-i
_Mr. and Mrs, H. G. Applin have taken the I
high priest of Deni
Briggs cottage on the west side.... Miss Cecil
West everything is
Patterson returned to Lynn last Saturdaybut it’s New l.
Mr, and Mrs, W. E. Damm and Mr. and Mrs. •big,’
average Westerner in..
Willis Briggs, who have bgen on a fishirg trip orchards to the East'
in the Moosehead Lake region, returned last orchards themselves,
and plenty of opport
Saturday having had a delightful trip. Miss

j

Hazel Nickerson, who has been visiting in

<

and it is th«
that the farmers

England;

see

Hampden, accompanied them-Mr. and Mrs. of their own horn.”
E. L. Cunningham and daughter Edna spent the Maine State lira'
accomplished in this
Saturday and Sunday in Bangor, guests of Mr. in an interesting eir

S. A. Strickland.... Miss Colson and
friend from Prospect were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Cunningham, Sunday.Elmer
Cunningham, who spent a part of his vacation
at home, left Thursday for Caribou-The Industrial Club will meet with Mrs. Thayer,
Wed., Aug. 26th. All the members are requested to be present... .The Sunday school sends
a
vote of thanks to H. E. Greeley of Bar
Harbor for his thoughtful donation of $5 for
Mr. Greeley seems
the Sunday school library.
to consider this an annual duty which he never
forgets_The event of the season was the
excursion and clambake at Penobscot Park last
Saturday. They all took their good time with
them and enjoyed it to the full. A heavy thunand Mrs.

a

Tillie Christianson. M
W. Andrews and Mrs.

THE LIBERT
A correspondent
Gazette writes: I).
have a creamery at !

flourishing businsss.
different directions t:
lecting thousands of
which is sterilized
VV. H. Miller of Norti
the number of poun.:

stop to the

ery each week, semr
the last four weeks,
''
and C. Creamer ot
quantities of excel;,
is in charge of .V
Marden who has ch
Mr. Henry of Pitt

ball game, much to the regret of every one.
There will be no Sunday school next Sunday,

gentlemen are upric1
trying to use the far

der

shower in the afternoon put

a

the members will meet at the cemetery
the memorial exercises there as usual. Friends from away are requested to send
flowers.... Rev. John Sanders of Dover, Me.,
eldest brother, Oscar,
his family and his
E.
are visiting relatives in town-Mr. S.
Whitten of Portland arrived Saturday and is
but

and have

wife (nee Miss Hope Nickerson) at
Maple Terrace. ..Mr. Stanley Cunningham,who
has been visiting friends in town, went to
Stockton Springs Saturday to visit his uncle
and family, Mr. Leroy Nickeison.Miss
Christine Lane was the guest of Mrs. G. T.
Nickerson the past week-Miss Kenney, a
with

his

EMERGENCY SHE
Washington, A up
the emergency
authorize the Preside
ships to American r
fleets may sail the m
American Hag while
sed

1

at war. anu ana scour

The conference
Senate by a vote of

i-

mined opposition t«>
have admitted to the
all foreign built ves>
ister within two years
The bill authorize*
cretion, to suspend j
quiring all watch etl.
in the foreign trade
United States and r*

guest at Mrs. T. D. Nickerson’s is very sick,
but a little better the last we heard from her.
....Miss Sadie May Nickerson has a friend and measurement of
visiting her whose name we did not learn.... | istry by officers of th<
We expect work will be resumed on the church
this week_One day last week some one
Beware of
carelessly set a fire in the field back of Fred
that Coni'1"1
the
been
for
Curtis’ buildings and had it not
forethought and prompt action of Miss Ber- as mercury will sure!,
nice Moore, who saw the smoke and knowing smell and completely
Mr. Curtis and family were away investigated tern when entering it 1
and summoned assistance, the buildings must faces. Such articles-i
have been destroyed. The fire had nearly cept on prescriptions f
Bangor.
reached them before men could be found to as the damage they »
extinguish it.... Mrs. Lee Merrithew of Sears- good you can posse ■!■
R. N.
Some Big Cattle.
Catarrh Cure, manuf.
port was the guest of her father, Mr,
cost:
Brown, Sunday.
dt Co.', Toledo, O
Edwin I. Littlefield of Kennebunk is the
taken internally, action
of
in
cattle
owner of probably the largest yoke
and mucous surfaces
Aroostook Potatoes.
New England. They weigh 5,000 pounds and
Hall’s Catarrh Cure
is taxed
are red Durhams, seven years old. He
ine. It is.taken interim!
are doing very finely, developing as
Potatoes
olds
weigh
i
five
Two
years
for seven pairs.
Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
as could be wished. The rattle and rumble
4 200, being full blooded, Herefords. Another well
Sold by all Druggists,
earnest in
in
will
barrel
began
of
the
Durhams.
potato
pair, seven years old, weigh 4,300, red
Take Hall’s Family I'1'
about a f jrtnight.—Fort Fairfield Review,
He will exhibit them at fairs.
Rncksnort

Catarrh

■

,,

1

j

^
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Lower Prices

Effective August ], 1914, to August 1, 1915,
and guaranteed against any reductions
during that time. All cars fully equipped

I

f.

o.

pjf
|!]5|
||j|

b. Detroit.

E>jj|

490
690

Buyers to Share in Profits
All retail buyers of new Ford cars from August 1,
1014, to August 1, 1915, will share in the profits of
the company to the xtent of $40 to $60 per car, on
each car they buy, PROVIDED: we sell and deliver
600.000 new Ford cars during tjjat period.
Ask us for particulars.

Ford Motor

pjl

Ijljj
I jjjfl
Iff I
p;j

I I
p|

Company

Agent, Belfast, Maine

B. O. Norton,

See the three reel feature The Wreck, a
great railroad picture, at the Colonial tonight,

tion. But how many of us
in later
can boast of either

time tne uroan

rights

to

^wbomd

aiuui

this

present

great play, in which Miss

The community received
sad news last Saturday of the death of Gilbert
Ellis. He lived many years in the neigh-

Equity Grange
borhood aud
a number of years. Mr. Percy Edgeccmb.
John and Tolford Durham, Albert K. Fogg Andrew A. Drury, Mr. Ingalls and Mrs. Leslie
afternoon
and Carroll S. Parker came in
Sunday fiom Miller attended the funeral Monday
Camp Quantabacook, where they had spent six at Morrill, and all extend their sympathy to
the bereaved wife and children.Mrs. Susie
happy weeks.

for

phe News of Belfast.

j

report that roast beef ard
of the menu at the

n

been cut out

ve

Frances A. Sargent, teacher of the first
grade of the North Primary school, will be
promoted to the second grade to succeed Miss
Julia M. Leary, who resigned on account of
Miss

House.
council, Daughters of the
ution will hold their meeting
ji. 23 and 24,

Mate

illness,

and

Mrs.

Grace Emmons of City point

Maine Hills. Norman A. Read I
will succeed Miss Sargent.
Biekn 11 of Rockland spent
I Those who knew Isle au Haut in the days when
\\ ilson, Quantabacook.
I there were n.i rnnrls
e
,.f the Episcopal Mission will
paths over the ledges and through the underJ lawn party Thursday, August
and those who later have ridden over
Maude Gammans, brush;
n.e of Miss
the road that takes cne
completely around this
eet from 3 to 5 p. m.
picturesque isle, will be interested to learn that
Worker’s
Shoe
the Belfast
a section of State road is now under construc:
accompanied by the Belfast tion. The filling is composed of mussel shells
Augusta to take part in the and clay flats, which is said to give the road
vitation of the union of that bed a good hard surface.
«n

Tarring Case. Herbert Littlefield of
Monroe was before the Municipal court Aug.
The

el

daughter of

u

Mr. and

Mrs.

will leave early next

hworth,

nd to enter the St.

12th,

Joseph

Mis.es Gertrude Coombs
;ley will return to resume their

V.

on

complaint

having anything

ton

in

•m

-•

i.

tu'..- at a

d

plow

His

engine.
hay at

a

He is

load.

Fogg

of

that

do with the affair and said
he was abed at the time. Judge Knowlton decided that there was not enough evidence to
hold him and he was discharged. A short time
ago Fogg had Guy Twombly of Monroe arrested on the same charge, who denied all

does most of the work on
Thorndike with a 20 horse

each round.

.t

of Charles

town, who charged him with being one of a
half dozen n en who applied tar to him at midnight a few’ weeks ago. Littlefield denied

turns 5 feet

hauling
He can haul

now

to

knowledge of

the affair, but
bonds for the grand jury.

load.

was

held

under

Barrows shoe factory
C. C. Cunningham has received news that
largest orders in its history j
his daughter. Mrs. Elizabeth Annie Wilson of
r C. Shaw, thinks it will keep
running ten hours daily for some j Palmdale, Calif., was thrown from her horse
.3 news, as the factory has been : while riding over the mountain road into Lancaster and seriously injured. She was taken
short hours.
has

•ii <fe

■f the

.,

Northport

Ladies

Aid held

to
a

the

su mmer

resort

very

at

Elizabeth

Lake.

Miss Cunningham went to California to teach
a: E. II. Haney’s store, Bayside,
school and Jan. 2, 1^14, married James Wilson
The cooked food and aprons
j of Palmdale and is very happily situated. Mr.
-posed of and there was a de- | Wilson owns and
very successfully manages a
The society netted a little j
-e.
500-acre ranch, growing oranges, lemons and
dollars for their chapel fund.
J
almonds. He is also engaged in bee culture
.Sunday school had their annual j on a large scale. Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham
Uh at Ten Oaks cottage, Tilden’s j went to California to live with their daughter
und Mrs. Charles R Coombs went ! but were unable to remain as the high altitude
toe cottage and were the generous
did not agree with Mrs. Cunningham.

j
l

ost

day

was

picnic

A

and hostess.

and the

w

dinner

At the Hospitals. Three patients were
admitted to the Waldo County hospical the
past week.Lubbert Russell, aged 12 years
and Walter Gray, both of Belfast, in the medical department, and Chester Bailey of Troy
f r surgical treatment... .Miss Beulah Rich*1
ne of the nurses in the training school, who
las been at her home in Lowell, Mass., followng an operation for: appendicitis, returned
ast week and
resumed her duties_Miss
ina Balentine, a student nurse, is at her
lorae
in Unity for a vacation... .There are

spent with sports

ind viability.
the

Woman’s

from

Highland,

-State visitors at
in

have

registered

York, Boston, Allston, Winchester,
1
am and Somerville, Mass., Pro-

Orange

Bayonne, N.
Scranton, Pa., Knoxville,

South
na

and

from
e

and

North Carolina remarked
lunch at any tea room on

‘‘best

their

four

surgical

cases

at the

Tapley hospital,

as

Winthrop Sargent of
are visiting at Geo. B. Dyer.s
Ingalls of Boston is visiting her

Bicknell, Ruth
Lawrence, Mass
_Mrs. Cora

and

comb spent the week-end at Temple Heights
at the Toothaker cottage-J. H. Morris and
in
L. P. Miller attended the Grange Field Day

at

Hillcrest

last

Belmont, Mass
divided their
Friday afternoon. The guests
deattention between sewing and cards, and a
afternoon was spent on the veranda,
Follett of

lightful
a
the fog lifted in time to give the guests
is
glimpse of the beautiful view which always
vantage point,
so much enjoyed from that
served by
Later, delicious refreshments were
about the
the hostess to the guests grouped
It was regretted
room.
open fire in the living

Letters. The

following

letters

follows: Frederick Patterson of Camden, N. J
who was visiting in Waldo; Joshua Allen of
Montville, removal of gal1, bladder, etc.;
Menikie Chryshomski, who underwent a very
critical surgical operation and is now out of
danger, and Beatrice Anikie of Islesbcro,

■

invited were unable to acthat
aftercept, hut all present had a delightful
a permanent
noon. of which they hope to have
souvenir if the work of the two photographers
some

proves

of those

successful.

Journal's Local News. In a recent
was a reminder
note from D. 0. Bowen, Esq
that he had been the Morrill correspondent of
ure

Journal for 33 years, and we take pleasin saying here that his services in that re-

the
spect have been highly appreciated by
its readers. ThirtyT-five years
and
by
paper
took charge of The Jouiago, when the writer

nal.the local news, including the county correof the
spondence, seldom overran two columns
men

4-page papct
than two towns in

the county were
have five correspondents in one town and two or three in others
and the larger part of the 8-page paper is devoted to local news. The first page, formerly
devoted to miscellany set in large type, is now
local matter,and a majority of the towns in the
the
county are reported each week. News of
Granges, the churches and the secret societies
are given and the personals alone occupy more
more

represented.

Now

we

devoted to the entire
space than was formerly
local field, Of the 56 columns 30 columns of
last week’s issue of The Journal were devoted
columns was
co local matter, of which several
of historical value.

report of
The 26th Maine Reunion.
the annual reunion of the 26th Maine reunion,
held in Memorial hall, Belfast, Aug. 11th,
was incomgiven in The Journal last week
The

plete and the name of one of the speakers was
incorrectly reported, and in another column we
There were 35 survivors
give a complete report.

Mr

Keturn Engagement

|

Hie Urban Slock Co.
Popular

with the

People”

FEATURING

MISS MARION JOHNQUES [
-IN-

the open
WINDOW
__

% Naillil Remitrom
■

°NE NIGHT ONLY

Wefloesflay, Aopst
Popular

26

Prices.

SEATS ON SALE MONDAY.

^_♦

guest of honor arrived at four and
j was invited to investigate the contents of the
I trunk, which was filled to overflowing with
dainty and useful gifts. Verses, witty, sentiI mental and reminiscent, best wishes and a
! prophesy, were written for the occasion, all
causing much merriment. In the dining
room, where the refreshments were served,
the decorations were white streamers suspended from the ceiling to the table with oxeyed
daisies for a centerpiece, and in 1)ther rooms
the beautiful flowers of the summer season
Mrs. George was assisted
were very profuse.
in serving refreshments by her daughter, Mrs,
W. H. Kelly, and Mrs. C. C. Moody, Mist
Elizabeth Fernald, Miss Margaret Powers,
Those present were Mrs. C. M. Chase, Miss K
Croxford, Mrs. D. H. Smith, Mrs. Chas. Crockett, Mrs. Ellen Littlefield, Mrs. Mary Haley
Mrs. Emma Philbrook, Mrs. Laura Cole, Mrs
Emma Rowe, Mrs. Flora Gilman, Mrs. S. L
Danielson, Mrs. E. L. Nickerson, Mrs. C. E
Bowden, Mrs. A. E. Fernald, Mrs. W. B
Belches, Mrs. J. O. Moody, Mrs. E. Bowden
Mrs. C. C. Moody, Mrs. W. H. Kelly, Mrs. C. R
Hill, Mrs. J, H. Thayer, Mrs. A. J. Lockhart,
Mrs. J. H. Freeman, Misses Elizabeth Fernald
Margaret Powers and Juanita Hill.

j

-OF-

I.Ip.llisnn will t.akt* nlac** in Spntpm-

ber.

The

tisements

were

interspersed, posed by

the

the parish, as follows: Ivory
young people of
Soap, Miss Margaret Craig; Woodbury’s Facial
Soap, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker; Campbell's Tomato Soup, MiBS Edythe Atkins, Mrs.
W. F. Schoppe, Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes; Fairy
Soap, Verna Jellison; Arrow Brand Collars and
Cuffs, Thomas E. Bowker: Mellen’s Food,
Little Frank Varney; Cuticura Soap, Mrs.
Thomas E. Bowker; Liptoa’s Tea, Mrs. M. C.
Hill, Mias Bertha Wiley: Willi ims Talc Powder,

Katherine Brown.

HEALTH PAST NETT
Careful diet is of utmost importance to
men and women past fifty years of age;
it keeps up their strength, and the oilfood in Scott’s Emulsion is a nourishing
food, a curative medicine and a sustaining
tonic to regulate the functions.
It contains the medicinal fats of pure
cod liver oil dnd science proves that they
furnish twice as much energy as other
foods—then too, it creates pure blood,
sharpens the appetite, relieves rheumatism, strengthens the bqdy and alleviates
the ailments due to declining years.
Scott’s is free from wines, alcohol or
harmful drugs. Beware of substitutes.

is

Sylvester

Charles

visiting

at

at

the

parents, Mr. and Mrs. IsaacMason
and Mrs. Robert Gross and daughter of
Moosehead Lake arrived Monday to visit relatives.

no

!

jj;

j

charge.
With competent assistant, and large stock, I
34tf
your service, day or night.

and at

extra

am
:

CHAS. R. COOMBS, Belfast, Me.

Mr.

Fol-

wing
Atkission
[arch, First Regiment Band,
Dalby
[edley Overture, Sweet Old Songs,
^ ocal Solo, Silver Threads Among the Gold.
Mr. Charles Hammons.
By request,
Pauli
S larch. The Homecoming,
* itenuzzo, After Sunset,
Pryor
Immortelles,
’altz.
Gungl
r opular, When its Apple-blossom time
Gifford
in Normandy,
Sousa
® [arch. The Stars and Stripes Forever,
inale, Star Spangled Banner.
Lee
Conductor.
J.
Patterson,

Marguerite

Miss

1

home in

Lord has

Fairfield after

visit

a

returned to her
with Miss Lucy

—

Leavitt.
Mrs. M.

BUY

C. Knowlton left last Thursday for
resume her work in the Westboro

III

YOUR

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry

Westboro to

State Hospital.

of. and be sure to have your work done by

Annette Robinson of Castine is visiting
Northport and will be a guest of Mrs. F. N.

Miss
in

W. M.

THAYER,

Phoenix Row.

Jeweler,

Savery through fair week.
S, P. Young and three sons reFriday after a visit
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. O. PendleMr. and Mrs

Poor Mills.

Isa

Miss

Patterson and Mr.

*■ lis

of Worcester, Mass., are guests
week of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Sheldon....

Ira

I innilran r\f M'iaa9f*hnQf»tto ia viaitmar hpr

turned to Greenville last

c harles White
®

ton.
Miss Ethel Savery, Mrs. F. N. Savery, Miss
Sue M, Partridge and Miss Lucy Cochran motered to Montville Tuesday to attend Grange

Wilson-Miss Lytle
ister, Mrs, Lester
1 ownsend visited Mrs. Richard Merriam last
W. S. Wentworth and two
5 reek_Mrs.
c hildren of searsport visited friends here last
'eek_Albert Wentworth of Clinton has been
isiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Wentworth... .Mrs. Adelaide Howe of New
'ork is visiting her sister, Mrs. J, A. Hartsorn....Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wentworth and

a

riends went to Clinton

eturning the

in their

car

Field

last Sunday,

her cousin, Cassie Banks, last weekof Belfast and her daugher Gladys of Brockton were guests of Mr. anc
Irs. Irvin Jackson la9t Sunday.... Miss Millet
f Searsmont, who has been staying with Miss
lassie Banks for the past few weeks, has reurned home_Alfred Dutch has employlent in the sash and blind factory.... Harr j
’arter has employment in the sardine factory
isited

And he paid for painting .hose gallons—a
now much did he
fair day's worn is a gallon
make on the labor part of his job?
He lost a quarter or third of his money.
ot hi? money, the
How long will it last?

good

paint?

home.

Perhaps half as long as 1 evoe. How long will
last, if he I uys other stuff as he
bought that paint?
Better buy the best paint: it makes the least
1
bill and least-often.
Nearly 200 Bred Sows for August and SepDEVOE
! tember farrow, including O. I. C. Yorkshires,
Mason & Hall sell it.
Poland Chinas, Essex. Chesters. Berkshires and

served by the hostess. The party broke up at
a late hour, the guests thanking their hospitable hostess for a delightful evening.

Murch has had a farmer’s telephone installed in the post office-Knowles
Bangs has been granted a pension of $30 a
month.... Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sampson and
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Libby passed Aug. 16th
Northport, guests of Mrs. Anna Stephenson.
_The remains of Lindley H. Mosher of
Unity were brought here and buried in Pleasant Hill Cemetery Aug. 15th-The Ladies
in

Charles Sampson
13th... .Our village for the first time in many
years is visited nightly by some one who thinks
they have an undoubted right to enter the gar
dens and help themselves to everything that
the garden affords. .Fred N. Flye has bought a
new Ford car.

j

Telephone

low also.

Our prices

customers.

14-11

Plumbing,Heating

and

last
Tie campmeeting at Northpart opened
Monday and will continue through the week.
Col. Roosevelt was in Maine Tuesday and ad-

dressed

a

meeting

in

CORONER FOR WALDO

Lewiston that afternoon.

of the naval vessels at Vera Cruz have
to
been ordered elsewhere—the Des Moines
Lobos Island and the Virginia and the New
Three

Jersey to Guantanamo.
The clerks in James H. Howes store had a
most eijoyable picnic last Monday night on
the Gun Club shore, in honor of Mrs. Eva C.
Brown and Mrs. Georgia Hoffses, who left
Tuesday for their vacations. The menu included sandwiches, cake, punch and coffee and
after the repast, a huge bonfire was enjoyed.

Supplies,
'ram was
;o

well

encores,

High 8t.

rendered, the

and

:ould wish.

60

the supper

The

talent
was

Sunday meeting ^eld

All calls answered

all that

chapel

was

were

disposed of.

A

large crowd

served with supper and many of the
visitors took

a

LOUVILLE J. POTTLE, Belfast. Me.

"wanteda

largely

Mrs. Page had
had

never

a severe

fully recovered

her

She

was born in Islesboro, a daughter of John and
Mr. and Mrs. Howes joined in the festivities. Ann Hutchins, and was 73 year3 old. Before
and the clerks present were Misses Russell, | her marriage she was an army nurse in the
Hichborn, Matthews, Darby, Tibbetts and Mis. Civil War and had a certificate which she
prized highly. After her marriage nearly all
John Davis and the guests of honor.
her life was spent in Belfast, and with her husA letter was received Tuesday from Miss
on
at
dated
London, August band she had lived 23 years on the farm
Melvina V. Parker,
the Poor’s Mills road, which she sold shortly
7th, saying that they, the family of Herbert
after her husband’s death and moved to the
B. Turner of Cambridge and the Misses FranCharles Bruce house on the Patterson road,
ces and Isabel Robbins of Lawrence, had arwhere she died. Mrs. Page was a woman of
rived safely in London from Paris and had ensterling character, a kind neighbor, and was
borne Sept. 1st, if they could
for
gaged passage
respected by all who knew her. Her only near
one.
Mrs.
earlier
Pierre
an
Tortoue
not find
relative is a sister, Mrs. Addie S. Condon of
also
has
received
a
letter from,
of North Shore
Belfast, who was with her sister when she
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T.- George Dodworth
died. Everything was done that could be done
who are at Hotel Cecil, London, saying that
to relieve her of her sufferings until death
their party is safe; that the banks are open
came.
The funeral services were held at 3 p.
and they anticipate no danger.
m. Tuesday, Rev. H. B. Sellers of ^he M. E
The
New Advertisements.
Progressive church
officiating. Interment was in Grove
Store, Masonic Temple, is to have a school
cemetery.
sale Friday, Saturday, Monday and Tuesday,
You have noticed that the Pearl Brook 5 ard
August 21st, 22nd, 24th and 25tb, when every
mother who has children to get ready for 10 cents cigars are darker than other cigars,
school will have an opportunity to save money That means quality. Imported clear Havana
This sale is to inon everything necessary.
cars are dark but mild and aromatic.

tenement

room

family. Apply

to

YOUNG.
30tl

LISTEN-MR

i
I

health.

small

is knocking at your door, so why
not let him in by way of an age ey with our
company. A Massachusetts Stock Company 30
years in the Accident and Health business.
Some one will be appointed as our agent in
your town, so why let the opportunity slip
through your fingers? Write fi r particulars
and terms to
C. I). DEN NETT;
No, 15 Cross St., Bangor, Me.
4w34p

Opportunity

Thus

illness last winter and

a

Tel. 134-14

was

Mrs. Rhoda A. Page, widow of Jacob Page,
at 4 30 a. m
Aug. 17th, of heart failure.

more

or

K. E.

one

flied

seven

with barn for

were

passed another successful fair.

battery.
living room

Kitchen,
Apply to

ana a

summer

part in the program.

cottage at the
sleeping rooms, a
also a large piazza.

Ashore
Has three

very good and home made candies, ice cream,

stc.,

33tf

promptly.

TO LET

attended as usual.... Herbert Tozier has moved
into W. S. York’s house....Mr. Fred Black of
Massachuset^ has made a short visit with his
father, Hollis M. Black.

responding

sales in the afternoon

in the

COUNTY.

SEARSPORT and 60 MAIN ST., BELFAST
Telephone connections at both places.

...

JONES & SNOW,

to six months

Undertakerand Licensed
Embalmer.

WEST FRANKFORT.
Mr. and Mrs. McGray and family from
Massachusetts are spending a few weeks with
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Thayer.... Mr. and Mrs.
John Rainey and two children of Prospect
Visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant last week
.The hay in this vicinity is not all cut. On
account of bad weather the farmers have
made very slow progress... .Miss Velma Grant
has returned home from Mrs. Harold Moody's
in Monroe, where she spent last week... .The

are

two

FRANK A. NYE,

Auf.

Circle met with Mrs.

boars

old. O. I. C. Poland Chinas, Essex, Yorkshires,
Chesters and Berkshires. Pigs shipped at two
months old in lots to suit purchaser from one
to a carload. We do not get fancy prices, and
we guarantee shipment of nice stock. We have
approximately 5,000 head to select from.
NEW ENGLAND
LIVE STOCK COMPANY,
2m32
Peabody, Mass.

Mrs. Annie

The supper and entertainment given at Trinwas a decided
ity church last ThurscJffJr night
The prosuccess, the society netting $18.36.

We thoroughly understand the plumbing and heatWe know when a piece of work is done
ing laws.
is how we are able to give a broad guaranThat
right.
our

Mulefeet.
About 125 young

FREEDOM

By Invitation this Firm is a Member of the
Safety First Association.

tee of satisfaction to

For Sale

his money

Safety First.
j

We, the undersigned, agree to close our offices
Saturdays at noon, during the months of
July, August and September.
W. C. LIBBY,
ERNESTS WEBBER,
C. W. JENNYS,
G. P. LOMBARD.
A. M. LOTHROP,
A. O. STODDARD.

on

—

were rendered by the guests, including songs,
were
piano and banjo solos, and refreshments

I

Dental Offices to Close
at Noon Saturdays.

paint?

mother, Mrs.
Bailey
F. C. Osgood, returned to Lynn last Tuesday
afternoon after several weeks' stay at the Oswith her

Mrs. Charles Hall of Searsport avenue gave
a musical and social last Tuesday night for the
their vacations
young people who are spending
at their various homes. Musical selections

day-Miss Grace Marsh

same

Paint Better
Better isn't enough; paint best.
A man bought “cheap" paint; saved 20c or
30c or 40c or 50c a gallon, didn’t he?
Yes and bought 40 or 50 or 60 or 80 percent
more gallons; how much did he make on his

Day.

Mrs. Amos F.

Irs. Anna Bowden

J

Colonial Theatre

j

a

home of her

is the program:

of

j

spending

AT YOUR REQUEST. My services as Undertaker
will be subject to your call at any hour. Bv the use
of telephone and automobile, I can assure you the
same prompt and considerate attention that has
characterized my work in Belfast for thirty-two years,

days

Mrs.

will be tomorrow,
f riday, evening, if pleasant. If stormy, it will

Tuesday evening.

Searsport and Swanville

Misses Ethel and Edith McFadden of Bangor are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shaw.

The next band concert
to next

j

Rufus Copp of Prospect were
week-end guests of friends in this vicinity.

m.,

postponed

The Main Street Clothiers, Belfast.

Mr. and Mrs.

touching at the Campground and Temp le Heights and arriving at Camden at 10.45 a.
n
Returning, will leave Camden at 4 p. m.
j. are for the round trip 50 cents.

b

are

|

HARRY W. CLARK & Co.,

-

Mr. Devivia of f{ew York is at the Arthur
Stantial cottage for a two weeks' vacation.

Next Sunday the steamer Golden Rod will
those popular excursions to
( rescent Beach by way of electric cars from
q amden, leaving Lewis’ wharf, Belfast, at 8.30

a

Atkins and daughter
at the Towle cottage.

Mrs.
few

j

Don’t neglect this opportunity to save money.
The cash we must have at these prices:

week-end guest of

a

j

NEARLY EVERYTHING ELSE IN SAME PROPORTION.

BELFAST.

Miss Edith Skelton was
relatives in Brooksville.

iake another of

j,

The

The

J. P. Moody of Waldoboro has been in Belfast
a id vicinity contracting for Christmas trees
a id has located a large number for the Boston
n larket.
They are not admitted to the New
\ ork market for fear of the insect pests.
n

crmnrl

nf tVlA

guarantee of satisfaction to their customers.
Their prices are low also....Pongee automobile coat lost. Finder plea=e rerurn to Journal office and receive reward.
EAST

Herbert L. Seekins
At Hillcrest.
for Mrs. Leslie C.
very pleasantly entertained

the regiment to answer to the roll call
mcalled for in the Belfast post ofand more than 125 partook of the dinner
week ending August 18: Ladies—
served at noon by the Ladies Circle.
ark (2 letters) Lillian Curtis, Mrs.
Comrade Burrill of Hartford. Conn., who
«'rs. Mary A. L. Cain. Miss Gladys
delivered the Memorial address here last
in which
Charles A. Stecher, Miss Roberta
year, made some interesting remarks,
i.taa Surnson, Minnie Smith, Miss
he paid a fitting tribute to the work being
abdominal operation.
-!• phenson.
Gentlemen—Arthur L.
done by the Sons of Veterans. He invited
A Picnic at Warren’s Landing, The Bap- Commander Albert T. Gay of the Belfast
letters), W. L. Reynolds, James Sultist Sunday school had their annual picnic last
of 34 members of
rnine, Everett L. Thornton.
camp to attend the initiation
I
Saturday at Warren’s Landing, Islesboro. The the Sons of Veterans in Hartford, in January.
Langtry Crockett of Thomaston, Re- cloudy morning kept many from attending
He also spoke of the good work being accomai.didate for the State Senate from
and only about 35 gathered at the Eastern
plished in that city by the Citizens’ corps. The
ty, a native of Prospect and a caraSteamship wharf to take the steamer Anna attendance would have been larger had not
u1
ikor of more than local note, addressBelle, which left about ten o’clock. Arriving some who planned to attend gone to the cen61:
ing at the Republican headquarters
at Warren’s Landing the party gathered on the tenniai CeieDrauon in cemouiuiu. vuver ill.
ty last Friday night. The doctor is
bluff by the lime kilns and ate their dinner
Neal of that town, who died only a few weeks
earr.est and aggressive speaker and held
and after having their pictures taken by one ago at the age of 103, was a member of the 26th
attention of his audience and was
of the party adjourned to the beach, where the Maine, and the oldest person in SearBmont.
r:- ■' applauded.
An informal reception
children played ball and went in wading and
1
v- •:
refreshments were served. Judge
Church Fair. The annual mid-summer sale
the older ones went on strolls along the shore
will address the club tomorrow,
entertainment by the North Church Circle,
and finding the blueberries very plentiful some and
Indiij, evening.
at the church Wednesday afternoon,
given
filled their lunch boxes. All voted that WarB. Steward was the hostess "or ren’s Landing was an ideal place for a picnic August 12th, was a financial success, netting
thimble party last Saturday after- and it is hoped to make another trip there on about $60. The sale opened at 2.30, Mrs. M.
of the Circle, and Mrs C. W.
’*isb Ethel L. Burr of Bangor, who
Labor Day. In the afternoon the party was C. Hill, president
-ueft for the week-end.
The guests I increased by two who came on the steamer Atkins, presiding at the fancy work table; Mrs.
-<* who
had met Miss Burr while | Tremont. The Anna Belle called at the Land- Abbie Roix and Mrs. A. P. Mansfield at the
I fast two years ago as assistant
tables; Mrs. Frank Wiley and Miss
j ing on her afternoon trip down and the party candy
food table and Mrs. Frank
t at the Waldo
County hospital, went over to Castine, Brooksville and Baga- Julia Perry at the
and Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes at the
The show’er drove the guests in- 1 duce
Limeburner
Landing, which was one of the most enice cream booth. At 4 o’clock a pleasing ena pleasant afternoon was spent
joyable parts of the excursion, and arrived
|e work.
Iced tea and cookies were 1 back at belfast about 6 o’clock.
tertainment was given, including a piano duet
the close of the afternoon
by Miss Amy Stoddard and Mrs. Thomas E.
A Shower in Winterport. Mrs. Albertie
Bowker; a violin solo by Miss Katherine Hilton
George gave a most enjoyable matrimonial of Chicago, accompanied by Miss Helen Sleeper
trunk shower Aug. 13th from three to six p. of Wellesley; reading by Miss Katherine
m. at her home for Miss Sophia B. Chase of
Durgin Kittredge, and soprano solo by Mrs.
Winterport, whose approaching marriage to Bowker. During the program Living Adveri>

SKeS^immoreoftom^

Ring’s Grove, Montville, Tuesday.
Mrs.

morn

of Miller and High streets, to let. Apply to
L. L. Robbins, 14 Miller street... .Jones &
Snow, members of the Safety First Association, thoroughly understand the plumbing and
heating laws and are able to give a broad

*

brother, Leslie P. Miller....B. B. Toothaker,
Cora Ingalls Laura Morris and Katherine New-

Jena

Clothiers, whose red tag sale continues only
three days more. Prices are quoted on some
goods; others in the same proportion.... When
in Belfast don't forget to call at The Dinsmore
Store and secure foot-ease by buying a pair of
the Ground Gripper shoes, the comfort-giving
ehoeB_Lower prices on Ford cars, effective
to August 1,1915, retail buyers of new cars up
to that time to share in the profits of the company to the extent of $40 to $60 each car they
buy, provided they sell and deliver 300,000 new
cars during that period, should make an increased demand for these popular cars. For
further particulars call on B. O. Norton, agent,
Belfast....An 8-room house with bath, corner

give relief (without plates).
Men’s $5.50, Women s
$5.00. These comtort-giving shoes are sold only by

quite

A.lw tkenn

Suit of Clothes ?

on a

$25 and $22.50 Suits, Red Tag Price now .$16.50
$18 Suits, Red Tag Price now. 12.50
$16.50 and $15.00 Suits, Red Tag Price now .•»••• 10.50
"
«
12.50 and $10.00
.$8.75 an! 6.95
•*
5.95
8.00 and 9.00
“
3.95
7.50 and 6.50
3.95
Widow Jones Knee Pants Suits, $5.00 to $6.00 value, now.
1.95
$3.00 and $3.50 Knee Pants Suits now.
.35
Best 50c. Men’s Summer Underwear now
.19
25c. Men’s Summer Jnderwear now
.09
15c. Men’s. Boys’ and Ladies’ Hose now.
•*
.69
$1.00 Union Suits now.
.69
$1.00 Negligee Shirts now.

semi-annual clearance sale mtMTfie Home of
i Good Values/' 12 Main street. See advt. for the
I bargains offered ...If you consider $5 to $8
worth saving on a suit of clothes you should
call on Harry W. Clark & Co., the Main Street

troubled
arches, or out-growing
joints. Ground Grippers
are so constructed as to

West Belfast.

Master of

to

Saving

Wrr is •putting up the prices of Sugar and Flour,
but our Red Tag, clean up sale is putting down
the prices on good clothes lower than ever before.
For three days more the following reductions
in our bummer Suits will be in force.
Everything must go at the following prices:

es

—•••shawl

if you
with fallen

are

Worth

they will hear something of interest
them... .See advt. of well trained setter dog

present

|i55y
Especially

shoes.

Is $5.00 to $8.00

I

SC

tue cauubivc

||:

them show you.... There will boa meeting to
form a Farmers Union in Belfast at Victor
Grange hall, Searamont, at 2 p. m., and Equity
Srange hall, Belfast, at 8 p. m., Monday Aug.
24th. The speaker will be C. E. Embree, the
State organiser, and. every farmer should be

GBOUHP GRIPPER

■

|||

from Searsport and Swanviile, day or night,
without extra charge, and with a competent
assistant and the use of telephone and automobile can assure prompt and considerate attention.The Old Corner Drug Store will
pay you $1 for your old fountain pen provided
you buy an Ink-Tite fountain pen there. Let

of the famous

Marion Johnquest will appear.

was

1

life.
We can’t cure your indigestion but we can cure
if you
your foot trouble
to
a pair
will let us fit you

Window. The popular Urban
The Op
Stock Company will play a return engagement
at the Colonial, for one night only, Wednesday,
Aug. 26th, when they will present “The Open
Window,” the play that won the $5,000 prize
offered by the Allied Moving Picture Manufacturers for the best original play submitted
to them before May 1, 1914. Over 800 plays
were received by the judges and this was accepted as the best written and most interesting. It will be nearly a year before this play
can be produced in picture form. In the mean-.

|||j|
||j|
Ijjjl
IIII

(In the United States of America only)

born with

The McLain family reunion was held Aug.
14th at the home of Frank Rail in North Searemont. A bountiful dinner was served to 33
guests and several others came during the
afternoon.

E|(||

$440

Runabout,
Touring Car,
Town Car,

five-perfect little
pink toes and a good diges-

Mr. J. E. Sullivan of Rockland in employed
ae telegraph
operator in the Western Union
office.

-2
III aaasBagsjsi~—assagaisjua—

traduce new end desirable good* never before
shown in Belfast, and many other things enter
into this epecial sale. Call and see whet good
things you can boy for little money... .Charles
R. Coombs, who for 18 years has conducted a
successful undertaking business in Belfast,
announces that.be is prepared to answer calls

WE’RE

Thursday.
Don’t forget the five reel feature'HThe Count
of Monte Cristo’’, featuring James O’Neill, at
the Colonial next Friday and Saturday. Matinee Saturday at 2.30.

11I I

Ford Cars

on

Vi———

————-

The daughkseu of Veterans will make on oxcuraiou to Cos tine next Tuesday.
Thsrd WJI1 bo o social at ths Methodist
church next Tuesday evening.

There will be a meeting to forth
ers’ Union in Belfast, at

a

Farm-

Victor Grange Hall, Searsmont, 2 p.m

WANTED

[quity Grange Hall Belfast.8 p.m.
Monday, Aug. 24, 1914

and

SETTER

Speaker, C. E. E-MBREE, the State organize]
Agricultural Department, Augusta.

1 from the

Every farmer should be present
hear

something

of

importance

as

they wil

Farm for Sale.
justly celebrated Robbins-Frank Berr;
H eagan plac e; three miles out only, at
among splendid neighbors; 120 acres splen
did soil; lots of timber and wood; building:
! alone worth over $5,000.00. Make offer
F. E. ELKINS. Belfast, Me.

To Let
room house with bath,
corner Miller and High streets
L. L. ROBBINS,
Inquire of
14 Miller Street.
t34f

B.

GREENLAW,

CABINET

MAKER,

47'Northport Avenue,
Belfast, Maine.

The

Eight

Give

to them.

B.

32tf

DOG : well trained.

full description, price, etc.
R. O. Hex No. 9, Rockport, .Maine.

|

Telephone 211-12

3m32

TO LET
House with barn, 41 Miller
Street. Inquire at
CIT Y DRUG STORE.

LOST
On August 10th between Belfast and Rockland a pongee automobile coat. Please return
to The Journal office and receive reward.
lw

*

■

WALUU I;uu«»
in the dangerous—the almost certainly
The
disastrous —expedient of “whitewash[ffiMrtffl* Sentinel.]
ing” and employing foreign ships npw IN FOUR DATS CORNS COM* OUT,
Me., Aug. 12. Business
Belfast,
?
these
when
BLUNDER
ON
under foreign flags. Even
BLUNDER
BOX FOR KVKRYBODT.
conditions in Waldo county this year are
FREE
Ameriowned
are
by
vessels
Conpartially
The emergency shipping bill before
booming, men are fully employed and
enough cans the risk will be great and the possiEverybody know* that for sore, painful, there u no complaint of lack of prospergress is doubtful and dangerous
conto
serious
would
ble
that
consequences very
swollen feet there Ih nothin* ao good aa Exo ity.
without adding amendments
and template.
The American Agricultural Chemical
enable “whitewashed” foreign-built
this panic For Feet.
all
of
vivid
lesson
without
The
run
great
has had* a large
foreign-officered steamships,
But now in every package of Exo For Feet, company of Searsport
the
American
of
to
people
and
laws
emergency
which is the mixing
compliance with the inspection
hundreds of at druggists, is a 10 cent package of Exo Foi increase in business,
is
that
and
lawmakers
into
their
to
be
smuggled
and selling of fertilizers. The Coe-Morthe United States,
Pacific American ships, officered by American Corn*, which ia free It costa you nothing. timer
a fertilizthe general coastwise or Atlantic
company of Belfast, also
of unquestioned nationality, Use it for three nights; on the fourth night er
coastwise trade. They would compete citizens
has this season nearly
company,
before
be
should have been in existence long
to
out the corn and throw it in the fire.
doubled its output over 1913.
there with ships that are required
They lift
this all-devouring* war began.
The largest plant in Belfast for the
American-built, American-owned, AmerExo For Corns, if purchased separately, la a
of
task
The
and
been
could
have
procured.
it ia manufacture of ready made clothing reican-officered, and rigidly examined
was dime; with a 25 cent box of Exo For Feet
fleet
ocean
an
American
safe
bs
to
creating
certified by our government
ports the biggest business in its history
and pas- far less formidable at the outset than free.
and efficient carrying of freight
during the first six months of 1914. The
the task, which has been so conspicusmaller manufactories are constantly
of creating the vast manachieved,
war can explain
ously
of
(Wlnterport.)
WHITE’S CORNER.
hysteria
advertising for more help and appear to
ufacturing industries of America. Inbe prospering. Belfast has one new
such amendments as have been pressed
adan
of the Senate. It is stinctively the American race is
business.
upon the attention
Miss Gladys King of Orrington visited clothing concern doing a large
venturous, seafaring, seafighting race, a"
The shoe manufacturing business comweek.
inconceivable that European steamship
the
Louise
past
Libby
Miss
in
traditions
to oner them. race of brilliant maritime
managers would dare
pares favorably with past years and is
We have the greatest of
in the peace or war.
Mrs. Edna Harquail and daughter Avis said to be better in Belfast the present
There are enough American ships
two
the
week.
last
as
mightiest
several
now, grand empires, facing
days
visited in Bangor
season than in most other shoe centers of
coastwise trade—never so many
of oceans. The sea wsb the heritage of
and hundreds of coastwise vessels lying
MisseB Vergie and Rosa Bean of Ban- New England.
In losing it,
our fathers to their sons.
The Belfast Sash and Blind factory is
cheated of our birthright. gor visited their aunt, Mrs. M. A. Haley,
adoption of amendments admitting we have been nation now sees
having a fine business.
that the last week.
The
whole
foreign-huiltcraft
The Lubec Sardine company is canning
these “whitewashed”
that defeat by a narrow majority or by vicMr. and Mtb. B. C. Ames of Orono all the hsh that can be obtained and is
to the coastwise trade would signify
the
of
has ious filibustering in Washington
were guests of A. R. Wellman and fam- building a large addition to its plant.
the administration at Washington
bills which Presidents McThe Mt. Waldo Granite Works, the
Aug. 9th.
ily
lost its senses. For these foreign-built great shipping
and
Taft
successively
aboard
Kinley, Roosevelt
craft, with nothing American
Linnell of Bangor only granite works in Waldo county, is
and
Mrs.
Mr.
a real
Virgil
waB
real
and
drive
strenuously championed
men than in 1913 and
them except the flag, would
If tbose bills had spent the week-end with hiB mother, Mrs. employing more further the number of
com- national misfortune.
American ships out of coastwrise
expect to increase
A. G. Larby.
now be Amerwould
there
Ambeen
enacted
driven
have
its employes.
merce, exactly as they
ican steamship lines to South America
commerce,
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Ritchie of BradIn general, Waldo county is in a proserican ships out of over-seas
of our and the Orient, passenger and freight ford were recent
and
Mfs.
of
Mr.
last
vestige
the
guests
perous condition. Within the last few
and, destroying
and
Afriour lines—American lines to Europe
E. E. Ritchie.
merchant marine, would destroy
years its farmers have greatly increased
There would have been
to build ships ca, to Australia.
the potato acreage with considerable
shipyards and thus ability
boat
left
Aug.
Louise
all
Miss
by
Libby
ready
an abundance of American ships
The acreage for
to themselves.
either for peace or for warprofit
relatives
with
visit
weeks’
a
two
8th
for
from
home
Europe,
to
our
sufficiently
people
bring
1914 is large, with the promise of an
Is not the Democratic party
in
Massachusetts.
and
suffering,
to
this
save
all
anxiety
I excellent yield. The apple and hay crops
congressional
handicapped for the coming
and to carry all the necessarily reduced
burden o
Walter Smith and familv of Newburg ! will be above the average. Building
campaign without the ofadded
the Re- commerce of a widespread world war.— and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Durgin of Dor- 1
which
this stupendous folly
operations in Belfast continue along the
and Boston Transcript.
take
chester, Mass., were guests of Mr. and I high average plane which has been enpublicans are sure to Bostonquick
Herald.
6th.
?—The
I joyed for the past five or six years. A
Mrs. C. W. Nealey, Aug.
sham advantage
Never can tell when you'll mash fineer ore
ih deposits in the
! sillier a cut, uruise, uuru ui bvoiu.
Mrs. Pearl Williams entertained the very large increase
Thousands rely on Dr. Thomas’ Elec- following guests last week: Misses Clara local banks during the past year indicates
pared.
RETRIBUTION.
OF
DAY
A
the truth of a paragraph in the financial
Your druggist Bells it. 25c and 50c.
and Elizabeth Reed and Eva and Pearl
has long j ic Oil.
statement of a local banking institution
What the Marine Journal
Fairfield.
all
of
Fort
Hockunhull,
consequence
whinh Hunlovoa thaf “Our trrnwth and
foretold, as the inevitable now
MEETINGS OF VETERANS.
come to
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bartlett of Dor- prosperity are in harmony with the inof a great foreign war, has
depending
town
who had been in
The American people,
pass.
creasing prosperity and thrift of the peoSixteenth Maine. A. P. Bailey of chester, Mass.,
for the transportafor two weeks, were passpngers on the ple of our surrounding countVy.”
upon foreign ships
and Portland was elected president of the
tion nf nine-tenths of their import
return
their
for
trip.
Deposits in this bank have increased a
Maine Regiment Association at boat Aug. 8th
tnar comment 16th
half-million dollars in the last three
export commerce, see
in
Madison,
Aug.
reunion
and
annual
the
Clements
L.
and
Mrs.
R.
Mr.
of foreign
paralyzed by the withdrawal
About 300 veterans attended. daughter Barbara spent four days of years.
whose govern- I 12th.
ships whose owners and
and last In the afternoon the town’s business last week on an automobile trip through
THE BATTLE OF HAMPDEN.
ments think first of themselves,
men gave the use of their automobiles
parts of Piscataquis and Penobscot counand least of n?
bana
At
6
visitors.
and I for a ride by the
ties.
Chapter of Interest In History of SteamThe British, French, German
the
time of quet was served in I. 0. 0. F. hall by
T. Bussey and L. E.
other European liners, that in
F.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
afterboating In Gulf of Maine.
Exercises
Relief
Corps.
between this port Woman’s
of West Winterport
peace ply to and fro
T. K. Wasgatt, author of Steamboatterward, in charge of Col. A. P. Farn- White and family
are a part of the
decountries,
York
were
G.
H.
and foreign
of prayer by and Mr. and Mrs.
ing "in the Gulf of Maine, which is to apot their re- ham of Portland, consisted
military or naval strength
Mrs. Mattie lightfully entertained by Mr. and Mrs.
have in the section depear shortly, is to
officers and men E. W. Webber, readings by
Their
nations.
9th.
R.
L.
spective
Clements, Sunday, Aug.
of Portvoted to the Penobscot river an interestnaval reserve. Pratt and Lieut. Frank Wiggin
are reckoned a part of the
L.
of Hampden,
to land, solos by E. E. Gould, Florence
Mrs. Luella Ritchie of Newburg and ing account of the battle
When war comes they are recalled,
reof Harper& Bros.,
their own Walker and Miss Arlen McKinney,
Mrs. S. C. Thompson of Washington, D. printed by permission
D.
fight for their own flag and
C.
O.
illustrated
Small, George
by pictures of
rulers do not marks bv Judge
C., both former residents of this town, and beautifully
people, and they and theirbe
to Bisbee of Rumford, Rev. R. A. Rich and were recent guests of Mrs. G. H. York Long Wharf at Hampden as it appeared
not
expected
need
and
care a cent,
Gen. for a few
Wasgatt
to Ameri- R. G. Henderson, and greetings by
days and while here called in 1882. In that year Mr.
care a cent, for what happens
A. B. Farnham. Other officers elected
moved the old storehouse in on to the
friends.
other
upon
result.
a
as
can trade
land. This building was a well
mam
com- were W. H. Chamberlain of Farmington
The destruction of American
The sympathy of the community is ex- known landmark to passengers on the
Seth Alden of Livermore, vice preswar, will be and
Patterson
Alton
and
Mrs.
merce, due to this European
to
Mr.
river.
idents; Mildred Wadsworth, secretary- tended
u
sufficient in amount to have paid large treasurer; Charles Deering of Gardiner, of West Winterport in the loss they susAnother interesting picture will be
subsidies to American ships for many Joel B. Hinds of Worcester, Mass.. R. tained by fire Aug. 7th. They were livof the old Hampden town hall as it
that
the
subsidies,
rented house, but lost practically
years. We did not pay
at the time of the capture of
We Brown of Vienna, Roderick Powers of ing in a
I appeared
and now we do not have the ships.
Fort Fairfield and Isaac J. Mark of South all of their house furnishings and clothing, 1 the town in September, 1814; oneof Gen.
them.
sell
cannot
we
and
have goods
and as they have a family of six small Blake’s house, and possibly one of Gen.
for the Portland, directors.
What a mortifying condition
Third Maine. The 40th annual re- children their misfortune is severely felt. I John Crosby’s home, which was occupied
morUnited States of America this is—a
AssoI
while they remainMarine Jour- union of the 3d Maine Regiment
Miss Viola Conant is hostess at the by the British officers
12th. In
tifying condition which the
is not ciation was held at Togus Aug.
Conant cottage at Swan Lake for a par- ed in Hampden.
nal has consistently predicted. It
the
Mr. Wasgatt has also a fine portrait of
told you front of the Administration Building
of young ladies, most of them former
altogether pleasant to say, We
Wil- ty
in command of
truth and veterans were welcomed by Capt.
classmates at Hebron Academy. They Capt. Morris, w'ho was
so.” But we have told the
the
of
liam J. Gillespie, commissary
and the Adams, and who blew her up to save
listen
of
Old
Orchard
not
Cora
Jones
Mrs.
are
would
who
the lawmakers
home, acting for Gov. John T. Richards, the Misses Henrietta Gilkey of Sears- her from the British.
must now see it.
.....
who had a sore throat. The Governor and !
The author first bigan steamboating
Administration
port, Carrie Fogg of New Gloucester,
National
This present
river
other officials were present, however, and Chisie
and Marion and inl863, on the Portland & Kennebec
of
Warren
but
everything
to
Young
help,
done
has
nothing
to
line. After that, he was connected with
lhe bill reviewed the parade. The response
Olive Tracy of Winter Harbor.
to harm, American shipping,
C. A.
the Sanford Independent line from 1864
to Capt. Gillespie’s greeting was by
which it has introduced in Congress
A lawn party under the auspices of the to 1880: Boston & Maine R. R. Special
of Bath, president of the Regiships un- Coombs
was
of
Monroe
was
T.
U.
give freer registry to foreign
The reunion
W. C.
recently St. John 1881-1882; Plymouth Rock S. S.
sub- mental Association.
der the American flag is a wretched
held in the old canteen building. War held on the spacious grounds ai the home Co., 1883; N. Y. Excursion Co., 1884;
bunof
scheme
terfuge, a miserable
were
by a male quartet, con- of Hon. C. M. Conant. Fully 300 people New England & Arcadia S- S. Co., 1885Very few, if any, songs of J.sung
combe legislation.
Francis McNichol, Myron were present and it was a very enjoyable 6; Bangor & Rockland Daily Line, 1887;
under the sisting
be
will
brought
foreign ships
D. Haskell, Willis R. Partridge and event. A Pand furnished music and the New York S. S. Co., 1889-90: Erie R. R.
American flag because of it, for men !
Harry Chamberlain. Among the special children presented a short program. Ice 1891-1900: Cent, Vermont R. R., 1901
will not dare to buy and register foreign
of cream, cake and home-made candy were to date.
Such white- guests was Maj. Greenlief T. Stevens
its
under
provisions.
ships
Augusta, hero of the 5th Maine Battery. on sale and over $18 were realized. Many
washed” craft, American in name only,
THE HISTORY AND ROMANCE OF
Capt. Frances S. Hesseltine of Melrose, thanks are due to Mr. and Mrs. Conant
would be regarded only as outlaws ot
THE APPLE.
the first speaker, read an origi- IOr me use OI men iiuiue anu me asaioiMass.,
the
the seas. The provision authorizing
nal poem. Other speakers were Capt. ance rendered by them.
President to suspend the requirement
of
GardiCurtis Guild of MasWilliam
0.
Cobb
Dr.
Governor
Former
be Gillespie,
that the officers of such ships shall
; sachusetts delivered an address before
das- ner, commander of the Sons of VeterNORTH
1SLESRORO.
an
is
outrage—a
citizens
American
the international Appie oui^ci => «-aoy
who ans of Maine; Gen. Patrick Hayes of
tardly blow at the real Americans
Gen.
eiation in Boston last week on “The Histhe world Chelsea, Capt. Winslow S. Oakman,
of
Forest
are following our flag all over
Hills, tory and Romance of the Apple.” He
Raymond Wyman
Smith, who remarked that he had atweek.
arrived
last
and there can be no doubt that these tended 38 of the 40
Mass.,
reunions, and Howsaid that the first apple tree planted in
know how to
men and their friends will
ard Owen of Augusta, the veteran jourMiss Zuba Veazie of Somerville, Mass., America was that on Governor’s Island

NO MOKE

Shipping Question.
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Toll Rates

^Only^he

idThe

New telephone toll regulations provide that unless you talk to the |
person asned for there will be NO CHARGE FOR THE TOLL CALL. 1
Formerly a
though the person

|

are

Why
from you

points

The above does not apply to two-number toll

N. B.
ed persons

reduced rate was charged when the number called
asked for was absent or not ready to talk.

not

was

1

reached even

to which calls for

design,tt

accepted.

not make

today?

call now to some
No talk—no charge.
a

one

who would like to hear

Wouldn't it be worth the price?
I

If you don’t know the rate, ask the Toll Operator. No charge for a call for ratIf you want the Toll Operator to report to you the actual cost of a completed call, pie.
notify her when you ive the order for the call."
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resent it.
or
French,
A British,
steamer, with her real port

Coi. Hesseltine was elected president; W. H. Watson of Skowhegan,
name paintfirst vice president; Howard Owen of
ami
ea out,
second vice president; William
,nying Augusta,
Philadelphia hastily substituted,without
H. McDavidof Augusta, secretary-treasa newly bought American flag,
would be urer; Allen Partridge of Augusta, correan American citizen on board,
sponding secretary; and J. Edwin Nye
condemned as a fraud by any prize court of
Fairfield, chaplain. For the first time
in Christendom. The Marine Journal.
a woman
presided at a portion of the
Mrs. McDavid, as
I afternoon session,
SHIPS.
second
vice
BEWARE OF “WHITEWASHED”
president, being called to
in memory
President Wilson means well; so do the chair, A bronze tablet
of Mrs. Sarah S. Sampson, the faithful
his lieutenants who hurriedly framed the
which has nur3e of the regiment, was presented to
emergency shipping measure
the association by Louie Jones of Bufpassed the House in Washington. They
falo. The presentation was made by
as
mean well, hut they have blundered,
George Howard of Worcester. The tabthey blundered in Mexico, from inexperiThe solemn let will be placed on her monument in
ence and misinformation.
of the Arlington Cemetery. The members by
protests of the Republican leaders
vote
protested against any proposed
House, from great commercial States,
Soldiers’
who described the bill as a “subterfuge” abandonment of the Togus
UnHome, and recommended monthly payand a peril, are abundantly justified.
less the bill is radically amended or re- ment of pensions.
jected by the Senate there is danger that
FOK THE BETTER IN THE
within a month the United States will A CHANGE
NEW FALL FASHIONS.
become involved in Europe’s conflict.
International law and practice absoIn the September Woman’s Home
lutely forbid the evasive transfer of foreign merchant ships to another national Companion, which is a fashion forecast
flag after the actual outbreak of hostil- number, Grace Margaret Gould, the well
ities. The American delegates advocated known fashion editor, presents a great
and accented such an agreement in the array of news and suggestions which
London conference of 1909. A law has she introduces with the foljowing general
been upon the nation’s statute books for comment on the new fall fashions:
“Good friends a change for the better
nearly two years allowing American registry for the overseas trade to all efficient, has taken place in the fashions!
“The American woman this fall will
seaworthy foreign-built ships less than
five years old, owned and controlled by be permitted to wear clothe^that fit her
American citizens. Not one ship of any figure, and take real steps like a sensikind has hoisted the American flag under ble human being, as she has honestly in
the terms of this free ship policy which, her heart longed to do, appearances to
under normal trade conditions, has been the contrary notwithstanding.
“Let me tell you just exactly what
proved to be wholly ineffective. If any
foreign vessels are now admitted to has happened!
“The spineless woman has become a
American registry under such a plan as
the President proposes, the very act will stately creature. That tired feeling has
of itself be an acknowledgment that the retired, and loose and careless has made
motive of the transfer is a desire to es- way for lithe and careful.
thus “white“The slouch has retreated, as it is the
cape capture, and a ship
washed” will be held an outlaw all over very nature of a slouch to retreat, while
trim and erect, has
the world. It will be particularly liable the new style,
to attack and confiscation, and if our marched in to victory.
4*n//\ivmn
have httplf hnilPS thlS
Government endeavors to defend it in
defiance of the soundest principles of in- season.
They are to have arms again,
ternational law and morality we shall clearly defined ones, I mean.
find the whole world arrayed against us.
“Hips are coming into their own.
_11
u..
.9
T’k/*
They are to be fashionable.
“And the waist line is to put in an apUnited States is by no means so helpless
as the Washington authorities apparently
pearance again. The dear old waist line,
which brings back memories of the tight,
imagine. There are excellent American
coastwise steamships, many of them prim basque, and the encircling arms of
with passenger accommodations, in our affectionate husbands.
“But perhaps the best news of all I
Atlantic ports, which can be employed in
refu- am keeping for the last. Women are to
an emergency to bring American
the
of
walk, really walk, again ! Little mincgees from Europe. The resources
six American liners already in that serv- ing steps and odd, curious jumps are no
ice can be utilized to their utmost ca- longer the pitiful substitutes for walking.
pacity by quickly succeeding voyages.
“Skirts are to be wider. The slit has
Certain swift cruisers and transports can
be temporarily Becured from the Navy gone. And after all, when you come to
to
Department under the timely bill of Sen- think of it, it was a pretty hard task
ator Weeks which the Senate yesterday to combine self-respect and a slit skirt.”
carthe
passed without opposition. For
rying of grain and cotton a larger fleet
of Am“ricar. cargo steamers is available
than persons unfamiliar with actual maritime trade have known—and all these
for Tnfanta and Children.
or

nalist.
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—
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CASTOR IA

American ships should be utilized first.

right to the opportunity,
They
and their employment will be both honest and sagacious.
have

a

Not until it is absolutely demonstrated
that all our own real American ships aye
insufficient should the first step be taken

The Kind You Han

Always Bought

is in town for

a

few weeks.

Mrs. Josephine York and child of Lynn,
Mass., are visiting relatives in town.
Miss Helen Cherrington of Atlantic,

Mass.,

is the guest of Miss Marian Gur-

ney.
Mrs. Thomas Sprague and children of
Somerville, Mass., are among the recent

|;

arrivals in town.

Mrs. Clarence Veazie and child and Mr.
Maurice Veazie are guests of Capt. and
Mrs. Marceilus Veazie.
Leslie Williams of Boston is having a
weeks’ vacation with his parents,
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Williams;

in 1632. He then pointed out that where
corn and other vegetables could not grow
because of the nature of the soil, apple
Mr. Guild then
trees might flourish.
traced the history of apple trees from
the oldest civilization through the stone
He gave many
age to the present time.
stories and incidents in which the apple
and
was at the bottom of war and love
often a cure for sickness. The real origin
of the apple.it has been proved, was where
From there it spread
the Bible put it.
to Britain with the
over Europe and
The Puritans brought it to
Romans.
New England, then it went west with
the Mermans to Utah, where some of the

best apples are grown today. And finally
it was taken to the Philippines, which
an enormous crop.
Miss Beulah Bates, who has been teach- country is exporting
tree has gone everywhere
ing in Machias, arrived Aug. 8th to Thus the apple
the white man and has circled the
spend a few weeks with her mother, Mrs. ; with
world.
Elizabeth Bates.
__
The September Woman’s Home ComMiss Mertie L. Pendleton, matron at
Good Will Farm, Fairfield, is spending panion is a “Fashion Forecast Number.”
fashion editor,
part of her vacation with her parents, Grace Margaret Gould,the
with the assistance of her staff of writers
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pendleton.
and artists, presents the fashion news in
Aug. 9th was observed as Cradle Roll a practical way so that readers can follow
school.
Fifteen
chilthe
Sunday
make definite
day by
up her suggestions and
dren from 6 months to 3 years of age use of them. Another strong feature of
were seated on the platform with their the
September issue is the first of a series
mothers, while remarks appropriate to of articles reporting a minister’s experithe occasion were made by the pastor, ences with women. The first article is
Rev. H. C. Hull, and a solo, "Irish Lul- entitled “The Woman Who Came in the
laby” was rendered by Mis9 Cowan, Night.” It is an account of a woman
A bouquet of
a summer visitor in town.
who went to her pastor when she was in
sweet peas was presented the mothers serious trouble, and the story reveals the
as a souvenir and the Eoloist also receivimmense responsibility and opportunities
ed one.
of ministers for service in their communiAnother interesting article is an
ties.
FERRY.
PROSPECT
account of wnat has been been done at
Germany toward making
Freiburg,
Willis Flynn was a week-end visitor at
childbirth possible by the use of
two

jcaiwhiu

painless

avciy

two
drugs which are not injurious.
Other special articles are: “What Is
Youth ?—What After Youth ?” by
Ralph Waldo Trine: “Better Babies,”
by Anna Steese Richardson; and “Capitalizing Common Sense,” by Edmund

o.

Isaiah Bowdoin of Derby, Conn., visited relatives here last week.
Charles Locke of Boston visited his
family here Aug. 8th and 9th.

Stover.

Mrs. Emma Moulton of West Newton,
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary

HUMPHREYS’

Harriman.

Miss Gladys Bridges of Brooklyn, visited MrB. Gerry Harding several days
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Burr Godsoe and sister
of Bangor were week-end visitors at
Capt. W. K. Harriman’s.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gruby of Boston
sumspent several days recently at their
mer home, Sunnyside.
Miss Orianna Harding of the Deaconess Home, Brookline, Mass., is spending
her vacation with her mother, MrB. Jessie

Witch Hazel Oil
(COMPOUND)
Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind oi
Bleeding, Itching or Burning
One application brings relief
Two sizes, 25c. and $1.00, a
all druggists or mailed.
Fop

|

Send Free Semple of Oil to

Harding.

Mrs. Noah Pettee and daughter Maria
and Mrs. Willis Flynn and little daughter
of Unionville are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Avery.

A toll call is more satisfactory than a letter or a telegram, and in
some instances is more economical, because you get the message and
the answer for one price.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
ANE TELEGRAPH COMPANY

HL_
SS.—In Court ot Pr.
strong, have good appetite and di- | At a Pnbate Couit held at Belfast, within and
for the County <>f Waldo, on the lltli day of
ard enjoy life, use Bur- |
fast, on tin* 11 tli day ot
I
a. I). 1914.
.lolin
P.
executor of
I
August,
tonic.
Hlanchard,
the
family system
dock Blood Bitters,
B. BLANCH ARH, executor of the last I Marietta Park, late of Searspoi:
Price, $1.00
deceased,
ty,
having
presented
late
of
in
Marietta
will of
Park,
Sear-port,
account of administration ot
said County of Waldo, deceased, having prelowance.
sented a petition playing th t the actual market value of the property of said estate, the
Ordered, that notice thereof
persons interested in the succession thereto and
weeks successively, in The Hep
tlie amount ot the tax thereon maybe detera newspaper published in He!!
mined by the Judge of Probate
that all persons interested may
Ordeied, that the said petitioner give notice to bate Court, to he held at Heliasi.
of September next, and show »•
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
and
within
at
Held
Belfast,
Court
At, a Probate
order to he published three weeks successively
have, why the said account
for the County of V'aldo, on the 11th day of | in The Republican Journal, a lieyvspaper pubed.
August, A. I) 1014.
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a ProJAMES LI
A true copy. Attest:
bate Court, to be held at « elfasr, within and foi
KillNK N. WALNUTT of Searsport,
said County, on the Htli day of .September, A. I).
Am hi n W. Li
executrix of the last will of doseph Walmitt, late ol ^ear-port, in said County of Wal- 15*14, at ten of the clock before noon, and shoyv.
do, deceased, having presented a petition pray- cause.il any they have, yvhy the prayer of said
II7 A LPO SS.—In Court of |'n
ing for a license t" sell and convey certain real petitioner should not he granted.
Vr
last, on the 11 Hi day
JA.uKh LIBBY. Judge.
esiate described in said petition tor tlie purposes
Fitzroy Kelley, executor it n
A true copy. Attest
nanieu uierem.
VV. Kelley, late ot Wmterp. il.
r \\ Lkokarr, Register.
Art111
to
notice
Ordered, That the said petitioner give
deceased, having presented
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
account of admlnistialien m
order to be published three weeks successively
a Probate Court held at Belfast, yvtthm and
At
allowance.
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubfor the County ot Waldo on the second TuesOrdered, That notice thereof
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro.1....
V mnut
A
It
Hi I
v.eeks successively, in flie Krpa
bale ( ourt, to be held at Belfast, within and tor
the last
a newspaper published in !*>■ !!;>>t.
said County, on the 8th day of September. A. i>.
\ certain instrument, purporting to tie
II. Wight,
ii at aii persons interested may
1914, at ten of the clock t etore noon, and show A will and testament of William
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceasDate Court io be held at 1 *elt
cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol said
for probate
been
‘of
be
having
presented
not
ed,
should
September next, and sii.
granted.
petitioner
JaMEs LIBBY, Judge.
they have, why the said acenm
Oidered. That notice be given to all persons
allowed.
A true copy. Attest:
interested by causing a copy of tins order to be
JAMES l.l
ARTHUR VV. Leonard, Register.
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Cedust. that they
To feel

WALDO

gestion. sleep soundly

JOHN
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C4111

■
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At a Probate court held at Belfast, within and
tor the County of Waldo, on tlie 11th nay of

August A..1). i914.

may appear :it n Probate Court, t<» be held at
Belfast, within and for said comity, on the
second Tuesday of September next, at ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why tin* same should not be proved, approved and ahowed.

l* 111-

V

-*uv

Ain

•!

m i:

W. l.i

<

n

1X7 a MM) SS.—In Court ot h
YY
fast, oil* the : Ills day
HUSSEY of Freedom, ill said Ccunty.
K. Hangs, adimnistiatoi
of
Harry
late
Fieedom,
of
Jehu
widow
McDonald,
Leonard A. Luideen. iale ot la
JAMES LlliBY, Judge.
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having preCounty,
deceased, having :*r»
Attest:
sented a petition praying that an a'lowauce may
A true copy.
final laceount ol adnnmstrai
be made to In r out ol tin* personal estate ot said
arttii'it W. Leonard, Register.
for allowance.
deceased.
Ordered,That the said petitioner give notice to At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
Ordered, That notice the;
all pel sons interested by causing a copy of this
weeks successively. in The h a
for the County of Waldo, on the second luesorder to he published tlnee weeks successively
a
newspaper putdish- «i in
day of August. A. I>. 1914.
in 1 lie Republican Journal, a newspaper pub- l
ty. that all persons interested
certain
instrument, purporting to be the I Piobate Court, to he held at ><■
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a ProIasi will and testament ot Harms K. make, I day of
bate (’ourt, to be held at Belfast, wit Inn and for
September next, and
late of Frankfort, in said County ot Waldo, desaid County, on the 8th day ot September, a. I>.
they have, why the said ace
ceased, having been presented for probate.
hi allowed.
1914, at ton ol the clock before noon, and "how
of said
.1A M ES I :
cause, if any tlit*v have, why the prayer
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
A true copy, Attest:
petitioner should not be granted.
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
Rem
he
James LIlBY, Judge.
A
YV. I.hi •>
RTHl
n
published three weeks successively
tin y
A true copy. Attest:
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that
Belat
held
he
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
a
Probate
Court,to
may appear at
IX’ A LUO SS.—Ill Court Of I’p 1.
second
fast, witlun ami for said County, on ihe
YY fast, oil the 1 1 th dav of An.:
and
Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock 1*. Mitchell. ( unis B. Mi tele
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
of
before noon, and snow cause if any they have,
for the County of Waldo, on the lltli day
executors of the last
Sawyer,
not be proved, approved
should
the
same
1>.
1914.
A.
why
August,
Mitchell, late o? Unity, in said
HUSSEY of Freedom, in said County, and allowed.
having presented their second
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
widow ot John McDonald late of treedom,
of administration of said estate
A true copy. Attest:
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having preArthur w. Leonard. Reeistei.
Ordered, that notice therein
sented a petition praying that the Judge of Prom The Kep
weeks
bate may determine who are entitled to said esaccordtherein
newspaper
published in Hellas',
shares
tate and their retpestive
that all persons interested may
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
ing to law.
of
bate Court, to he held at Be
for the Ccuntyot Waldo, on the lltli day
Ordered, That the said petitioner gives notice to
day of September next, and u
August, A. I) 1914.
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Iowa,
of
Aurora.
they have, why the said acn
guarJACKSON
K.
4
ION
m
LB
order to be published three weeks successively
A dianof Koselyn May Jackson, minor child allowed.
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
JAMES I
of Belfast, in said Conn
late
Jackson,
1
rebate
Emma
a
of
at
at Belfast, that, they may appear
A true copy. Attest:
a peti
said
ty f Waldo, deceased, having presented
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor
Arthur YV. Lmo
for a license to sell and convey
County, on the 8th dayot September, A.D. 1914, tion praying
certain real estate described in said petition and
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
for tile purposes therein named.
if any they have, why the prayer ot said petia i.DO ss— in Court of 1’i.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to 117
tioner should not be granted.
YY fast, on the 11:1 day •'
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Wilson
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Ellis, administrator
m
order to be published three weeks successively
Annie \\ ilson Kllis.late of Be!*.,
A true copy. Attest:
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
having piesented
deceased,
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
Probate
ty.
a
at Belfast, That they may appear at
account of administration oi
said
Court, to be held at Belfast, witlun and for
low
a
nee.
A.
O.
1914,
BelSS—In Court ot Probate, held at
County,on the Kill day of September show cause,
1814.
at teu ot the clock before noon, and
Ordered, that notice thereoi
fast, on the 11th day of August,
will
if any they have.whv the prayer of said petitionweeks successively, in The
Howard S. Fletcher, trustee under the last
In said
er snouid not be
a new spaper published in Be i..'1
of Susan A Wetherbee, late of Belfast,
Ins second
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
that all persons interested m.
County, deceased, having presented
estate
A true copy. Attest:
pate Court, to be held at Bella''
and final account of administration of said
W.
Leonard.
Register.
Arthur
of September next, and show
for allowance.
three
have, why the said aceoun: sh<< I
Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
JAMES
t.(j.
Journal,
weeks successively, in The Republican
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, wltnin and
Attest:
A true copy.
in said Comity,
of
11th
ou
the
a newspaper published in Belfast,
of
Waldo,
day
for the County
EKo>
Y\
a
Proat
ARTHUR
attend
p
that all nelsons interested may
August, A. D. 1914.
on the 8th
bate Court, to be held at Belfast,
P. MITCHELL, Curtis B. Mitchell and
it any
show
cause,
and
next,
day of September
not be
IXJALDO SS.—In Court ol rnv
i Alice Verne Sawyer, executors ot the estate
they have, why the said account should
YY fast, un the 11 th dav of
Mitclmii, late of Unity, in said
of Curtis E
allowed.
a
W. Clark, adimnistratoi
deceased,
having
piesented
liaui
of
Waldo,
County
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
estate
said
ot
a
John L. Maxwell, late of 1
petition praying for distribution
A true
among the persons to whom the same belongs county, deceased, having pi^
mi
llllill iiucoimi
according to law.
at ueiOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice to for allowance.
1.1)0 SS.—In Court of Probate, held
a copy ot this
interested
causing
all
by
1«14
Robpersons
Ordered, That notice tliei
fast,on the ltth day of August,
»>
order to be published three weeks successively
the will anWeek.- successively, m The
ert F. Juintoii, administrator, with
a newspaper publishI'1'
in
The
Journal,
Republican
A.
Wetherbee,
a newspaper published in
nexed, ou the estate of Susan
eu «ii neimsi, umi mrv umj
7
having
an peisons inteiesb
deceased,
that
said
in
County,
ty.
ol
Belfast,
lor said
late
oi au
Court, to be bold at lielfast. tvulim aud
Probate <>urt. to be la id at
a.I>. 1 «M4<
presented his second and final account
~i
County, on the bin day of September,
day of September next, and
ministration of said estate for allowance.
the clock before noon, and show,
at ten of
three
they have, why the said accot
Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
cause,
all0WedJournal.
weeks successively, in The Republican
should not be granted.
JAMES I N
petitioner
H
m said County,
H newspaper published in Belfast,
jamES LIBBY, Judge.
Attest:
A true copy.
that all persons mieiesicu u\y
Attest:
A true copy.
Aimil 11 W. 1.1
on the 8th
bate Court, to be held at Belfast,
Arthur w. Leonard, Keglstei.
cause if any
day of September next, and show should not te
said
account
the
they have, why
NOTH E.
v
II7ALDO SS.—In C ourt of Probate, held at Bel
allowed.
hereby give ml ice that II
Vf -fast, on the lull dav of August. 1914.
JAMES LIHB1’, Judge.
executrices ot the
appointed
of
estate
the
on
executor
George F, Harriman,
of
A true copy. Attest:
tameut
( minMary A. Harriman, late of Belfast, in said
Arthur VV. Leonard, Register.
IIaTTIK EDGECOMH TIP*'5
his first and final
ty, deceased, having presented
nellast,
of administration of said estate for alaccount
lie.rtNOTICE. The subscriber
the
in
lowance.
County of Waldo, decea'..
Has been duly aplie
that
three
notice
be
given,
by gives
Ordered, That notice thereof
having demands against tluand testament
pointed executor of tile last will
weeks successively in The llepubliean Journal,
ceased are t osired to present t
said County,
of
a newspaper published in Belfast, in
inent, and all indebted thereto *•
a Promake payment immediately t*
that all persons interested may attend at
WARREN A. SHELDON, late of Searsmont,
8th
on
the
day
at
Belfast,
lie
la
to
be
bate Court,
ton, Helfast, Me., our authorized
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
EDi rii itdeof September next, and show cause, if any they
u,
BJ~
bonds as the law directs. All persons having debe alnot
should
ETHEL E. M'
account
said
the
are
deceased
have, why
mands against the estate of said
and all lowed.
Medford, Mass., July 14, 1914
sired to present the same lor settlement,
Judge.
JAMES
LIBBY,
make
to
payIndebted thereto are requested
A true copy. Attest:
I* 1
ment immediately.
4 DM IN 1ST RATKIX’S NOT
ARTHUR vv. Leonard, Kegister.
ALTON P. FRENCH.
scriber hereby gives notice tl
1914.
ot
Searsmont, Me., August 11,
administratrix
duly appoioted
The sub■?
NOTICE.
1
VIOLA J. PATTERSON, late
she has
scrlber hereby gives notice thatof the esNOTICE. The subscribadministratrix
In the County ot Waldo, dec*
that he lias been duly
been duly appointed
and
er hereby gives notice
bonds as the law directs,
tate of
o'"
administrator of the estate of
Bearsmont,
Gertrude P. Bowker of said
LUCY ANN THOMPSON, late of
and attorney upon whom a ccnian'
DAVID V. PORTER, late of Winterport,
and
deceased,
given
in the Countv of Waldo,
and given
of
anv notice may he made.
deceased,
vice
of
Waldo,
^living
in the County
bonds as the law direcs. Allof persons
Al. persons having
All persons Having demauds au.m
said deceased
bonds as the law directs.
are
demands agaiust the estate
of said deceased are desired to 1"
demands against the estate of said deceased and are
t
the same for settlement,
to
desired
present
settlement,
settlement and ah indebted
for
same
for
the
to make
desired
and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payquested to make paymeut
all indebted thereto are requested
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The Great Age of Trees.

Humphreys Homeo. Medicine Co., ISO Wiillan
St., New York.

The great age of some of the coniferthe marvels of time.
ous trees is one of
A big tree felled in California, while still
to be 1,335
strong and sound, was found
before the
years old; it wsb an old tree
time of Alfred the Great. A pine tree,
felled in British Columbia, was 140 years
old when .Columbus discovered America.

The treatment of diseases of Horses,
Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and Fowls, is given in
Dr. Humphreys’Veterinary Manual, mailed
free. Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies,
166 William 6t., New York.

Sick Animals

ADMINISTRATOR’S

ADMINISTKATKlX’S

appofntSd

to”present

ment

Immediately.

amoS E. CARLETON.
Belfast, Me., August 11.1»14.

payment immediately.

( u(,¥ EL, A

Searsmont. Me., August 11,1914.

4

CLARK.

lnmicd^i',

Roxbury, Mass., August 11,1914
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^00 ofjhe
Gay Family.

original emigrant,

the

cams

to

G‘y'(i30 and settled in Dedham, Mass.
i»er,C8 '",1 widow Baidwick. Their 4th aon,
26, 1647, married Lydia
John

p

June

Their oldest son, Eleaxer
19, 1677, married Mary Nutyd. t,or" (1( their children the sixth, Jonah,
tijfj [721, married Sarah Wellington
•"“*
Mass., 1745. They had in all
bcrn
all born in Attleborough.
pf
t0 Medunkook, Me., soon after
war.
Jonah, their youngjpe R'"
1765, married Mary Thomas of
4
1788 He built the first frame
l*'-and was killed at the raising of
i»-'
..ember 19. 1802. His wife died

^'fPedham.
Iune

‘ugh.
-hiidren,
^'/'''’“tionsry
'.‘pilU1

)seir children were:
married Samuel Went11-89

1

torthJ

I

Dorn

I1j ear:

married Judith Say ward,
,7:<e died in the war of 1812.
1795, died 1796.
David Gay.
rll 1796, married
[798, married Joanna Curtis,
married,
let, Nancy
1800.
ttobbtos; Sd. Sarah Neal.
791

;

“'

4 :
:

til

I

i

l0ggr'6',’

Srl-'i

1802, died 1805.
.ludith Say ward Gay’s children

horn

h'!;"

the
The war In Europe continued over a wide area, though the rigid censorship prevented news from reaching
worId except [j, fragmentary manner. The principal scene of action was along the borders of the German empire,
fortified towns
gllsh and French troops were united against the Germans and their allies. Nancy, one of the best
Much of the heaviest fighting was done In Belgium, though
ern section of France, was In the zone of conflict
to
many rumors of desperate fighting on the sea. German losses In the vicinity of Liege were heavy, and the Russians were also preparing
Italser’s territory from the east Grand Duke Nicholas commands the Russian army.

News SdlfukAU
*y>'nm *»U*psnOl»
Of
Waalf

t,r,i 1816, died 1822.
h
C. Tilton;
M born ISIS, married H.
"• ’‘":h
1 nuiulac. Wis.
in
Lot
V. Bartmarried
n 1812,

1,1.

4 MS’l

1823, married Benj. Whit-

-ii

1

horn

f rf,

1825, married Sarah T.

4. Flora M.
and Emma Cushman Woodbury’s
children:
Bertha.
1,
2, Andrew, manied Miss Howes of Montville.
3, Roland.
4, Leona.
5, Linwood,
6, James.
Samuel and Millie Cushman Place’s children:
1, Clarice.
2, Inez,
3, Elncra.
4, Charles.
5, Emma, Died in infancy.
6, Vera.
Albert f. and Mary J. Stillman Gay’s chil-

„h;irl»n-

1

1816. married Eliza Bassick.
1818, married Geo. C. Hard-

:r,

ni

1822, married Elizabeth Goodifornia.
,rn April, 1824, married John
d.ed June, 1909.
burn January, 1829, married
died 1907.
rn August 1832, married N. S.
ch. 1905.
1S34, died in the West.
urn February, 1836, married
died January, 1906.
m
September 1838, married

“•

K'

■

George Henry Fisher died August 8th
at his home in Winterport, aged 78 years.
He had been in poor health for some
time and during the last week had failed
rapidly. He was a man of estimable
worth, having the respect of all for his
Mr. Fisher
many excellent qualities.
was a veteran of the Civil war and was
of
first sergeant
Company H, 16th Maine
Volunteers. The regiment saw service
in many important battles and was the
hero regiment of the first day at Gettysburg. Mr. Fisher was wounded several
times, but not seriously. He was taken
prisoner at the end of the first day at
Gettysburg, at which time the regiment
Hag was torn into small bits and distributed among the men to prevent its being captured by the enemy. This bit of
flag has always been kept and cherished
very dearly by him. He was taken prisoner twice and was in southern prisons
Mr. Fisher is
nine months altogether.

dren:

1, Rodger, born and died in New York.
2, Elwood Albert born in lllion, N. Y 1904,
of Belfast, Maine.
The last of the name of Gay to be ment oned in this imperfect and brief history, which
now

Boggs Gay’s children:
rn October 20, 1828, married
lied from injuries received in
April 10, 1883.
.i
1830; died 1854.
rn, 1834, married Alden Chandincy

>

RECENT DEATHS.

^ Andrew

1827, died 1832.
horn 1934, married 1st, Mary
Hen Gilmore; died 1898.

period

represents a
people of strong personalities, industrious,
I and home-loving—a people who have never
shirked their responsibilities wherever forson, Geo., who was lost at sea)
children:
Nancy Robbins Gay’s
"*'***J^iiaucu iucui,
>rn* February, 1841, married j
the relatives and friends meet at Ritchie
,an*
a
reunion,
-r:
December, 1843. He was a Grange hall, Waldo, Maine, for
when incidents in the lives of those whose
t Maine Cavalry, Co. C, and
and over 70 engagements.
names appear on these pages are told in a way
Sarah Neal Gay’s children:
that binds together with a tie of love far
married
>rn September4,1854,
Died 1897.
stronger than any pen can ever hope to do.
born August, 1857, married
A. T. Gay, Historian.

j

4*

*oma

covers a

lunv

of 300 years and

uas

auu

cavu

|
1

>

3

Curtis Gay’s children:
1827.
Ann, born 1830.
Died 1890.
rn 1832.
born 1834.

anna

Union St., Belfast, Maine.

born

\.

4

PROBATE COURT.

born 1835.
nd Lot V. Bartlett’s children:
born 1841. Died 1893. He
.i the 26th Maine, Co. 1, U. S.

••

V., born 1843,
1851,

•rn

\\

married

Bessie

married George

Their children:
born 1876,

O.

1878, married Nettie Phil-

turn

1880, married Eben F.Litile-

rn

1882, married Annette Shu-

T. born 1884, married Evelyn P.
burn

,t.

i:

1885, married Winnifred

d Eliza Bassick Gay’s
...rried rrank lozier.

children:

married E. A. Sprague.
Rose Gay Sprague’s children:

■-

[•

irried Charlotte Braley.
irried Estin Braley.
.r.d George C. Harding’s children:
born, 1837. Died in Galveso, Tf-lv58.
born 1841, married Leonora
,i< First Sergeant of Co. H. 8th
r.;.
S. V. in the war of the Rebila
born

..

iton.

1849, married Augustus

ertie, born 1864,

■

Leonora Harding’s children:
at the age of 18 years,
married Leslie P. Loud,
i
:carried Mary Swett.
il-.-.
iarried Elizabeth H. Timm.
iizabeth Goodale Gay’s children:
:..v
><»r i»
1848.
rn 1850, died from drowning.
:n 1852, married James Austin.
-.!. i John K. Levenseller’s children.
urn 1849, married Sarah Chase.
-'m-.born 1856.
;
born 1860, died 1902.
rn 1863, died 1864.

August

term

Freedom.

married Elsie

born

irison
Juba-.
Ik.

of the Waldo County
Probate Court was held the 11th, Judge
James Libby of Unity presiding:
Petitions for probate of will were allowed in estates of Nettie Rowe, late of
Brooks; James W. Carver, late of Lincolnville; Martha E. Hutchins, late of
The

|
1

Petitions for license to sell real estate
allowed in estates of Chester B.
Stevenson, late of Belfast; Maud E.
Reynolds, late of Freedom; Hazel F.
Gilbert, minor, of Monroe.

were

collateral inwere allow ed in estates of
Sarah A. Elliott, late of Knox; Curtis E.
Mitchell, late of Unity.
Petitions for administration were allowed in estates of Fred L. Curtis, late
of Stockton Springs; Lucy Ann Thompson, late of Searsmont.
Petition for guardian was allowed in
estate of Carrie E. Jones, insane, of

regard

Petitions in
heritance tax

to

Brooks.

Petition for distribution was allowed (
in estate of Sarah A. Barker, late

of;

Troy.

allowed in estates of I
Accounts
Albert W. Cunningham, late of Free-1
dom, first and final; Horace M. Bryant, | J
late of Thorndike, first and final; Sarah J
C. Barker, late of Troy, final; Daniel,
Shaw, late of Troy, final; Sarah A. El- |
liott, late of Knox, first and final; Henry j
F. Parsons, late of Thorndike, first and
I
final; Albert Gammans, late of Belfast,
first and final; Charles F. Foss, late of j
1
Brooks, first and final; Ethel B. Hillman,
were

late of Troy, first and final.
j
Warrants and inventories were return- i
I ed in estates of Charles Augustus Grant, ;
late of Stockton Springs; Wallace M. ;
Grant, late of Stockton Springs; Joseph i
H. Overlock, late of Liberty; Henrietta!
i T. Nichols, late of Searsport.
Petitions for probate of will were presented in estates of William H. Wight,

j

voH

hv

twd

Hancrhtprs! Miss Marv

wx

j

FIELD,ORCHARD, GARDEN and FLORlCfLTURE WILL BE REPRESENTED

CONGRESS DEMANDS PROBE.

Political Notes and Comments.

Resolutions Introduced Calling for
Information on Reasons for Soaring Food

DEMANDS PUNISHMENT FOR
DEMOCRACY.

William R. Hearst,

Prices.
of the most

one

Washington, Aug. 12. The rise in
foodstuffs promises soon to take pre-

powerful newspaper men in America,
by the many to be the most powerful newspaper man in the world, has
been a life-long Democrat.
He, like
most patriotic citizens of this country,

said

cedence in

will be

matter.

patriotic
loyal American
only the welfare of

a

the

duty

of

consider

our

a.
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July

Lillian and Irene died 1206 within

ih,ri’

rv

1

Final,
a

vr

forecast...bu.27,085,000
6 years, 1909-13.bu.26,077.000

av.

rm_\

A

—.. — a

1

tnno

1 JOB Aflfl

Gay, born 1863. Died 1877.
Final, av. 6-years, 1909-13.tons. 1,299,000
96
born 1860, married HenryThemas PASTURE—Condition August 1,1914.
90
T., born 1863, married, first Edith
Condition August 1,10-year av.
second, Mary Gun of Vermont.
1,1914
CABBAGES—ConditionAugust
S
Allen,
N.
born

d

IJ

1866, married

G,

Henry Thomas' children:

Married Harold Shorey of Belfast.

Warren Johnson's children:
L, married James H. Morse,
elle, married John Berry.
W., married Blanche Bucher.

Qd

Condition August 1, 8 year av.
APPLES—Condition August 1, 1914..
Condition August 1, 10-year av.
PEARS—Condition August 1, 1914...,
Condition August 1, 6-year av.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

£9
79
67
78
75
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j

~
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What Your

Vote Means.

A vote for Governor Haines is a vote for
iimtinued prohibition and better enforcement;
vote for Curtis is a vote for legalized rumocracy; a vote for Gardner is half a vote against
prohibition and half a vote for licensed rum.—
Lisbon Enterprise,

M SALE
A John Broadwood & Sons, London, Piano,
built in 1785. Inquire at
NO. 40 CEDAR STREET.
tf33

tlin

«««»

frnm

nut

nf

town

I

who attended the centennial celebration
in Searsmont last week were Col. and
Mrs. Levi M. Poor and their grandson, I
Sylvester Poor, and Mrs. C. L. Burns of j
Augusta, Irving W. Joy and Miss Blanche |
Sully of Milford, Mass. An incident of
Col. poor’s visit was a case of mistaken

identity. In viewing the large assemblage he is said to have caught sight on
the outer edge of the crowd of a familiar face, and feeling sure that the owner
of the face was one of his boyhood
friends he sent his little grandson to
bring the gentleman to him. On the ar-

rival of the latter the colonel took his
hand and greeted him cordially and
beamed upon him with his most winning
smile. They talked about the weather,
the occasion and several o|her matters
and finally the colonel, unable to contain

himself ;any longer, said: ‘‘You don’t
The stranger
remember me, do yon?
allowed that he did not, and then the
colonel, in order to help the other out in
his

lapse

of

memory,said that

it

was

Season’s Ticket $2.00
Reduced Rates

A. S.

farm.

n

than bread and butter
when the bread is made
from William Tell Flour.
Nothing more wholesome,
either, or a better food for
growing children, because
William Tell s made from
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
richest in nutritive value.
Milled by a special process.

FIELD,

President and Manage

-39 CentsCOME IN AND SEE

SUESINE
—It is

|
f

|

j;

The minute you glance at Suesine,
you will say; “What lovely material
for a delightful dance?frock, for a
walking dress, and calling costume!”

■;

are

right.
it is

inexpensive,

just

the fabric for indoors and out; for
daytime and evening.
It is certainly the very best and
finest and most beautiful silk that we
for 39c. a yard.
Come in and see Suesine Silk.

i|

have

ever seen

MARCELLUS J. DOW, Brooks, Me.
It-

...

POISONED BY THE GRIP

Th« grip is no respecter of persons.
from
No ago or station of life is exempt
but it
it. The grip is not a fatal disease
leaves its victim in such a debilitatcdj
medicondition that one .of our foremost
it is
cal writers has been led to say,
who
astonishing the number of people
for years
have been crippled in health
It is a common thing
after an attack.”
from
to hear people date various ailments
an attack of influenza.
had
The condition of those who have
for
the grip is one that calls for a tonic are
Pills
the blood. Dr. Williams’ Pink
as
esDecially adapted to meet this need
tone
toey purify and enrich the blood,
and give vigor, strength
up the nerves
and health to the debilitated system.
“The grip left mo without any vitality
found rewhatever,1 rsays one who has
ambition.
lief “ami I lost all appetite and
and was freI wag reduced in weight
two
for
bed
days or
euently conlined to
more.
My friends thought I was going
to
into consumption. I owe my recovery
and cheerfully
Dr Williams’ Pink l’uls
this
of
The details
recommend them.”
on t.ic proper
case an 1 a chapter
ts will
n
alter-e
meet of the grip an I
“Building Ip
be foii'i'1 in the booklet
will
the Blood” which"
dhaais Medicine Co.,
quest by the I’r.
Schenectady, N.

-----

|

Quarries,
Factory

]

Locations

■

Mill Sites,

Ijarms,Sites

for Summer Hotels
and
LOCATED ON

Camps
LINE OF THE

THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity
make a change in
in

to

those

location for

desiring to
a new

start

life.

Undeveloped Water

Powers

Unlimited Raw Material
AND

Good Farming Land

.treat

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
are

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAINE

justly celebrated Robbins-Frank Berry
Heagan place; three miles out only, an
acres splenamong splendid neighbors; 120

RAILROAD,

CtNTRAL

The

I

did soil; lots of timber and wood; buildings
alone worth over $5,000.00. Make offer
F. E. ELKINS. Belfast, Me.
32tf
a- Hand
goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me s
cad.
card and you —e
»e co n

posta

apromg
ts, Beiiast,

Federal Btr

For Rent
0

attractive

so

that no woman who sees it can escape
That is why we want
its charm,
VOU to see it.

Rich, elegant,

Corner Cross and

FOR SALE BY YOUR CROCER

SILK

beautiful and

so

and you

William Tell goes f arther More
loaves to the sack in addition to
wonderfulbreadmakingquahties.

_«5l

SILK

SUESINE

—

—

not

!

all Railroads Whatever You Do Don’t Miss This Fair

Farm for Sale.!

Nothing Better

prepared

a

on

Y._

was

bought

sale at Allan Trask’s Jewelry Store
on Main Street, and at the Fair Office,
the Fair. Tickets for Grand Stand can also be pro-

^

39 Hammond Street, a week before
cured at the above named places.

------

remarkable that the other should fail to
recall him as he had not been in Searsmont for a long time; but he was hardly

for the stranger s reply, which
that he himself was a new man in
the town as he had but recently come
to Searsmont from Salem, Mass., and

i

was

people

j

a

RACES!

ATTRACTIONS, INCLUDING AN AEROPLANE, BALLOON
ASCENSIONS, PEhRY’S SHAM BATTLE IN FIREWORKS, ETC.

It will be Justice.

citizens to

ATTRACTIONS

MANY FREE

»

HIIU

4

EVER

MERRY-GO-ROUNDS
MIDWAY

EXCITING

forced upon the people by a Conthis character were read in Congress
gress of the minority is a crime. He deJ COttlUUJI
mands that Democracy be punished for
A fifth, introduced today by Representathis criminal error, and he speaks in
tive Howard ot Georgia, calls for the
“The
election
forceful terms. He Says:
general inquiry both by the Department
this year will not be a party matter. It of Commerce and the Department of

being

_

-»

J’Lene.

ENORIIOUS FERRIS WHEELS
MOTOR DRonE AND OTHNR

Resolutions have been introduced in
believes that Free Trade in the United
the lower branch calling for investigation
States is a tremendous error and that its
Four resolutions of
into the subject.

■

■

MIDWAY LIVELIER THAN

Congress over any other quesEuropean War has brought

tion which the
to the front.

__

■

The Women’s Department is an Opportunity to View a Beautiful
Scene of Specimens of Woman’s Industry and Hand Work, Especially fins this Year.

Five
A DEMOCRAT

—__

Chase's children:
aar, ia«;
late ox £>eixasi; i_/anuD xv.
-Ku^a. l...-rried George Aurington.
Julia A. Bailey, late of Knox; j
2, kittiv, iarried Alphonso Norton, are liv- I Frankfort;
Keziah Farrar, late of Lincolnville; Re^!i. .v. fin, Mass.
becca Warren, late of Unity; Ira D.
Efon R and James L. Chase’s children:
!
Cram, late of Montville.
-iinan, born 1860.
born 1868, married Emily Wood.
Accounts were presented in estates of I
!u:
born 1872, married Gertie Eaton.
Curtis E. Mitchell, late of Unity, second [
rSarah Crockett Gay’s children:
and final; Frank W. Kelley, late of Winrn 1851, married Warren Juhnterport, second and final; Annie Wilson
H
Ellis, late of Belfast, first and final; Benj.
i., n. bom 1853, married Mary HinckJ. Blood, late of Knox, first and final;
*8Cu i:y Staples.
Leonard A. Burdeen, late of Prospect,
born 1868, married Ida Penney.
first and final; Mary A. Harriman, late
-nri!
rn 1864, married Willis White.
of Belfast, first and final; Marietta Park,
;’sv »mi l'homas Cushman’s children:
Fnm;;, married Andrew Woodbury,
late of Searsport, first and final; John
1889.
L. Maxwell, late of Frankfort, first and
r,,’rried Samuel Place.
final; Patrick H. Kane, late of FrankSarah Chase Levenseller’s chilfort, first and final.
fcr.
Petitions for license to sell real estate
rn 1893.
were presented in estates of Roselyn May
rn 1895.
Jackson, minor, of Belfast; Fred L. Cur’s’
Mary Swett Harding’s children:
s
tis, late of Stockton Springs; Joseph
-rn 1900.
tm.rn 1902.
Wallnutt, late of Searsport.
Petitions for distribution were prern 1904.
;
F
born 1906.
sented in estates of Sarah C. Elwell, late
H- tt’s children:
!
of Waldo; Curtis E. Mitchell, late of
irried Chas. French.
Unity.
Lin wood, died age 13.
Petition in regard to collateral inheritlied in infancy,
•;
ance tax was presented in estate of
born 1870.
r,r''
Marietta Park, late of Searsport.
1- -rn 1880.
;
Petitions for administration was prelp«3.
JSS' rn iora
Cushman Gay’s children:
sented in estates of Harry A. Dillaway,
-rn 1870.
late of Wimerport; Hattie E. Thomas,
late of Belfast; Viola J. Patterson, late
burn 1873, married Mary J. Still*
D
Pn tlnl* olor\ f\f Rnof-rvn
of Belfast.
1
.iukee.
ind Mrs. Nettie Holt Harding of Somer1-. born July 4,1880.
REPORTS.
CROP
MAINE
pi' use, born 1883, died 1884.
ville, Mass.
iP K.born 1886.
Mr. Cutter will officiate as soloist dur■1
Bureau of Cr. p Estimates, in Co-operation
Horatio Meara’ children:
ng the campmeeting, will give an enterborn 1876, married Morse of PasStates
DeUnited
with Weather Bureau,
tainment on Tuesday evening and also
Calif.
take part in the concerts. Overlock’s
] James Vickery's children:
partment of Agriculture.
*
will furnish music for the
A born 1885, married Esther Hen*
600,000 1 irchestra
CORN—August 1 forecast.bu.
i
I
evidence, R.
626,000 lancing parties in Society hall.
1 forecast.bu.
July
k': 'i James Austin’s children:
Reduced rates on all railroads and by
694 0 0
bu,
Final, av. 6 years, 1909 13
77,000 the Eastern Steamship Co. have been
[“fry. horn 1874.
ALL WHEAT-August 1 forecast.bu.
Everett
born
married
1876,
May,
Excursion trains on
OATS—August l forecast.bu. 6.600,000 'ranted as usual.
July 1 forecast.bu. 5,639,000 'he two Sundays will be run from Dover
Pearl, born 1880.
Final, av. 6 years, 1909-13.bu. 5,029,000 ind Foxcroft. Baggage will be left at
0., bom 1886.
BARLEY—August 1 forecast.bu. 147,000 the Campgrounds by delivering checks
i.‘Gay's children:
July 1 forecast.bu. 140,000 to the
E. Gay, born 1849. Children:
baggage master on the trains.
118,000
Final, av. 6 years. 1909-13.bu.
Nelson
C.
.J
BUCKWHEAT—August 1 forecast.bu 882,000 Damp Etna Hotel, under new manageJUllian.
Final, av. 5 years, 1909 13 .bu. 423,000 ment, will be open, as also will the board7*Uo.
POTATOES—August 1 forecast...bu.29,200,000 mg house.
.'.

;

At the Department of Justice today it
stated that there was no law to
reach dealers in the necessaries of life
E. Fisher, who has tenderly cared for
i and our country, and to remove a party who had put up prices unless they were
nim during his sickness, and Mrs. Euin a combination, to which the
by three | which is a menace to national prosperity operating
gene Hathaway of Monroe:
act would apply.
Sherman Antitrust
and progress. There should be no diviions, Sumner of Winterport, Sidney of
that publicity
The belief was
Ray, Ariz., and Arthur G., of West sion among the people on minor matters and an aroused expressed
public opinion would do
Lynn, Mass.; and by three sisters, Mrs. to
more to prevent an artificial increase in
endanger the fall election.”
-ui.-an Rogers of Top3ham, Mrs. Cornelia
This is the advice and exhortation of prices on necessaries than anything else.
Rankin of Winterport and Mrs. Julia
Resolutions before Congress from four
Rlummer of Huntington Park, Cal. The W. R. Hearst, who is a Democrat, an
members of the Pennsylvania delegation,
uneral was held in the Methodist church
American, and a keen observer, and is Representatives Donohoe, Kelley, Moore
ruesday, Rev. A. J. Lockhart officiating.
ready to attack his own party when it; and Farr, call tor an inquiry into the
Howard lodge, F, & A. M., of which
advance in prices of necessaries.
irder the deceased was a member, at- errs in its duty to the people.
That an arbitrary, and ofttimesfictir
ended and their burial service was read.
tious price for grains and breadstuffs is
WHOM WOULD R OSEVELT CHOOSE?
imposed on the people by speculators on
Payson Chase, a well known and highly
In New York State Colonel Roosevelt the Chicago Board of Trade, was the
of
died
resident
sudJackson,
•espected
expressed today by Representalenly Monday afternoon, Aug. 10th, fall- is urging the voters of the Progressive opinion
tive Kelley, who is considering the pracHe
ng dead while at work in his barn.
as well as all other voters, to supparty,
of the Government prohibiting
ticability
lad been subject to a heart trouble for
port the candidates most deserving of the shipment of American meats to foriome
years but was apparently in* his
lsual health. He was about 70-years old. their support in the gubernatorial election eign markets.
Our imports of breadstuff for the 11
He was the son of Hon. Sanborn Chase, in order that good government may win.
months ending May, 1914, the latest fig>ne of the pioneer settlers of Jackson,
He personally, and as the Progressive ures
available, amounted to $36,540,651,
uid had iong been prominent in the local
indorses Mr. Hinman for the Re- I as against $16,821,646 for the same
ictivities of the community. He was an leader,
member of the publican nomination for governor and, if period ending May, 1913. Our exports
nterested and loyal
of breadstuffs were valued at $151 939,
grange and of Arkon lodge of Masons of one is to be guided by the trend of his em206 for the 11 months ending May, 1914,
While a resident
of
Cast Dixmont.
will
vote
for
himself
phatic endorsement,
for the same
as against $199,565,491
lackson he was as well known in Brooks,
Mr. Hinman.
period in 1913.
vhere he had business and social affiliaour exabsorbed
countries
European
If Colonel Roosevelt were to' vote in
His death is deeply regretted,
ions.
of breadstuffs to the value of $99,rhe funeral services were held at his Maine in September, for whom would he ports
500,000. The United States imposed for
1 iome Wednesday, Rev. F. S. Dolliff cast his
ballot? Think you he would pre- the 11 months ending May, 1914, meat
ifficiating,
fer Halbert Gardner to William T. and dairy products to the value of $33,Mrs. Fremont Arey died last Saturday
exports ot meat and dairy
Haines, Emerson to Hinds, Wheeler to 307,698. Our
it her home on Sea street after a brief
products amounted to $132,686,390 for
to Peters, Merrill to
Sewall,
Thompson
1914 and $137,968,097 for the period of 11
Funeral services were held at
llness.
:
And months ending May, 1913.
Mrs. Arey was a woman Guernsey, Goodrich to Callihan?
iome Monday.
European
if beautiful character, a member of the just.look over the other names on the Re- countries took our meat and dairy products
in
the
months
1914,
to
her
home.
11
and
devoted
May,
ending
church,
publican, and Progressive ticket in the i to the value of
; laptist
She leaves, besides the husband, one sisapproximately $82,000,000.
a a xv
aiiu
xur wuuiu yv u
jfuuiscu
uuuni^
The deceased was
er and one brother.
should vote if you are to follow Colonel
5 years old.—Camden Herald.
THE BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE.
Roosevelt’s advice. If the Colonel is a
Charles H. Leighton died Aug. 12th in
must
be
he
a
leader,
great
great adviser,
Bliss Business College,Lewiston,Maine,
he hospital at Togus. He was born in
datinicus about 68 years ago, and was and you will do well if you follow his has grown to be one of the largest instiadvice.
; in
tutions of its kind in New England. The
engineer by occupat-'on. He enlisted
toial enrollment for the last year was
n Co. E, 2d Me. Cav„ Nov. 23,
1861,
_1
A_
1
1 or? A
ON THE DEFENSIVE.
522 students, 90 per cent of whom were
The Democratic National Committee taking the combined course of study,
( be U. S. navy, from which he was distwo school years for
harged Jan. 26, 1865. He was admitted is sending out big printed sheets to news- which requires
Out of the great number
graduation.
o the Branch from Portland, Feb. 26,
papers for the benefit, as the committee of the graduating class for the past year
904.
states, of editors. The benefit con- ; not a single one to date is unemployed.
oldest
one
of
Mrs. Ann Bacheller,
.the
The Bliss system of actual business,
sists almost entirely of columns of mat] adies in town, died Sunday morning at
which is the result of years of study of
ter intended to prove that the country !
he home of her daughter, Mrs. A. P.
its author, F. H. Bliss, published at Sag
; Mero, Chestnut street, after a short ill- is now very prosperous. If John Jones1 inaw, Mich., is in use from the Atless. She leaves two sons and one daugh- has hired an extra milker
to help take lantic to the Pacific Ocean in the largest
of each State. The
er.
Funeral services were held Tues- care of his herd this
the fact is business colleges
summer,
lay afternoon, conducted by Rev. L. D.
Gregg system of shorthand is used in
in
this
Democratic
j
old.—Camden
mailing the shorthand department and statistics
printed
Uvans. She was 90 years
ierald.
sheet; if Brown and Johnsonhave em- show that out of fifteen hundred cities
a half-dozen more men
in their teaching shorthand in its public and priHenry Knight Pierce, a native of Cam- ployed
947 of these are teaching
is
fact
28th.
the
for
the
benefit I vate schools,
printed
mill,
len, died in Santa Cruz, Calif., July
Gregg.
a
when
and
to
Waterville
boy
ie went
of editors: if someone has deposited
j Stenotypy, which is machine short•emoved to California 25 years ago. He
five hundred dollars in a savings bank in hand, is taught in this department, Bliss
was engaged in the grocery business
College being the oily school east of
here at the time of his death. He was Kansas, the fact is printed and mailed ;
a position at prestheir Manchester, N. H., in
15 years old. A wife, two daughters to editors all over the country for
j! ent to teach this subject, which is the
benefit. Just how this information can
ind a sister survive him.
modern
to
efficiency.
benefit anyone but editors, all intelligent j latest acquisition
A handsome new illustrated catalog
DTNA CAMrMEETING OPENS AUG. 28 men are at a loss to understand. In this i
a copy of
and
been
has
published
great country there must be some busi- | samejust
will gladly be sent for inspection
The 38th annual session of the First ness success or we would all starve j
to the young men and women who are
Maine State Spiritualists’ Campmeeting within a month, and the pointing to a I
desirous of bettering their conditions.
vill begin Aug. 28th and continue ten hundred or a thousand big mills working
is called to their advertiseTrains wil. stop at the grounds a full force on full time does not prove ( Attention
1 lays.
another column of this paper.
that prosperity is with us. Democracy uent in
Vug. 24th to Sept. 8th, inclusive.
The coming campmeeting promises to is on the defensive; if it were not it
>e
the greatest in the history of the fa- would not be wasting time and ink for
Many improvements the benefit of editors, when millions are
nous campground.
out of work and thousands are in hard
lave been made during the year that add
nuch to the appearance of the grounds straits. The men who are out of work
j ind the convenience of visitors.
don't gain anything by being told that
Dr. George B. Warne. president of the some men across the continent will be ;
National Spiritualist Association, who paid for harvesting; what they want is a
:
las lectured all over the United States,
job for themselves. Democracy should
vill speak on Sept. 4, 5 and 6.
drop the defensive atttude and lend the j
Mrs. Mary S. Vanderbilt, the world-fa- unemployed a helping hand.
nous psychic will speak and will be preset the whole teridays. Other prominent
A CASE OF MISTAKEN IDENTITY,
ipeakers will be Frederick Nicholson of
2111*171

vm

I

rest of the
where Engin the east
there were
Invade the

Office in Hay ford Block, up one flijht, ver
desirable. Also store on Beaver Street. In
PERRY’S MARKET.
uire at

PORTLAND, MAINE.

FOR SALE
Ashes Mixed With Lime.

^ ^ood

For price and other particulars, address

J. F. SULLIVAN,
Successor to

8w27p

Knox

Fertilizer

Co.,

Box 552, Rockland, Me.

TO LET
[ Furnished
Inquire at

room.

120 High Str eet.

o
___

SF.ARSPORT.

Clarion Heating Stoves

11. A. Cook of Dexter spent the week-end in
town.

B. H. Mudgett of Belfast
week on business.

was

lift. L. M. partridge on their trip to join
friend* in Old Town, with whom they return
to Massachusetts in the Brand* automobile
Mrs. Bnnde is a native of Stockton, the only
child of the late Charles Griffin, West Main
street, who moved to Belfast, where he died,

I

famous everywhere. There is no
question about their sturdiness of construction, their unusual heating

in town last

are

called on
Henry W. Burriil of Hartford, Ct,
friends in town Sunday.
visitMr. and Mrs. William T. Wheaton are
ing relatives in Patten.
cenMr. and Mrs. John Innis attended the

many years ago.
,
The “Bartlett and Gaffney Entertainment,”
given in Denslow hall on the evening of August 12th, under the suapices of the ladies’
“Kitchen Orchestra”, waa very amusing, keeping the audience in laughter throughout The
’-trick piano playing” and the “rendering of
tune* by means of metal disks upon a marble
slab” were re«ll#quite astonishingly wonderful features, white the "chalk creations” were
excellent Stockton speaks a good word for

power.

ONLY 3 DAYS MORE:
—OF THE

Grand Semi-Annual Clearance Sale

week
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Edwards left last
to visit relatives in Bucksport.
W. D. Harriman of Prospect Ferry

The line is complete—a Clarion
for every need, for wood burning
or coal burning, for house, store,
hall or camp.

friendB in town Monday.
moved into
Ralph Sargent and family have
the C. S. ShBte house on Pike avenue.

Clarion dealers in every section
are enthusiastic over Clarion

this number of the “Eastern-Empire Lyceum !
Bureau” of Bcston. and Syracuse. The door I
receipts amounted to about $29, sixty per cent ;
going to the artists, Messrs. Bartlett and

quality.

Gaffney.

tennial in Searstnont last

wees.

Capt.

called

on

Eben E. Sawyer of New York is the guest of
his mother. Mrs. W. B. Sawyer, Norris street.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Black spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Montgomery in Bucksport.
William A. Blanchard of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
arrived Tuesday to spend his vacation in town.

THE

PERFECT CLARION

■

Sold

by W. A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.

with Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Sargent on
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Prospect street.
The fog and haze of the past week disapCapt. and Mrs. R. W. Fowler, who have been
and Monilies.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George L. Merrill, peared Saturday night and Sunday
to their home in Rock* day were lovely days.
returned
week
Main
street,
last
in
town
was
j
Boston
of
Blair
Miss
Water ville Center, New York, Thursday.l j
Mrs. Hollins, the guest of Mrs. J. F. Ryder
visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Curtis,
for Boston, en
street.
Capt. and Mrs. Sidney J. Treat of Boston for a fortnight left Tuesday
F. Treat of Newburg, N. Y., route to her Massachusetts home.
Mahlon Havener of Worcester. Mass is the j and Mrs. Charles
and
is now
were in town last week, guests of Capt.
U. Havener, main
j Miss Ethel Colcord, East Main street,not
guest of Mr. and Mrs. L.
Treat on Water street.
W.
yet
Forest
steadily improving in health, although
Mrs.
street.
her gain be rapid.
Mrs. P. o. Blanchard and daughters, Marie usually strong. May
Mrs. Amos A. Dow of Thomaston is the

day.
Eugene T. Savage and Frank Hight of Banover Sunday with their famgor were in town

Nichols
guest of .Mrs. ^Charles M.

on

Water

Streep

of Kansas City, Mo., is the guest
of Capt. and Mrs. W. R. Gilkey on Steamboat
John Doane

Edwin G. Young of the B. & A. roundhouse
vacation in
at Mack’s Point, is spending his
Belfast.
is
Mr. Joseph P. Curtis of Everett, Mass.,
on
with his family at the Curtis homestead
Main street.

Elizabeth Frame, who had been visitleft last wee*
ing Mr, and Mrs. John Frame,
for Boston.
a
Harold Marshall, who has been spending
to Bostwo weeks’ vacation in town, returned
Miss

Sunday.

Paul C. Wood of Springfield, Mass., is visiton
ing his grandmother, Mrs. E. C. Carver,

Navy

and Clara, who have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Gilkey on Steamboat avenue, returned Saturday to their home in Brooklyn, N

street.

James H. Carr, who has been steward of the
U. S. collier Vulcan, arrived Saturday from
Norfolk, Va.

jI
j

and Mrs. Fred Nickerson of Monroe were
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. l*eroy Nicke son. Church street. They left Sunday after-

j

Mr.

r.

noon

for home.

Izah T. H. Sanborn of Bangor arrived
Wednesday afternoon to remain the guest of
the Misses Hichborn, Church street, for an in-

j

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Thatcher, Miss Edith
Thatcher, Miss Elizabeth Thatcher, Mrs. WyJane Rob- j
man, Mrs. Eleanor Betts and Mrs.
definite time.
erts of Bangor are guestB at the BrookBide for ^
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lowell and little daughAugust.
ter Charlotte of Bucksport arrived Friday to
N.
Mr. Charles B. Norris of Grand Island,
visit his maternal aunt and husband, Mr. and
the
Mrs. Leroy Nickerson, Church street, for a
B„ who has been spending the summer at
Norris homestead on Norris street, left lues- ; few days.
Mrs.
day for Laconia, N. H., to visit his sister,
jI Miss Madeline Nash of Cambridge, Mass.,
A. T- Quimby and relatives in Milford, Mass., the
guest of Miss Ruth Hichborn for a week
home.
to
his
jefore returning
at the summer home of her parents. Dr. and
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Harding, arrived \ Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn, East Main street
tons
Aug. 14th from Newport News with 3,800
j left for home last Friday.
jf coal to the Penobscot Coal & Wharf Co., at
Willie Clark, assistant station agent at Milo,
M.

avenue.

ton

weeks

Hack’s Point, finished discharging Aug. 17th,
ind started for Bath for repairs.

:

after being in town for a week, the guest of
grandmother, Mrs. Ellen G. Clark, and his
great-aunt, Miss Maria Griffin, Maple street,
his

A. Dow of Thomaston was a
veek-end guest of his sister, Mrs. C. M. Nichfor
>Is, on W'ater street, and left Saturday
Mew York to take command of the steamer
Jgeechee of the Texas Steamship Co.

Capt.

Amos

rptlirnpH Mnnrinv

In

his rfntipR

;

ar-

Here

!

a

few of the Good Values we are
for the last three days of this sale :

Offering

Men’s and Young Men s
SUITS
$20.00

Suits to be sold for

1

most

Hichborn’s motor-boat to Fort Point were enoyed by many of the company, while others
indulged in canoeing over the charming blue
waters of the Cove, and the devotees of “auction-bridge” engaged in the fascin^ions of
that game until the hour for bidding the hos-

j

18.00

.

“

16.50

.

“

15.00

.

12.00

.

10.00

|

“

“

“

“

“

..

$3.95

and

o
0)

30

C

7

TO

®

*

U)

g
2 o3

<

$

$1.00 Porous Knit Union Suits. 69c
“

“

Shirt and

Drawers,

35c

.50 B.V.D. Shirt & Drawers. 38c
.50 Bal. Shirt and Drawers, 35c

Special Bargains in
Hats and Caps,

TO
c
Si

0

3.00

UNION SUITS

c

-I

$3.50

to

■

H

o

$5.95

“

“

•

.50

3
5

TJ
S3

H-

o
®

<

$5.00 Suits marked
4.00

m
m

»

The Celebrated Schwartz & Jaffee
Suits. No better made.

j

®
r+-

Boys’Knickerbocker Suits
|

3

Please Notice These Prices
On Men’s Furnishing

sr 3

12.50
11.50
10.50
8.00
7.00

“

§

a m

$14.00

“

=

a
m

o

SEE OUR SPECIAL LOT OF
SUITS MARKED AT

|

Furnishings

and

a

are

An especially good assortment of
patterns and sizes to select from.

enjoyable birthday
picnic party was given Mrs. Eliza G. Trundy j
at “The Camps,” where she is summering with
her grandson, Mr. Earle Trundy and family,
at his new cottage on that beautifully situated
shore lot, washed by the sparkling waters of
Mrs, Trundy has reached
Fort Point Cove.
her 68th mile stone along life’s highway, and 62 |
guests assembled—going from the village by j
buckboard and automobiles (Mrs. Silas Adams j
kindly sending her chauffeur witn load after j
load in her car) and a delicious dinner was
spread on the tables upon the green, many
sitting with the hostess, while others served
the viands. Aariid laughter and good cheer on
all sides the meal closed with the toast of Rip
Van Winkle, “Here’sto your health and your
family’s health: may they live long and prosper!” offered by Miss Melvina A. Patterson to
the hostess. Following the repast,trips in Dr.
Thursday

Clothing

Of Summer

j

from Camden, N. J. August 14th, steamer
Millinocket arrived with a general cargo from
New York, and sch Lizzie Lane arrived, light,
to load lumber. August 15th, steamer City of
Philadelphia arrived, loaded and sailed with
paper for Boston, and steamer Millinocket
sailed with paper for New York.
Last

—

“THE HOME OF 6000 VALUES”

Philadelphia
August 12th, steamer City
rived, light, to load paper and sailed at night
with cargo for Boston. August 12th, sch. ,
Hazel Dell sailed with lumber for Boston, and (
sch. George Churchman arrived to take lum- j
her. August 12th, sch, Ent* rprise sailed with j
edgings for Bar Harbor, and schooner Mar- :
garet Ford arrived with a cargo of water pipes ,
of

■

Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Prescott of Malden,
and MonMass., were visitors in town Sunday

j

j

The following shipping report was telephoned from Cape Jellison piers Monday afternoon-'

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.

at

5'

TO TO
O

F*-

¥S

|

a

£

TO

h

$3.00 Crofut and Knapp Hats,$2.25
(Every Hat Guaranteed)
2.50 South worth Hats

now

1.65

2.00 Soft Hats

“

1.25

1.50

“

“

.98

1.00

“

.75

“
“
D. and Harold Griffin are at home tess good-bye arrived, when the happy guests
2.25
1.00 Southworth
,69
3.00
Sch.Lizzie Lane, Capt. A. G. Closson, arrived
turned homeward, after a long-to-be rememfrom Massachusetts for visits with their par
“
“
2
lum^
1.75
is
and
“
loading
2.50
at Cape Jellison last week
bered day of pleasure. Several gifts, among
jnts, Mr. and Mrs. Levi G. Griffin, Maple street
.50
o ®
35
j
I
ber for Boston.
Did schoolmates and many old friends are glad them a silk unbrella, a long chain of jet beads,
Marian Bertha Clarke of New York, in her
Suits.
All
this
a pair of silk I
is
in
N.
a
necklace
of
them
their
beads,
:o
native
town.
Laconia.
H.,
of
heliotrope
ALL
STRAW
greet
HATS
P.
Elnora
Miss
Quimby
ilever merrymaking plays and character read- ;
gloves and an envelope containing money, were !
the guest of Capt. and Mrs. James B. Parse on
Richard Heagan arrived Friday from Lewisone 1
ngs, ’-The Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,”
A few odd lots at almost your own
AT HALF PRICE.
left with Mrs. Trundy as reminders of her j
Steamboat avenue.
;on and is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Simeon F.
will
the
of
sketches
day,
>f the best comedy
numerous friends among her O. E. S. sisters
from I
street.
Church
old
16th
associates
j
Hilis,
Many
arrived
Herndon
August
Barge
ae at the Congregational church, Friday, Aug.
and other neighbors who had constituted her
take
of our Ma i
To those who cannot attend this
j
Newport News with 2,906 tons of coal to the !Sth, under the auspices of the Ladies’ Guild. gladly welcome him in his boyhood’s home,
al fresco birthday party.
Many happy re- I
his
health.
regretting
present
poor
leeply
Penobscot Coal Co.
All
orders
will
be
delivered
Vdmission, 25 cents; reserved seats, 35 cents,
Parcel
Post
Order
turns of her birth anniversary are cordially
Mr. and
Mrs. William Morrison, Church
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Black of Everett, < n sale at Mrs. C. E. Adams’ store August 26th. j
wished for this always cheerful companion by
67-2.
FREE.
itreet, have as present guests Mrs. C. H. BryMass were in town last week to attend the j j iss Marguerite E. Butman will have charge
her numerous friends outside her guests of
tnt, sister-in-law of Mrs. Morrison, en route
< f the musical program.
Merithew reunion.
last week.
0
join her husband in Erie, Penn., and Mrs.
Nahum Mosmar. and son Herbert of Atlan- j
Mrs. Carrie Libby of Cutler,
* IBERTY.
Bryant’s
mother,
Mr.
of
in
town
Sunday, guests
Mr.
tic. Mass., were
CENTER MONTV1LLE.
idaine.
Mrs. Harry Grant left last week to join
onH Mrc A
I. Mnsman.
Mrs. C.
Perley Allen is at Dr. Tapley’s hospital, Belirant in Tennessee for a brief stay...
MAINE
12 WAIN
a
of
attended
village
Quite company
people
the Brier
fast, where he was operated upon for appenDr. William J. Garvey, and a party of friends
1. Hurd was a week-end guest at
^ he fair, August 11th, held in Par.; by the laArwell.
as
Ella
S.
ard
Mrs.
He
is
Mr.
of
dicitis.
are
doing
week....
N.
from Troy,
reported
Y.,
guests
omestead in Belfast last
lies' of the Cong'l church. A very pleasant
thur Gil patrick and family of Dan forth, Maine,
Dollivei on Main street.
lrs. James Lovett of Winterport are guests
ccasion is reported by all going down, especKNOX.
are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Volnev
BELFAST PRICE CURf
jMORRILL.
f his aunt, Mrs. Walter Knowlton....Mrs.
Barge jBoylston arrived August 13th from
ally to partake of the supper, served at the
James H. Bartlett, Mrs. C. K.
A very heavy thunder shower passed over
Thompson....
of Beverly, Mass., is passing
The Morrill Sunday school held its annual
to
the
A.
Sherman
fertilizer
with
900
tons
ot
Iverett
Corrected Weekly for The
Weymouth
tome of Mr, and Mrs. John Blanchard.
in
The th's
Richards and Miss Margaret Bartlett were
last Thursday.
oieeks in town with her parents, Mr.
vicinity last Friday night, but did no
PRODUCE MARKET.
^p cnic at Tilden pond
A. C. Co. of Mack’s Point.
PAM
Stockton wonders what will be the. outcome Waterville last week, guests of Mrs. Elizabeth
than 150
was an ideal picnic day and more
(day
and Mrs. George Cram.... Miss Higgins of Bar
damage
except burning out the fuse in some Apples,per obi,1.50. 2.60 Hay,
Mr. and Mrs, Frank E. Morrow of Camden
f this direful war embracing all Europe! It and Miss Mary E. Bartlett-Mr. and Mrs*
a long delight- !
friends
a
month
in
their
anc,
passed
been
7
scholars
g
of the telephones... Miss Mildred Webb was
dried, per lb.,
passing
Hides.
Harbor, who has
were in town Sunday, guests of Mrs. H. B.
1 3 too stupendous for comprehension.
One Cornelius Whitcomb of Belfast are visiting
ball and ; the
2 7oa3 00 Lamb.
Beans, pea,
re|
ful
day. boating,swinging,playing base
guest of Miss Lulu Bailey in Thorndike the
town, the guest of her brother, Dr. Ells,
\ E.,
3 .50 I-imb 8;.
Beans,
1 isiting
said: “Germany is the
Whittier, Reservoir street.
gentleman
S.
Erskine.Miss
T.
N.
Mrs.
T.
Dr.
Pearson,!
their
daughter,
Walter
Supt.
g
sociability....The
turned home last week... Mr.and Mrs.
past week-Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bailey spent Butter,
28a32 Mutton
She may be
* reatest nation of Europe!
A. B. McGown of Worcester, Mass., spent
Marian G. Richards w ill entertain the Girls’ ^furnished an abundant treat of watermelons, I
9a 11 Oats.
the week-end in Rockport_Mrs. Myra Emer- Beef, sides,
Cargill and son Neal of Arlington, Mass., are c rushed, but the cost of her defeat will be
at
number
with
his
who
are
a
Club
Needlework
Mr.
summering
Crochet and
Friday....
Sunday
9 Potatoe.
family,
and candy and also employed
Beet,forequarters.
G. H. Cargill.... Miss
^
of
Postmaster
son
peanuts
and
and
Nettie
and
Virdaughter, Clara,
guests
to
E
60 Round i
I
Point.
bu.
from
on
Pleasant
taggering
their bungalow
Barley,
humanity.”
and Mrs. James J. Clement spent Saturday
of automobiles to convey the children
Fannie Gilman, who has been visiting in town
Mannuccia called on Mrs. Jennie Richard- Cheese,
ginia
22
Straw.
I
Mr. and Mrs.
Last
Mr. L. C. Havener of Worcester, Mass., ar- returned to Pittsfield Aug. 10th.... Mr. Camp- j
their homes to and from the pond.
The death of Josiah G. Lambert, the oldest and Sunday in Northport....
son and Mrs. Annie Aborn last week_Jerre
Chicken.
25 Turkey.
of Middleboro, Mass, are
a vote of I
son
Turner and
their
school
Supt.
rived Saturday and is with his family at the bell went to Pittsfield Monday to attend the c f our merchants, occurred
the
CalfSkins.
gave
18Tallow.
Webb went to Boston, last Saturday for an
Sunday
Sunday night, com20 Veal.
Duck.
friends and relatives here-A very
Pendleton homestead on Main street.
thanks for his great kindness and also extended I operation-O. B. Woodbury has bought a
Christian Endeavor convention held there.... j ig as a surprise to the community, as he had visiting
2S Wool, ut
Eg*rs,
was
to
about
and
thirty
young
Coombs
Messrs.
given
auto
to
Sleeper'
J
an
pleasant party
t een absent from his Main street place of busia vote of tnanks
Ford car-Mr. and Mrs. James Paulson and Fowl,
Dr. W. L. Cargill of Pittsfield was
18 Wood. !:
Rev. and Mrs. C. H. McElhiney returned last
I
at Grange hall Wednesday evening,
Carrie Ayer,
ess only two weeks, although
18 Wood
who so kindly gave the use of their cottage^ family returned to their home in Mansfield,
Geese,
suffering from people
Saturday from Princeton,where Mp. McElhiney visitor in town Aug. 10th....Mrs.
Mrs.
Hulda
make
were
to
I
The patronesses
at
a n incurable disease for several years.
RETAIL PRICE.
Rl ! \
An Aug. 12th.
grounds and boats, and helped
who has been passing a two weeks’ vacation
Mass., last Saturday-Mr. and Mrs. Bert
officiated at the Mixter-Eaton wedding.
and
1 he
Mrs. the
Ramsay, Mrs. Everett Bennett
18 Lime,
day a pleasant one for the children....
Aborn and
Beef, Corned,
Arthur Dickinson motored
to
her home here, returned Saturday to Howard, 0 bituary will appear later in these columns.
Mr. and Mrs. James Woods and daughter
Chester Cushman. Ice cream and cake were
funeral of Mrs. Helen Mears was held at the I WTndermere Sunday and also called on Mr. and Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22 Oat V
K. I., where Ehe has a position as
Mrs. Walter F. Kimball and daughter, Miss served... Mrs.
Catherine of Dorchester, Mass., are guests of |
103 On u
Corn,
Aoby Watts and her daughter, church last Sunday afternoon, Rev. Fred
Mrs. I, C. Spencer and Mr. and Mrs. Belle Cracked Corn,
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Benner of Bridgewater, |
'.WfOil. kMr. and Mrs. John Davis on Main street.
ranees, of Brookline, Mass., arrived Monday
will be
Mrs. Frank Rainolds of \Vaterville, are visiting
Mears
Mrs.
Rhoda
Corn Meal.
98 Pollock
Morgan officiating.
Mis* Clara Emerson returned to
Mass., were guests last week of Mrs.
Crosby....
Boston steamer for their annual visit with Miss Etta Thompson,
y
ad
her
Morrill
in
lived
Albert G. Njrris, who spent the summer at Benner.
had
22 Pork,
Cheese,
| Bangor last Saturday to resume her studies at
greatly missed. She
They left Saturday for Belfast,where
Irs. Kimball’s sisters, Misses Lillian A. and
Cotton
1
85 Pla>t>
a
is
Seed,
there
hardly
and
their
the Norris homestead, Norris street, returned
1 fe, was a skilful nurse,
j the Gilman Business College.
they will pass a week before resuming
10 Rye M
Codtish,
[abel
center
F.
dry,
SWANVILlE
School
street.
been
Simmons,
Many
Tuesday to his home in Cambridge, Mass.
j
h ime around here but sometime has
duties in Bridgewater... T. P. Mathews, who j
Mrs. Eliza Webber of Monroe spent the past
>rmer associates
me large aigladly extend a welcome to
ministrations.
her
Clover
20a
22
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Weymouth and has been the guest of his uncle, Thomas W. ;
Seed,
|
Sugar
by
When baby suffers with ezcema or some itchweek with Mrs. Briggs.... Mr. and Mrs. Laur- helped
lem in their birth-town.
(5 00a6 75 Salt, I
Flour,
tendance and the abundance of beautiful ing skin trouble, use Doan’s Ointment. A
daughter, Miss Bessie E. Weymouth were in Pitcher, in Belfast, returned home last week,
iston Nichols and children of Belfast were
H.
G.
50
3
Swet
Seed,
evidences of the esteem in little of it goes a long way and it is safe for
were
Mrs. Silas Adams of Portland arrived
Searsmont last week to attend the centennial.
_Mrs Lillian Edmonds of Melrose HighLard
15 V\ hea
August week-end guests of her sister, Mrs. E. H. Lit- dowers
children. 50c a box at all stores.
vacation j 2th in her automobile to
which she was held....Mrs. Emma Sawyer
visit hercousin, Mrs.
lands, Mass., is passing a two weeks'
Miss Ethel M, Nichols, who had been attendand
I
Saunders
tlefield... .Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
visited her mother, Mrs. Lottie
Mrs. E. G. Norton, f Ibert C. Colcord, East Main
BO KIN
street, and her two daughters of Lowell, Mass., called at Mrs. from Augusta
ing a summer school in Boston, is the guest of in town with her mother,
H. White of Au-i u ncle and wife, Capt. and Mrs. Frank A. Patthe past ten days-Mrs. C. R. Roundy
Charles
Mrs.
Murch,
and
SHIP NEWS.
....MrMrs.
C.
M.
on
her mother,
Water
Nichols,
and went through
Garrie
Sunday
Cunningham's
from
Freeman.
In Waldo, Augu^
Maud Hamblin, were j erson, for a week. Mrs. Adams is
from Camden and Miss Lucy Hutchins
remember- the house. It was formerly their home and
gusta and daughter, Mrs.
street.
Mrs. Lewis Freeman, a son.
s
Norton... .Mr. e 1 here as Miss Orilla
Vermont were recent guests of Mrs. Roundy
the only holds fond memories_Mr. and Mrs. Perley
guests last week of Mrs. E, G.
Patterson,
j
Guilford.
In Penobscot,
AMERICAN
PORTS.
who
lias
been
Nehemiah Roulstone,
Jones and son,
passing and Mrs. John Chadwick of Belfast were guests c hild of the late
and Mrs. Arthur P Guilford,
Capt. Elias Patterson. Wel- Me Keen and son of Woburn, Mass., are visit- f ather, M r. Geo. Hatch.... M rs.
of Binghis vacation with bis mother, Mrs. Flora Roulsch Charles A
New
12.
Ar,
Miss
York,
Roundy
were
Aug
and
and
Leighton
)me
to
week.
c
Bean
son,
In
last
Penobscot.
Stockton!
They
\
Mrs.
af Mrs. E. G. Norton
Klinck, Long Cove, 13, ar, sch Edward H Cole, Mrs. Alvah Leighton, a son.
ng relatives in town.... Mrs. Thurza Jackson,
i
stone.on Reservoir street, returned to Boston
ham visited Mrs. Jones’ sister, t-rs. Bertha
sch
accompanied by Mrs. Greeley of California,
sch
C
B
is
_.•_
14,
ar,
sld,
Clark,
Bath;
Bangor;
at
Mr.
home
Thompson’s,
In Swanville, .A
Robbins
vho is making her
G. Blood
Sunday.
after
Hartshorn, the past week.... Mr. K.
Andrew Nebinger, Bangor, via New Rochelle; Laura Robbins, a son.
who is passing the summer in the east
^ id Mrs. Pierce D. Lancaster of
front I
juite ill....Cant. White of Sedgwick and Mrs
Pride’s CrossMrs. Laidhad an artesian well bored in
Miss Frances McCan* and Miss Kathleen
15, ar, schs Annie B Mitchell, Long Cove;
Sargent. In Gouldsboro, J
recently
an absence of 25 years.... Mr. and
were
;. B. Jewett and two sons of Winterport
g, Mass., upon the arrival August 7th of a
Handers is James Roth well, do; 16, ar, schs Wesley AbMrs. Lester Sargent, a son.
McCann of Bangor are guests of Mr. and Mrs. law and Mrs. John Sanford were auto visitors
of his buildings, and Mr. Elmer
White.
via Huntington, L I; Mary E I
ost welcome little
Whitten. In Thumaston,
Cross family | bott, Stockton
daughter, Gertrude Pen- juests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
Benson at their summer cottage on the westnow having one bored-The
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In Belfast one dav last week.
Morse, Apple River, N S; 17, ar, stm Milli- | and Mrs Emil Whitten, a so:
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bark Mannie Swan, Fernanwill
ern shore.
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Stockton;
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